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State republicans angling for 
congressional seat News 10/1/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

Several Republicans have 

been looking at a run for 

the retiring Jim 

Sensenbrenner in 

Wisconsin’s 5th 

Congressional District.  Matt 

Walker won’t be one of 

them.  The 25-year old son 

of former Governor Scott 

Walker said yesterday he’s 

decided to focus on his 

work and community 

involvement in the area 

that covers the northern 

and western Milwaukee 

suburbs.  Senate Majority 

Leader Scott Fitzgerald is 

the only announced 

candidate for the seat so 

far.   

Meanwhile, there are two 

Republicans seeking 



Congressman Sean Duffy’s 

seat in the 7th District, State 

Senator Tom Tiffany and 

veteran Jason Church.  

Wausau Attorney Christine 

Bremer had been 

encouraged to run but in a 

statement yesterday said 

her life’s work representing 

people locally is what she 

wants to continue and 

won’t go after the seat. 

Another band of showers 

and storms is expected to 

move across the state 

today, bringing anywhere 

from one to three inches of 

rain, especially in Central 

Wisconsin, with isolated 

higher totals.  More than 30 

flood watches have been 

posted across central and 

southern parts of the state 

in advance of this system.  

The North will see some 

scattered showers with total 

rainfall around half an inch 

on average. 



Representatives of the city 

of Rhinelander and the 

public get the chance to 

review the first unveiling of 

the design for an improved 

Pioneer Park this afternoon.  

An open house and public 

input session takes place 

from 4-to-6 pm at City Hall, 

immediately followed by a 

meeting of the Planning 

Commission where there will 

be a formal presentation.   
 

  
Federal Judge dismisses 
Democrats law suit News 10/1/20  1230p,530p 1:30 

 A federal judge dismissed a 

lawsuit filed by Democrats 

over Wisconsin’s so-called 

lame-duck laws.  The 

measures passed by the 

Republican-controlled 

legislature last December 

limit the powers of new 

Governor Tony Evers and 

Attorney General Josh 

Kaul.  Judge James 

Peterson said the case 

should go before a state 

court.  Peterson wrote in his 

decision, “There are many 

reasons to criticize the 



lame-duck laws.  But the 

role of a federal court is not 

to second-guess the 

wisdom of state legislation 

or to decide how the state 

should allocate the power 

among the branches of its 

government.”  The 

Wisconsin Supreme Court 

upheld the lame-duck laws 

in June. 

A week ago Aspirus 

announced a $14-million, 

22,000 square foot addition 

to their clinic in Rhinelander.  

Today it’s an expansion to 

their facility in Woodruff.  

Aspirus announced a $1.8-

million, 4100 square foot 

addition that will add 10 

new exam rooms and 

seven new positions 

including 2-3 primary care 

providers.  The projects will 

continue to provide more 

local health care options 

according to company 

officials.  Work is expected 

to be complete by spring.  



With this new month comes 

increases in title and 

registration fees for vehicles 

in Wisconsin.  Registration 

fees go up $10 to $85 while 

title fees jump from $69.50 

to $164.50.  There’s also a 

surcharge for hybrid electric 

vehicles.  The increases 

were part of the state’s 

latest budget. 

Church Mutual Insurance 

Company raised $175,602 

for the Merrill Area United 

Way in September during its 

annual fundraising event. 

Over $1.5-million has been 

raised over the last 

decade. 

 

  
1 of every 250 people in 
state is Covid positive News 10/2/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 One out of every 250 

people in Wisconsin is 

COVID positive.  That 

staggering statistic was 

released yesterday by the 

health department as the 

state added 27 deaths to its 

toll yesterday, the most ever 

reported in a single day.  



The numbers came from 20 

counties, none across the 

north.  Seventy of the 

state’s 72 counties 

recorded new cases, 2319, 

with only Rusk and Iron 

counties not having any.  

And new numbers from the 

Wisconsin Hospital 

Association find only 17% of 

hospital beds remain 

statewide as the positive 

cases spike.  It took 3 

months to reach 30,000 

cases, in September, we 

added 30,000 in 20 days. 

At Monday’s common 

council meeting in 

Rhinelander, members 

expressed their concern 

about the annual 

downtown trick or treat 

tradition and 

recommended its 

cancellation in the midst of 

the pandemic.  Yesterday, 

citing concerns over not 

being able to maintain 

social distancing, 



Downtown Rhinelander, 

Incorporated made it 

official.  The event, set for 

the 24th, is cancelled.  Trick 

or treating on Halloween 

will continue throughout the 

city, however.   

The 18-year old arrested in 

Merrill on vandalism 

charges has been identified 

as Matthew Peterson of 

Merrill.  In Lincoln County 

Court Peterson faces two 

dozen charges of criminal 

damage to property and 

bail jumping following a 

spree earlier this year where 

he and several others 

allegedly spray painted 

vulgarities and symbols on 

both public and private 

property.  Three other 

suspects, 18, 19 and 20 

years old are facing arrest 

on similar charges.  This 

culminates a months’ long 

investigation by the sheriff’s 

department and additional 

arrests are likely.   
 



  
Town of Newbold voters can 
use an absentee box News 10/2/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 Voters in the Town of 

Newbold have the option 

to use an absentee ballot 

drop box.  Located outside 

the town hall on Hwy 47, 

the box has already been 

used by 31% of those 

requesting the ballots.  The 

remaining 69% were 

returned via mail in the first 

week.  Clerk Kim Gauthier 

reminds voters the last day 

to request an absentee 

ballot is October 29th.   

Meanwhile, Rhinelander 

City Clerk Val Foley 

announced all the city’s 

polling placing will move to 

the new Hodag Dome 

complex for the November 

presidential election.  The 

facility is behind the high 

school, adjacent to Mike 

Webster Stadium.  

Construction of the $8.3 

million complex is expected 

to be completed by the 

end of the month.   



We were also notified next 

week’s budget hearing 

workshops for the city were 

cancelled.  No reason was 

given. 

Rhinelander’s Water Action 

Team hosts a virtual forum 

Tuesday afternoon on their 

facebook page.  The 

program topic at 2:00 is the 

health implications of PFAs 

and other related 

chemicals.  PFAs shut down 

two city wells to help guard 

city residents.  Panelists for 

the meeting will include 

leading doctors and 

toxicologists discussing what 

is known and not known 

about the contamination.   

Schools in Crandon are 

closed today.  An online 

post stated officials will 

perform extensive contact 

tracing, but did not say if 

any students or staff tested 

positive of COVID-19, but 

referenced the significant 

increase of cases in Forest 



County.  Crews will disinfect 

and deep clean the 

buildings and classrooms.  

Tonight’s football game is 

also cancelled.   
 

  
U.S. House passes Covid 
relief package News 10/2/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

 The U-S House passed a 

two-point-two-trillion dollar 

coronavirus relief package 

yesterday mostly along 

party lines.  Democratic 

Congressman Ron Kind 

voted for the updated 

HEROES Act while G-O-P 

Representative Mike 

Gallagher was a "no" 

vote.  Kind says it would 

provide relief to 

Wisconsinites as the COVID-

19 crisis continues and 

includes support for small 

businesses.  The package 

includes a 12-hundred-

dollar stimulus check for 

taxpayers and 500 dollars 

for dependents and weekly 

unemployment 

payments.  Gallagher said 

House Democrats "wasted 

time on a two-trillion dollar 



liberal wish that has no 

chance of becoming 

law."  He's calling for House 

leaders to cancel the 

October recess until 

members deliver "real 

bipartisan relief.“ 

Attorneys for Kenosha 

protest shooter Kyle 

Rittenhouse plan on suing 

Democratic presidential 

candidate Joe Biden for 

libel.  Attorney Lin Wood 

confirmed the intention to 

sue the Biden campaign 

after the former vice 

president shared a video 

about Rittenhouse on 

Twitter.  The video suggests 

17-year-old Rittenhouse is a 

white supremacist and the 

actions on the night of 

August 25th in Kenosha 

were racially-

motivated.  Rittenhouse's 

team of attorneys continues 

to claim the Illinois boy 

armed with a rifle was 

defending himself when he 



shot and killed two 

protesters and wounded a 

third. 

The Dane County Board of 

Supervisors wants University 

of Wisconsin-Madison to 

move all classes online.  The 

board voted last night on a 

resolution urging the school 

to end in-person classes 

and force students to move 

out of dorms.  Supervisors 

also added additional 

funding for a food insecurity 

program and voted to 

increase staffing at the 

Alliant Energy Center 

COVID-19 testing site. 
 

  
Wis. Has high Covid 
numbers News 10/5/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 One doesn’t have to look 

very far to find some of the 

highest number of COVID-

19 cases in the country.  

Wisconsin is leading in that 

unflattering 

category…Oneida County 

had its highest single day 

number on Friday at 34.  

Twenty-three more came 

Saturday along with a 



death.  Nearly 3000 cases 

were reported state-wide 

over the weekend, with the 

recovery rate from the virus 

down to just over 80%.  On 

Friday we reported schools 

in Crandon would be 

closed for thorough 

cleaning after numbers are 

going up in Forest County, 

now, beginning today, 

classes will be held virtually 

the next two weeks.  

Positive cases have been 

reported at all grade levels.  

All activities have been 

cancelled as well.  The 

health department says 

urgent care and 

emergency room capacity 

is at its peak.  Vilas and 

Lincoln counties at last 

check had 19 new cases, 

Langlade County 17.  

Anyone believing they may 

be infected are urged to 

call the clinics or hospitals 

ahead of time to give staff 

the time to take proper 



precautions to contain the 

spread.   

The campuses of 

Northcentral Technical 

College received nearly 

$2.2-million to help students 

reach their goals.  It’s part 

of the Department of 

Education Strengthening 

Institutions grant.  The funds 

will expand initiatives to 

support enrollment, 

retention and graduation 

for all NTC low-income 

students as well as provide 

scholarships.  63% of the 

school’s full time students 

are eligible for financial aid.  

The college has campus 

locations in Wausau, 

Antigo, Medford, Phillips, 

Spencer and Wittenberg, 

with satellites in several 

other communities.   

 

 



  
State Supreme Court agrees 
to issue ruling News 10/5/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

 The Wisconsin Supreme 

Court agreed to issue its 

ruling on the deadline for 

counting absentee ballots 

no later than next week.  A 

federal court extended the 

period to November 9th, but 

Republicans are 

challenging that.  The state 

Supreme Court told both 

sides they needed to submit 

legal responses by 

today.  Wisconsin is 

considered to be a critical 

“battleground” state that 

could go to either party 

after Donald Trump 

prevailed in 2016 by less 

than 23 thousand 

votes.  Republicans are also 

asking a federal appeals 

court to rehear the case on 

that level.  That court says it 

will decide no later than 

Wednesday. 

U-S Senator Ron Johnson 

says he is asymptomatic 

and is feeling healthy, 

despite testing positive for 



COVID-19.  The Wisconsin 

Republican just emerged 

from a self-quarantine after 

he had been exposed to a 

person with the 

virus.  Johnson tested 

positive Friday, the same 

day the president, first lady, 

several members of the 

White House staff, and 

several prominent 

Republican senators also 

tested positive.  Johnson 

says he will keep working 

while in isolation.   

Officers and agents from 

several law enforcement 

agencies took a wanted 

felon into custody over the 

weekend.  While 38-year-

old Joseph Unger was 

being sought authorities 

had said he should be 

considered “armed and 

dangerous.”  The Central 

Wisconsin Narcotics Task 

Force, Marathon County 

SWAT, and Mosinee Police 

executed a search warrant 



last Friday in Mosinee.  They 

found five long guns, three 

handguns, a sawed-off 

shotgun, and drugs in a 

room reportedly occupied 

by Unger.  He’s in court 

today.  

 
 

  
State health official is leaving 
his job News 10/6/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 As Wisconsin’s COVID-19 

numbers continue to spike, 

another state health official 

is leaving the job.  Tim 

Lauther in Sauk county says 

elected leaders there are 

ignoring scientific evidence 

and pressured him to 

retract public health 

guidance about slowing 

down the spread of the 

coronavirus.  He’s the fourth 

person in the state to leave 

that job with previous 

resignations coming in 

Milwaukee, Lafayette and 

Shawano counties.  

Wisconsin’s recent outbreak 

is one of the highest in the 

nation right now and 



Lawther said it’s now a 

political game where 

elected officials have 

publicly criticized him and 

berated his staff over 

handling the virus.  He said 

their bad decisions today 

will have long term impacts.   

We told you yesterday the 

Crandon School District 

began instruction online.  

Now, beginning Thursday, 

the Athens School District 

will transition to virtual 

learning for two weeks 

following positive cases in 

and around the district.  As 

of yesterday 97 people, 

both students and staff are 

affected.  Parent teacher 

conferences, which were 

set to begin this week will 

also be online.  The 

Ascension hospitals in 

Merrill, Stevens Point and 

Stanley have all halted 

visitations beginning 

tomorrow.  The Wisconsin 

Department of Health 



reported just under 1700 

new positive cases 

yesterday. 

Deputies in Lincoln County 

have seen an increase in 

high risk speeding on area 

highways.  A 19-year old 

Ashland woman was cited 

for traveling 128 mph on 

Hwy 51 and for having an 

open intoxicant in the 

vehicle.  Several others 

through the weekend 

exceeded 90 mph.   

And the Packers move into 

their bye week 4-0 beating 

Atlanta last night 30-16. 

 

  
$47 million worth of funding 
to be given to state residents News 10/6/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Forty-seven million dollars of 

funding from the federal 

CARES Act will be used to 

provide Wisconsin residents 

will childcare, food, rental 

assistance, and other 

expenses during the 

COVID-19 

pandemic.  Governor Tony 



Evers made the 

announcement 

Monday.  The Out-of-School 

Support Grant Program will 

get 10 million to help state 

organizations providing 

care to school-age 

children.  Another 10 million 

will be used by the 

Wisconsin Rental Assistance 

Program to stop residents 

from being evicted.  The 

state’s Food Security 

Initiative gets 10 million and 

the Low-Income Home 

Energy Assistance Program 

– or LiHeap – will receive 15 

million dollars.  More money 

will be sent to the Keep 

Wisconsin Warm or Cool 

Fund, which helps people 

during energy-related 

emergencies. 

The Polk County Sheriff’s 

Office says a man was killed 

Saturday when he stopped 

his car along Highway 8 to 

pick up a piece of metal 

sitting in the 



roadway.  Deputies arrived 

to find the victim being 

helped by good Samaritans 

and emergency 

responders.  The man’s 

name hasn’t been 

released.  He was hit by a 

passing vehicle while he 

was in the roadway.  That 

driver did stop and the 

victim died before he could 

be taken to a hospital. 

A whitetail deer at a Burnett 

County farm tested positive 

for chronic wasting disease.  

The Department of 

Agriculture, Trade and 

Consumer Protection 

confirmed it and 

quarantined the remaining 

19 deer on the five-acre 

farm.  CWD is a fatal, 

neurological disease 

infecting deer, elk and 

moose affecting the 

animals brain.   

 
 



  
State businesses being 
reduced in capacity News 10/7/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 Effective at 8 tomorrow 

morning most businesses 

and public buildings in 

the state will be limited 

to no more than 25% 

total occupancy.  

Governor Tony Evers 

issued that emergency 

order yesterday as 

Wisconsin’s rate of 

positive COVID-19 cases 

continue to soar, 

making it the third 

highest in the country.  

In making the 

announcement Evers 

said we need to 

immediately change 

our behavior to save 

lives.  Within minutes of 

the announcement the 

Marshfield Clinic System 

responded they too, are 

not immune, having 

furloughed hundreds of 

employees with 



essential staff working at 

full capacity.  They ask 

to support local 

businesses by ordering 

online or dining through 

carry out services.  

Businesses are taking to 

social media saying the 

Governor has pulled the 

plug on places already 

on life support.  Some 

restaurants have 

already closed 

voluntarily and events 

into early next year are 

being cancelled.  The 

Green Bay Packers 

announced they’re 

putting an indefinite 

hold on hosting fans for 

home games at 

Lambeau Field.  This 

order runs until 

November 6th. 



Meanwhile, a decision is 

expected today on a 

challenge of Governor 

Evers mask mandate.  

Judge Michael 

Waterman heard 

arguments Monday.  

The Wisconsin Institute 

for Law and Liberty 

maintains the order 

violates people’s 

personal liberties and 

that the order has a 

legal time limit and can 

be revoked by the 

legislature.  Some 

Republican lawmakers 

said they’d go back into 

session to strike the 

order down but party 

leaders have decided 

against it.  Attorneys for 

the Governor’s office 

say the state is in worse 

shape and the order is 



needed to control the 

virus. 

 

  
State cranberry crops 
expected to be down this 
year News 10/07/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

 The Wisconsin Supreme 

Court ruled Republicans do 

have standing to 

participate when state laws 

are challenged in 

court.  That decision could 

impact the federal ruling on 

the deadline for absentee 

ballots.  The Tuesday 

decision clears the way for 

Republicans to appeal a 

six-day extension for 

counting those ballots 

before the 7th U-S Circuit 

Court of Appeals.  It will 

decide if ballots counted six 

days after the Presidential 

Election Day can be 

counted as long as they are 

postmarked November 3rd.   

Wisconsin’s cranberry crop 

is expected to be “down” 

this year, but the final 

numbers won’t be known 

until the harvest is 



complete.  Wisconsin State 

Cranberry Growers 

Association spokesperson 

Isaac Zarecki says the 

harvest is far from 

over.  Some growers expect 

their product to be off by 

10-to-20 percent.  Wisconsin 

still leads the nation in 

cranberry production.   

Rhinelander area residents 

can grow their own healthy 

food and learn a wide 

variety of gardening 

techniques through a 

program underway at 

Nicolet College.  The 

Northwoods Community 

Garden is already under 

construction, consisting of 

48, 10 X 20 plots at the large 

field adjacent to the 

campus just south of the 

city.  Rentals will start next 

spring for $40 annually.  

Gardening and similar 

classes will be offered by 

the college through their 

outdoor adventure 



program.  Partners at this 

point include ArtStart, the 

fiscal sponsor so the garden 

could open a checking 

account and get insurance, 

Nicolet College, UW-

Extension-Oneida County, 

Rhinelander Kiwanis and 

Rotary, Rhinelander 

Women’s Club, Jelinek Well 

Drilling, Musson Brothers, 

Hansen’s Garden Village, 

the City of Rhinelander, and 

several private individuals.  
 

  
Green Bay Packers 
announce no fans in the 
stands for foreseeable future News 10/8/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 For a couple days people 

have been wondering why 

the National Guard was 

mobilizing in Milwaukee.  

Now we know, as a large, 

530-bed field hospital is in 

place at State Fair Park.  

Wisconsin’s positive COVID-

19 cases has been soaring 

and hospital beds are at a 

premium.  Governor Tony 

Evers said the state is now 

overwhelmed by the surge 

in cases and his executive 

order, limiting building 



capacity to 25% for 

businesses and public 

buildings goes into effect 

this morning.  The facility will 

be staffed by volunteers, 

state workers and Guard 

members and will only take 

patients who are already 

hospitalized.  The move 

drew quick praise from 

Ascension Wisconsin, which 

operates 24 hospitals and 

over 100 healthcare 

facilities across the state.  

Officials there said they 

support the effort to bolster 

the state’s healthcare 

needs and while they’re 

prepared for the increase in 

patient volume, having a 

statewide system for intra-

hospital transfers to ease 

the burden is welcome.   

The Green Bay Packers 

announced this week there 

will be no fans in Lambeau 

Field for the foreseeable 

future and yesterday, UW-

Madison said only essential 



personnel will be allowed 

into Camp Randall Stadium 

for Badger football games.   

Protesters violated curfews 

and damaged businesses 

last night in Wauwatosa, 

after a police officer was 

cleared in the killing of a 

teenager in February.   

The Presidential election is 

less than a month away 

and Democrat Joe Biden is 

up five percentage points 

over Donald Trump in the 

latest Marquette University 

Law School Poll.  That’s little 

change since the last tally 

in September.   
 

  
Parts of rural Wis. Are in line 
for broadband internet News 10/8/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Wauwatosa City Hall is 

closed for three days and 

dozens of Wisconsin 

National Guard troops have 

arrived.  Decisions like those 

were made in anticipation 

of protests and possible 

rioting following a district 

attorney’s decision not to 

file criminal charges against 

Police Officer Joseph 



Mensah.  He shot teenager 

Alvin Cole to death outside 

Mayfair Mall last 

February.  Anger grew 

during the early part of the 

evening, resulting in police 

firing tear gas at the 

crowd.  The group was 

declared to be an unlawful 

assembly because it was 

violating a curfew which 

had been put in place.  No 

injuries were reported and it 

isn’t clear if any participants 

were arrested yet. 

Rural parts of Wisconsin are 

in line for high-speed 

broadband.  The Trump 

administration announced 

this morning $3-million will 

be invested through the US 

Department of Agriculture.  

Ntera, LLC will use the grant 

for a fiber to premises 

network to connect over 

2000 people, 33 farms and 

33 businesses to broadband 

internet in Chippewa, Rusk 

and Taylor counties.  



Meanwhile, Five million 

dollars of coronavirus relief 

funding is being set aside to 

extend high-speed internet 

service in the state as the 

Public Service Commission 

and the Wisconsin 

Broadband Office have 

compiled a map of 

communities which are 

under-served or have no 

internet service at all.  The 

money originating from the 

CARES Act will be awarded 

to programs at a P-S-C 

meeting 

Thursday.  Commission 

members say they hope to 

have an estimate of how 

many people who can be 

hooked up by the end of 

the year. 
 

  
Absentee ballots in the state 
will be counted on election 
day News 10/9/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 Absentee ballots in 

Wisconsin will be counted 

on election day.  A Federal 

Appeals Court yesterday 

reversed a ruling from last 



month that would have 

allowed up to a week 

following the vote.  In an 

effort to make it easier to 

vote, Democrats pushed for 

the change in an effort to 

work around the COVID-19 

pandemic and slower mail 

delivery.  But the judges 

sided with Republicans who 

wanted the old rules kept in 

place.  In the decision the 

court said it’s too close to 

the election to make 

changes.   

The Oneida County Sheriff’s 

is warning residents of a 

scam where callers are 

posing as contact tracers 

with the health 

department.  Officials say 

you’ll never be asked for 

personal information like 

Medicare numbers or other 



financials to get a COVID 

test.  Questions about the 

legitimacy of a call can be 

directed to the health 

department. 

More than a week ago 

CoVantage Credit Union 

closed their lobbies in an 

effort to limit personal 

contact as the pandemic 

continues.  Now, 

Associated Bank will also 

suspend lobby access to 

comply with the latest state 

order.  In a statement 

yesterday company 

officials said larger 

branches will remain open 

because they can allow for 

greater social distancing.  

Most locations will be 

supported by drive thrus for 

customers.   



The two candidates running 

in the 34th Assembly District 

met in a televised debate 

last night.  Hosted by WJFW 

in Rhinelander, incumbent 

Republican Rob 

Swearingen and 

Democratic challenger Kirk 

Bangstad stayed within 

party lines in the majority of 

their answers.  Both own 

restaurants in Rhinelander 

and Minocqua, 

respectively.   

 

  
Rhinelander mayor speaks 
on local water problem News 10/9/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

 In an open letter to political 

candidates, Rhinelander 

Mayor Chris Frederickson 

asked for less talk and more 

action on the water 

problems facing the city.  

High levels of manmade 

PFAs chemicals already 

shut down two wells and 

Frederickson said increased 

demand or another 



problem can start a crisis.  

He said blame is not the 

answer, it’s a solution and 

it’s something the city is 

working on.  There are no 

real state or federal 

regulations for PFAs 

chemicals, which are found 

in literally dozens of 

everyday items.  The city’s 

Water Action Team is taking 

the issue head on and 

needs the support of those 

in public office and the 

public itself for remediation.   

The F-B-I says members of a 

militia group planning to 

kidnap Michigan 

Democratic Governor 

Gretchen Whitmer were 

going to  her to Wisconsin 

for a “trial.”  Six suspects are 

named in a criminal 

complaint unsealed 

Thursday in federal court 

and 13 arrests may be 

connected to the alleged 

plot.  The F-B-I says five of 

the men took part in 



training exercises in 

Cambria last July and tried, 

unsuccessfully, to build an 

improvised explosive 

device.  The plot involved 

at least two unidentified 

men from Wisconsin.   

The Legislative Reference 

Bureau is clarifying the 

status of Governor Evers’ 

emergency order on indoor 

gatherings.  Republicans 

quoted the Bureau as 

saying the order couldn’t 

be enforced.  Yesterday 

the nonpartisan state office 

said any order – even one 

where the enforceability is 

questioned – remains in 

effect unless a court rules 

otherwise.  The indoor 

gathering order remains in 

effect until November 6th.   

 

  
Progress made on Hodag 
Dome over the weekend News 10/12/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 About 25 community 

volunteers helped crews on 

the new Hodag Dome over 

the weekend and while 

progress was made, 



inflating the top of the 

128,000 square foot facility 

may now come later this 

week.  Between the winds 

and issues with COVID 

among the crew of the 

contractor the process was 

delayed.  High winds are in 

the forecast the next 

couple days as well so that 

still may hamper the work.  

Officials are approaching 

the project day by day.   

Wisconsin continues to see 

a spike in the number of 

COVID cases, with the 

health department 

reporting nearly 2700 new 

positive cases over the 

weekend.  The state ranks 

fourth in the nation for new 

cases per capita.   

This weekend’s annual Ice 

Maker races at Tomahawk 

Speedway have been 

cancelled over virus 

concerns.  In a Facebook 

post organizers regretted 

the decision, but it was 



made with the safety of the 

fans, drivers and local 

community in mind.  Pre-

registrations for the event 

will be refunded.   

The Trump campaign 

continues to push hard in 

Wisconsin.  Tomorrow the 

president’s daughter and 

advisor, Ivanka Trump will 

visit Hilbert to meet with 

local supporters.  Vice 

President Mike Pence will 

also be in the state day for 

a stop in Waukesha.   

The DNR reminds pet 

owners across Florence, 

Forest and Marinette 

counties to keep an eye on 

the animals while out 

walking.  Over the last 

couple years nine dogs and 

a good number of wildlife 

died after eating poisoned 

meats left in the woods.  

The investigation into the 

matter continues.     
 

  
State restaurants could be 
closed for good.  News 10/12/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Without government 

assistance more of the 



state’s eating 

establishments will close for 

good.  That from The 

Wisconsin Restaurant 

Association.  Vice President 

Susan Quam says about 

one-third of all restaurant 

employees have already 

been laid off.  She says 

another round of Payroll 

Protection Program loans 

lasting 24 weeks, instead of 

eight, are needed to get 

Wisconsin restaurants 

through the winter.  She 

warns as many as one-third 

of all restaurants in the state 

could be closed forever if 

the help isn’t forthcoming. 

Members of the 

Legislature’s Joint 

Committee for Review of 

Administrative Rules are 

meeting today to vote on 

the governor’s emergency 

order.  That committee 

can’t end the order that 

limits how many people 

can be inside Wisconsin 



businesses.  To do that 

would require a vote of the 

full Legislature or a court 

order.  The order went into 

effect Thursday morning 

and it is scheduled to last 

until November 6th.  It limits 

any private venue to 25 

percent of its usual 

capacity. 

The owner of the property 

where federal investigators 

say men trained while 

planning to kidnap 

Michigan’s governor will 

face no criminal 

charges.  That person 

hasn’t been 

named.  Cambria Village 

President Glen Williams has 

confirmed the farm is in the 

Township of Courtland, 

halfway between Cambria 

and Randolph – and it has 

a Cambria address.  The 

farm’s owner apparently 

has no direct relationship 

with the 13 men charged in 

the plot, though he did 



invite them to practice 

shooting there.  A domestic 

terrorism analyst says 

paramilitary training activity 

isn’t illegal in most states. 
 

  
States mask mandates stays News 10/13/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 Wisconsin’s mask mandate 

stays.  Governor Tony Evers 

finally won a round in court 

as the Republican-led 

legislature and a 

conservative law firm 

challenging the ruling 

haven’t ruled out an 

appeal.  Action by 

lawmakers in Madison 

could also overturn it, but 

that hasn’t been pushed 

yet.  Evers called the 

decision a victory in the 

fight against COVID-19 

which is seeing dramatic 

increases in positive cases 

in the state.   Medical 

experts attributed 

Wisconsin's spike to colleges 

and K-12 schools reopening 

and general fatigue with 

precautions such as 



wearing masks and social 

distancing. 

 

After testing positive for the 

virus and cancelling two 

appearances in the state, 

President Donald Trump is 

ready to come back.  His 

campaign announced 

yesterday he’s coming to 

Janesville, Saturday.  

Trump’s daughter Ivanka 

and Vice President Mike 

Pence are both in the state 

today.  The latest polls show 

Democrat Joe Biden with a 

narrow lead in a state both 

sides say they need to win. 

 

Marathon County has seen 

a rapid increase in cases 

but that didn’t stop the 

Wausau School Board from 

approving a return to in-

school classes last night.  

Beginning November 2nd, 

4K-through 5th grades will 

return everyday while the 



upper grades move to an 

alternating day format.   

 

Vilas County’s Feed Our 

Rural Kids nutrition program, 

or FORK has partnered with 

the health department to 

bolster the formula support 

program.  The collaboration 

will provide supplemental 

formula to families with 

young children enrolled in 

the WIC program.  FORK will 

help fill in the gaps when 

families run short of formula 

in any given month.   
 

  
People injured at Lincoln Co. 
home yesterday News 10/13/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Two people were severely 

injured in an explosion at 

their Lincoln County home 

yesterday.  Multiple rescue 

crews and two medical 

helicopters responded to 

the home in the town of 

Schley around 3:30. The 

likely cause was propane 

gas and the victims were 

found in the rubble.  Their 



condition and identities 

were not released.   

Wisconsin Governor Tony 

Evers sent a letter to 

Republican legislative 

leaders asking for a 

meeting to discuss the 

state’s COVID-19 

response.  Evers wants 

Assembly Speaker Robin 

Vos and Senate Majority 

Leader Scott Fitzgerald to 

join him for negotiations on 

future plans and he 

welcomes their 

feedback.  He says now 

isn’t the time to weaken 

Wisconsin’s response to the 

virus.  The number of 

positive test results for 

COVID-19 in Wisconsin has 

more than doubled in 

recent weeks.  That news 

prompted the Boulder 

Junction Chamber to 

cancel their in-town Trick-or-

Treat on the 31st.  Director 

Theresa Smith said they’ll 

continue monitoring the 



situation and make similar 

event decisions to keep the 

health and well-being of 

the community and visitors.   

Tomorrow is the final day a 

person who wants to vote in 

the November presidential 

election can register online 

or by mail.  People who miss 

the deadline can still 

register in-person or at 

absentee ballot voting sites 

until October 30th – or, they 

can do the same thing at 

the polls on Election 

Day.  Clerks are 

recommending voters who 

think they are registered 

should confirm the fact 

online at MyVote-dot-WI-

dot-gov.  If you have 

moved since the last time 

you voted, you need to 

update your registration. 

 
 

  
Food distributions take place 
in the northwoods News 10/14/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 There are already several 

states with issues regarding 

absentee ballots before the 

US Supreme Court.  



Wisconsin could be next as 

Democrats move to 

expand voting for ballots 

coming by mail six days 

after the election.  

Republicans don’t want it 

saying people have plenty 

of time to cast ballots and 

with less than three weeks 

before the election the 

rules shouldn’t be changed.  

By the way, today is the last 

day people can register to 

vote online or through the 

mail.  Registration is 

available from municipal 

clerks through October 30th 

and at the polls on 

November 3rd. 

Three years ago Foxconn, 

the world’s largest 

electronics manufacturer 

announced a multi-billion 

dollar plan to build a 

massive plant in Wisconsin 

and hire nearly 13, 000 

people.  That still hasn’t 

happened and now the 

state says the company 



won’t get even more 

billions in tax credits unless 

there’s a new deal.  The 

plans have been scaled 

back dramatically since 

then and officials want 

specific details before any 

money is involved.   

Two food distributions take 

place Friday in the north.  It 

was a sudden 

announcement so the 

contents of the boxes are 

unknown.  In Vilas County, 

the event takes place at 

the St. Germain Town Park 

pavilion from noon to 5.  In 

Rhinelander, the food 

giveaway will be at the 

Food Pantry beginning at 

9am.  Anyone, regardless of 

income is eligible for the 

non-contact pickup.  More 

than 1200 boxes of food will 

be distributed at both 

locations, funded by the 

USDA, Feeding America 

program and Food Card 

Access Project. 



 
 

  
Wis. Set a new 1 day record 
for Covid related deaths News 10/14/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Wisconsin clerks are 

repeating their warnings the 

results of the November 

presidential election won’t 

be available as early as 

they normally are.  Record 

numbers of absentee 

ballots will slow the 

process.  Some of those 

clerks have a group of 

almost two dozen 

Democratic lawmakers 

supporting their call to start 

counting mailed-in ballots 

early.  Dane County Clerk 

Scott McDonell points out 

that other states do it.  The 

Democrats have asked 

Republican leaders in the 

Assembly and Senate to 

call members back so a bill 

can be passed allowing 

clerks to start the count 

before November 3rd.   

Wisconsin set a new single-

day record for COVID-19-

related deaths 

yesterday.  The state’s 



death toll is at one-

thousand-508 after 34 

deaths connected to the 

virus were reported.  The 

Wisconsin Department of 

Health Services reports 147 

people were hospitalized 

and that’s nearly three 

times the number reported 

Monday while only  18% of 

the state’s hospital beds are 

available. For the third time 

in the last week, more than 

three thousand people 

tested positive for the 

coronavirus. 

The Wisconsin Department 

of Workforce Development 

has either paid or denied 92 

percent of the 

unemployment claims it has 

received so far.  The 

agency claims it is making 

progress on catching up 

after some people had to 

wait months for a 

determination.  D-W-D says 

about 590 thousand of the 

more than seven million 



claims are still being 

evaluated.  An audit in 

September found more 

than 90 percent of the 

phone calls to the state 

unemployment office went 

unanswered between 

March 15th and June 30th. 
 

  
Rhinelander school shut 
down due to Covid News 10/15/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 The COVID virus has 

shutdown Crescent 

Elementary School in 

Rhinelander.  Administrators 

yesterday afternoon made 

that decision after a 

number of staff members 

tested positive.  No word if 

any students are infected. 

The building is closed until 

November 2nd.  Staff is on 

site today in preparation for 

remote classes.  Tomorrow, 

families will be able to pick 

up student devices and 

supplies.  Parent/teacher 

conferences will also be 

rescheduled.  Meanwhile in 

the Crandon district, which 

has been virtual since 

October 2nd, officials 



announced they’ll be 

returning to classes on 

Monday, but admit 

procedures may change at 

a moment’s notice. 

A Sawyer County judge 

temporarily blocked 

Governor Evers from limiting 

the number of people who 

can gather in bars, 

restaurants, and many 

other indoor businesses at 

25-percent of capacity.  A 

court date is set for 

Monday.  The Tavern 

League of Wisconsin is suing 

to overturn the 

order.  Another legal 

challenge to the governor’s 

order has already failed, 

but that decision is being 

appealed.  Evers’ order 

went into effect last 

Thursday and it is scheduled 

to last until November 

6th.  This comes as the 

number of positive COVID 

cases and deaths are 



rapidly increasing in the 

state. 

Democratic Senator Tammy 

Baldwin will vote no against 

the appointment of a new 

Supreme Court justice and 

said it should be left until 

after the November 

presidential election.  

Judge Amy Coney Barrett 

has gone through two days 

of hearings before the 

senate and Republicans 

hope to have her on the 

court in two weeks.  

Baldwin said she doesn’t 

believe this is a legitimate 

process. 

 
Gov. Evers order on public 
gatherings News 10/15/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

Wisconsin Governor Tony 

Evers calls the temporary 

block of his emergency 

order limiting the size of 

gatherings a “dangerous 

decision and will 

appeal.”  Evers responded 

to the ruling by a judge in 

Sawyer County on a suit 

filed by the Tavern League 

of Wisconsin.  His order 



limited the number of 

people who can gather in 

bars, restaurants, and many 

other indoor locations to 25 

percent of the room's 

capacity.   

Evers is also taking the legal 

fight over absentee ballots 

to the U-S Supreme Court, 

filing an amicus brief in the 

High Court yesterday.  He’s 

asking that a district court 

judge’s ruling be 

reinstated.  It would allow 

ballots postmarked by 

Election Day to be counted 

if they are received on or 

before November 9th.  The 

governor’s brief says the 

COVID-19 pandemic has 

created a dangerous 

situation for Wisconsin 

voters.  He points to the 

recent surge in cases, 

saying it will cause more 

people to vote 

absentee.  Evers says calls 

the judge’s ruling a “limited 

measure” to protect voting 



rights.  A quick ruling is 

expected.   

Something that isn’t 

happening quickly is the 

roof going up on the new 

Hodag Dome in 

Rhinelander.  Originally 

scheduled to be raised last 

weekend, the air supported 

fabric has been going up 

then down to disperse the 

water from all the rain.  And 

the winds aren’t helping as 

they have to be below 10 

miles per hour to allow 

proper inflation.  The 

schedule is still to have the 

128-thousand square foot 

facility complete by the 

end of the month.   
 

 
School enrollment down in 
Wis.  News 10/16/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

As Governor Tony Evers 

waits to meet with 

Republican lawmakers to 

develop plans to curb the 

spiking coronavirus cases in 

Wisconsin, the White House 

Task Force took notice and 

blames them on non-

compliance to mitigation 



measures.  Right now the 

state’s positive cases are 

nearly three times the 

national average, ranking 

4th.  Evers has been battling 

both legislative and court 

challenges to his methods 

to control the virus while 

Washington says people 

need to wear masks, 

maintain social distancing 

and limit indoor gathering 

sizes.  Evers hopes maybe 

now people will listen.   

Twenty charges have now 

been filed against eight 

men in connection with a 

plot to kidnap Michigan 

Governor Gretchen 

Whitmer.  Among those 

charged, 51-year old Brian 

Higgins of Wisconsin Dells, 

accused of providing 

material support in an act 

of terrorism.  Michigan 

Attorney General Dana 

Nessel said the eight are 

known to be members or 

associates of the militia 



group, Wolverine 

Watchmen.  Another six 

face federal charges as 

well.   

A Lincoln Hills School 

prisoner will not have his 

conviction reviewed in 

Lincoln County Court.  20-

year old Carlos Gonzalez, 

originally from Racine was 

convicted on multiple 

charges of battery and 

causing bodily harm three 

years ago when he 

attacked Pandora Lobacz, 

a teacher at the facility in 

Irma.  Gonzalez sought 

resentencing, alleging his 

attorney was not effective.  

Yesterday, Judge Robert 

Russell let stand the eight 

year prison term, adding to 

the 10 years Gonzalez was 

already serving.   

For a number of reasons, 

school enrollment is down in 

Wisconsin, more than 25,000 

statewide.  Rhinelander lost 

134 students.   
 



 
Another state high for 
positive Covid tests News 10/16/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

For the second time this 

week Wisconsin set a new 

daily high for the number of 

positive tests for COVID-

19.  There were 3747 new 

cases reported yesterday, 

beating the record set two 

days earlier by almost 

500.  The Department of 

Health Services says every 

county in the state reported 

high or very high activity 

levels for the spread of 

disease.  Wisconsin’s chief 

health officer is calling the 

situation a crisis.  More than 

a thousand patients are in 

hospitals right now and 

more than 33 thousand 

cases of coronavirus are 

considered to be “active.” 

The Wisconsin Department 

of Public Instruction reports 

the state’s public schools 

are reporting enrollment is 

down overall by three 

percent this year.  Since 

government funding is tied 

to the number of kids in 



class, districts already 

hurting financially due to 

the costs of dealing with 

the coronavirus pandemic 

are 

vulnerable.  Rhinelander is 

feeling that pinch, down 

134 students from last year.  

Tomahawk is down 69 while 

Minocqua and Crandon 

districts are flat.  Northland 

Pines picked up 9, Three 

Lakes 29 and Merrill 75 

more.  This is the second 

straight year Wisconsin 

public schools have 

reported a decline in 

enrollment.  For the current 

term, there are almost 819 

thousand fewer students in 

attendance than last year. 

The real cold temperatures 

are yet to come, but the 

first hint of winter will arrive 

in Wisconsin this 

weekend.  National 

Weather Service 

meteorologists are talking 

about snow, which much of 



the north has already 

seen.  It could accumulate 

a bit tomorrow but won’t 

last long.    
 

 
Work continues on Hodag 
Dome in Rhinelander News 10/19/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

The latest numbers for 

tracking COVID-19 won’t 

be available until tomorrow.  

The Wisconsin Dept of 

Health Services is having 

their computers upgraded 

and the work isn’t expected 

to be completed until 

sometime Tuesday.  The 

latest numbers from Friday 

still show alarming numbers 

in the state as another 

record for positive cases 

were reported with 3,861.  

Oneida county’s number 

has now passed 900, with 

several within the school 

district.  Students and staff 

in contact with two positive 

students at James Williams 

Middle School in 

Rhinelander will be out of 

that building until next 

week.  And we reported 

last week the closing of 



Crescent Elementary where 

students will have virtual 

classes until November 2nd.   

 

Critics of Democratics 

Governor Tony Evers are 

closing in on the number of 

signatures needed to force 

a recall vote.  Lt. Governor 

Mandela Barnes is included 

in the effort.  As of 

yesterday more than 

625,000 signatures are on 

the petition.  Just over 

667,000 are necessary by 

next Tuesday.  Evers has 

been sharply criticized for 

his mandates in dealing 

with the cornonavirus and 

for turning down federal 

help during the unrest and 

riots in Kenosha following 

the shooting of Jacob Blake 

by a police officer.   

 

Crews took advantage of a 

break in the weather 

through the weekend and 

new Hodag Dome complex 



is up and impressive.  

Postponed over a week 

because of the winds, 

conditions may have been 

cold but finishing touches 

on the outside were being 

done Sunday morning.  

Work on the inside is now 

underway for the entrances 

and lighting. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In person voting starts 
tomorrow in the state News 10/19/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

The Evers Administration 

asked that an injunction 

against the governor’s 25 

percent capacity 

emergency order be lifted 

during a hearing this 

morning in Sawyer 

County.  Judge John 

Yackel blocked the limits on 

indoor building occupancy 

rates during the COVID-19 

pandemic last week.  He 

set today’s hearing date, 



but arguments were heard 

by a different judge – 

James C. Babler.  The 

original lawsuit was filed by 

the Tavern League of 

Wisconsin and the 

Flambeau Forest Inn, a 

business near Hayward in 

Sawyer County.  Wisconsin 

public health officials 

reported record numbers of 

new cases of COVID-19 

Friday. 

In-person early voting starts 

tomorrow in Wisconsin – two 

weeks before Election 

Day.  County and 

municipal clerks are seeing 

unprecedented numbers of 

people voting by absentee 

ballot.  Nearly 860 thousand 

people have voted that 

way as of yesterday 

morning.   

A number of accidents 

were recorded over the 

weekend with the first 

accumulating snowfall of 

the season.  A crash in the 



Town of Harrison closed 

Hwy B for hours.  A driver of 

a pickup with a trailer lost 

control on a curve, spinning 

the trailer into the ditch and 

blocking lanes with the 

truck.  Only the trailer 

sustained damage and no 

injuries were reported.   

A 41-year old Merrill man 

was arrested Saturday 

afternoon following a 

disturbance in the Town of 

Pine River.  Lincoln County 

deputies encountered the 

man with a shotgun when 

additional resources were 

called in from Merrill PD, 

Marathon County Sheriff’s 

Department and State 

Patrol.  The man eventually 

surrendered and was 

arrested on charges of 

disorderly conduct and 

resisting an officer.   

 
 

 
Gov. Evers reduction in 
gatherings at 
bars/restaurants is on News 10/20/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

The see-saw battle that is 

COVID-19 in Wisconsin 

changed again yesterday 



as Governor Tony Evers’ 

order to limit the number of 

people in bars, restaurants 

and other indoor businesses 

to 25% capacity was 

reinstated.  The circuit court 

decision turned back a 

challenge by the Wisconsin 

Tavern League to lift the 

order.  There’s still a lawsuit 

pending on the issue and 

the mask mandate as virus 

numbers spiral upward in 

the state.  There are now 

more than 1600 deaths in 

the state and a positive 

testing rate over 21%.  The 

Oneida County Health 

Department is working with 

the National Guard, 

providing free COVID-19 

testing twice a week in 

Rhinelander.  Tuesdays and 

Thursdays into December, 

the testing takes place at 

the Grace Foursquare 

Church on Hwy 17 North.  

Appointments are 

necessary.  Meanwhile, the 



health department 

announced public flu clinic 

scheduled for today at the 

Department of 

Transportation in 

Rhinelander has been 

cancelled due to a 

shortage of the vaccines.  

Limited numbers of the 

vaccine for children are 

available at the walk-in flu 

clinic at the Health 

Department. 

 

The Sheriff’s Department in 

Lincoln county is 

investigating a fraud 

attempt.  On Saturday, a 

man received a phone call 

from a person identifying 

themselves from DirectTV.  

The caller said they had to 

reposition the satellite dish 

to continue service and 

there’d be a $199 charge.  

The man did not send any 

money and notified 

authorities.   

 



And winter weather 

advisories go into effect this 

afternoon for several inches 

of wet snow.  More is 

expected to the west of the 

listening area. 
 

 
Covid numbers continue to 
spike across the state News 10/20/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

The three-thousand-777 

new positive test results for 

COVID-19 reported 

Monday weren’t a record, 

but they do continue the 

trend of high activity in 

Wisconsin in recent 

weeks.  The update from 

the Wisconsin Department 

of Health Services was the 

first since Friday since 

upgrades were installed 

over the weekend.  State 

officials also reported 12 

deaths statewide.  The 

seven-day averages in 

Wisconsin are 18 deaths per 

day and three-thousand-99 

new positive test 

results.  Wisconsin hospitals 

reported a record one-

thousand-172 patients were 

being treated Monday, 



including 302 in intensive 

care units. 

Clintonville Police say they 

were talking to a woman 

Sunday night at a gas 

station when she reached 

into her pocket and bags of 

heroin started falling out on 

the ground.  Officers had 

been called to the location 

by a clerk who said she 

appeared to be 

intoxicated.  Police say they 

recovered 28 bags 

containing the drug.  The 

name of the 47-year-old 

suspect from Minocqua 

hasn’t been released, but 

she was arrested and taken 

to the Waupaca County 

Jail.  A child who was with 

the woman was turned 

over to a responsible adult. 

Outagamie County officials 

are assuring people that all 

absentee ballots will be 

counts – despite a misprint 

that is causing some 

problems.  They say the 



misprint is a scratch on a 

timing mark at the edge of 

the ballot.  Those forms 

were being replaced 

before the start of in-person 

early voting today 

(Tuesday).  Outagamie 

County has asked the 

Wisconsin Elections 

Commission for more time 

to count ballots and the 

commission will discuss the 

request at a meeting 

today. 
 

 
State voting news News 10/21/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

We’ll have vote totals in 

Wisconsin on election 

night…most may not be 

correct, however.  The state 

election commission 

informed clerks all absentee 

ballots must be in hand 

when the polls close at 8pm 

on November 3rd while the 

US Supreme Court looks at 

a lawsuit to extend that 

deadline six days.  Because 

there are only eight Justices 

on the high court at the 

moment, a similar case was 



struck down on a 4-4 vote in 

Pennsylvania.  Typically a 

presidential election would 

have around 6% vote by 

absentee.  This year 

because of the pandemic, 

that figure is over 30%.  The 

commission does want a 

count of the number of 

ballots left outstanding 

when the polls close.  

Whatever happens, results 

will be delayed. 

Earlier this week a circuit 

court judge upheld 

Governor Evers’ order 

limiting the number of 

people inside bars, 

restaurants and other 

businesses.  That decision is 

now being appealed.  Pro-

Life Wisconsin and a bar in 

Amery asked the state 

appeals for a decision by 

Friday.  The order, unless 

extended, is to expire on 

November 6th.  The initial 

challenge was brought by 



the Wisconsin Tavern 

League. 

Around 4-inches of wet, 

heavy snow blanketed the 

area late yesterday 

prompting a number of 

accidents.  It even took an 

American Eagle flight from 

Chicago off the runway at 

the Central Wisconsin 

Airport in Mosinee.  No one 

was hurt as the plane 

landed and, according to 

the pilot, encountered 

more snow than expected 

as they skidded off the 

runway.  Passengers waiting 

just over an hour to be 

shuttled back to the 

terminal. 
 

 
Record setting snowfall 
across the state News 10/21/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

A record setting snowfall 

ended up causing all sorts 

of problems across 

Northeastern Wisconsin 

overnight into this morning.  

Rhinelander crushed a 1982 

record after 6.1 inches of 

wet heavy snow fell.  

Wisconsin Public Service 



crews were taking on 

dropped power lines with 

more than 3200 customers 

without power this morning 

across Florence, Forest, 

Langlade, Marathon, 

Marinette, Menominee and 

Oconto counties.   

The number of new positive 

test results for COVID-19 in 

Wisconsin topped four 

thousand for the first time 

yesterday.  The Department 

of Health Services reported 

a record 4591 new cases.  

Many of those numbers are 

now coming from the north.  

Beginning tomorrow, 

because schools in the 

Lakeland area cannot 

muster enough teachers for 

in-person classes, MHLT 

grade school moves to 

virtual instruction tomorrow 

for the rest of the month.  

Students are back in class 

November 2nd.  Lakeland 

High School suspended its 

next two football games 



because of a COVID 

outbreak on the team.  The 

school itself along with the 

AVW school continue 

classes.   

With a presidential visit to 

Wisconsin coming up again 

Saturday, both campaigns 

have already been in the 

state this week.  Wisconsin is 

seen as a battleground 

state that could go with 

either side in the 

presidential 

election.  Democratic vice-

presidential candidate 

Senator Kamala Harris and 

Ivanka Trump were both in 

Milwaukee yesterday.   

An investigative report 

suggests the 13 thousand 

Foxconn jobs promised from 

a project at Mount Pleasant 

aren’t likely to happen.  The 

Verge points out Foxconn 

received a permit last 

month to change the status 

of its large factory from 

manufacturing to storage.   
 



 
Case against former 
Rhinelander city worker 
takes a twist News 10/22/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

An interesting twist in the 

case of former Rhinelander 

Public Works Director Tim 

Kingman as we find out 

Oneida County District 

Attorney will not prosecute 

him after he allegedly 

allowed a contractor into 

the city’s sewage treatment 

plant to dump untreated 

waste.  H & H Septic service 

paid the city $4900 to avoid 

being charged criminally, 

an amount that could have 

been several times higher if 

taken to court.  The 

company allegedly filed 

false reports with the DNR 

and had access to the 

building after hours.   

With the record setting 

snow this week, and the 

season going from summer 

directly to winter, shovels, 

snowblowers, roof rakes 

and salt are in short supply 

in many places.  

Temperatures have been 

nowhere near normal for 



weeks and current 

forecasts don’t show any 

changes, along with 

continued chances for 

measureable snow.   

The COVID pandemic has 

forced the cancellation of 

the annual Merrill Ice Drags.  

Typically held in late 

January and February on 

Lake Alexander, organizers 

said the decision was not 

made lightly but the safety 

of the racers, spectators, 

volunteers, crew members 

and sponsors are their 

number one priority.  The 

event has been running 

since 1965.   

Also since the 60s, signs 

along snowmobile and ATV 

trails have shown names of 

businesses along the way.  

It’s technically illegal to 

advertise on state land and 

now the DNR wants the 

signs down.  Nearly two 

dozen lawmakers have 

written Governor Tony Evers 



saying this is yet another 

attack on the tourism 

industry and pointed to 

several reasons why they 

should stay.   
 

 
Kenosha man enters not 
guilty plea from August 
shooting  News 10/22/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

The man shot by a Kenosha 

police officer last August 

has entered a not guilty 

plea in a domestic abuse 

case.  Jacob Blake made a 

virtual court appearance 

Wednesday afternoon at a 

hearing where his trial was 

scheduled to begin 

November 9th.  Blake faces 

charges of criminal trespass 

to dwelling, third-degree 

sexual assault, and 

disorderly conduct.  He was 

shot in the back seven 

times while Kenosha Police 

tried to take him into 

custody last August.  It isn’t 

known if those officers were 

aware of the domestic 

abuse charges filed in May. 

The owner of a closed 

paper mill in Wisconsin 



Rapids says it is suspending 

efforts to sell the 

property.  Verso shut down 

operations in late July, 

costing more than 900 

people their jobs.  Verso has 

reportedly spoken with 

potential buyers, but now 

the company wants to wait 

to see if the economy 

improves.  Local officials say 

that Wednesday’s 

announcement is 

frustrating.  A task force 

formed to help families hurt 

by the closure is planning to 

meet again in a few weeks. 

Time is growing short for 

Wisconsin outdoor 

enthusiasts who take part in 

the annual sturgeon 

spearing season on Lake 

Winnebago.  Participants 

have until the end of the 

month to get a license for 

the season.  It opens 

February 13th for 

Winnebago and the upriver 

waters of lakes Butte des 



Morts, Winneconne and 

Poygan.  It continues for a 

maximum of 16 days or until 

any of the pre-determined 

harvest caps are reached.  

The upriver lakes are limited 

to 500 permits.   

 

 
Another Rhinelander school 
going virtual for a couple of 
weeks News 10/23/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

Another school in the 

Rhinelander district is going 

virtual for a couple weeks.  

Administrators yesterday 

announced Pelican School, 

“exceeded a critical 

number as established by 

the Oneida County Health 

Department to remain in 

person at the school.”  On 

top of those already in 

quarantine there are 

several others awaiting tests 

or who are already ill.  

Classes are expected to 

resume November 9th.  

Crescent Elementary, which 

has been closed this week, 

returns on Monday.  Earlier 

this week we told you 

Lakeland High School 



suspended its next two 

football games because of 

COVID.  One of those was 

with Rhinelander tonight.  

We were notified last night 

the Hodags will play a 

game tonight, hosting 

Stratford at Mike Webster 

Stadum at 7:00. 

 

Wisconsin is still a virus 

hotspot as daily positive 

cases have now passed 

3400.  48 new deaths were 

reported Wednesday and a 

ridiculously high 43% of the 

tests came back positive.  

These numbers are now 

nearly five times what they 

were only two months ago.  

The state ranks fourth in the 

nation for new cases per 

capita.   

 

Coming off the final debate 

last night, the Trump 

campaign announced the 

President will be back in 

Wisconsin this weekend.  A 



rally is scheduled at the 

airport in Waukesha.  This is 

Trump’s fifth visit to the state 

since August.  Democratic 

challenger Joe Biden holds 

a slight lead in the polls. 

 

Another October 

snowstorm postponed a 

debate in the 7th 

Congressional race.  GOP 

Congressman Tom Tiffany 

and democratic challenger 

Tricia Zunker were 

scheduled to meet on a 

Twin Ports TV station in 

Duluth.   
 

 
A Waupaca man says he 
shot in self defense after 
being attacked News  10/23/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

A Waupaca man says he 

shot in self-defense late 

Monday night when an 18-

year-old man attacked 

him.  The two were 

reportedly arguing over the 

theft of thousands of 

dollars’ worth of reptiles 

and related 

equipment.  Forty-four-year-

old Bill Zelenski is  charged 

with first-degree intentional 



homicide.  The victim’s 

name hasn’t been 

released.  The missing 

reptiles and equipment 

were worth almost 28 

thousand dollars.  The 

victim’s mother, 34-year-old 

Tiffany Powell, is charged 

with being a party to a 

crime.   

Menominee Tribal Police 

say they are looking for a 

man in connection with the 

human remains found in a 

burned-out vehicle last 

August.  The remains have 

been identified as 24-year-

old Stephanie Greenspon 

of Green Bay.  Officers 

responded to a report of an 

abandoned, burned 

vehicle August 

19th.  Greenspon’s remains 

were found 

inside.  Authorities say they 

want to talk to 34-year-old 

Emerson K. “Kelso” Reed, a 

Native American who is 

possibly in the Green Bay-



Oneida Reservation 

area.  Anyone spotting 

Reed is urged to call 9-1-1 

and not approach him 

because there are multiple 

arrest warrants in his name 

and he may be dangerous. 

A new liberal legal group 

called “Law Forward” has 

been formed to defend 

what its organizers call 

“progressive traditions” and 

to fight voter suppression 

efforts.  Wisconsin attorneys 

who have represented 

Democrats and opposed 

interests against 

Republicans announced 

the formation 

yesterday.  The effort is to 

strike a counter-balance to 

the conservative Wisconsin 

Institute for Law and Liberty 

whose currently asking the 

Wisconsin Supreme Court to 

accept a case seeking to 

have the governor’s face 

mask emergency order 

overturned. 
 



 
Covid trials resume at UW News 10/26/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

COVID-19 vaccine trials at the 
University of Wisconsin are 
among those which have been 
resumed.  Pharmaceutical 
giant Astra-Zeneca suspended 
the testing last month when a 
trial participant in the United 
Kingdom became since.  A 
review determined the test 
vaccine didn’t cause the 
illness.  The resumption of the 
trials was announced over the 
weekend.   
 
President Trump has told a big 
crowd in Waukesha that “the 
vaccines are coming” and the 
country is “rounding the turn” 
in the fight against COVID-
19.  Thousands attended a 
rally for the incumbent 
Saturday.  Trump spoke for 
more than an hour.  He 
focused much of his talk on 
his law and order message, 
saying, “You wouldn’t have 
Kenosha if there wasn’t 
Trump.”  The president is 
scheduled to return to 
Wisconsin Tuesday, one week 
before the election. 



 
A new report from the 
Wisconsin Department of 
Natural Resources suggests 
the state's air quality is 
improving.  The report finds 
that concentrations of most 
pollutants under E-P-A 
national standards have 
decreased in all regions of the 
state since monitoring 
begin.  The D-N-R says the air 
quality has improved 25 
percent along the Lake 
Michigan shoreline, which is 
historically impacted by 
elevated ozone 
concentrations.  Researchers 
say the greatest reductions 
are the result of cleaner 
burning and more efficient fuel 
combustion from highway 
vehicles and electric utilities.  

 
 

 
Two men in Marinette Co. 
dead after a shooting  News 10/26/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

Authorities in Marinette 
County report two men are 
dead after a shooting incident 
Friday.  Deputies found a 
man’s body in a home when 
they responded to a 9-1-1 call 



from Goodman at about 5:00 
p-m.  The suspect in the 
shooting drove away as 
deputies were arriving.  He 
stopped the vehicles about a 
quarter-mile from the home, 
got out, and pointed a gun at 
his pursuers.  Marinette 
County Sheriff Jerry Sauve 
says he was shot to death 
when he refused to follow 
commands.  No names have 
been released.  The Marinette 
County Sheriff’s Office is 
investigating the first death, 
while the Wisconsin 
Department of Justice is 
reviewing the second because 
it involved a law enforcement 
officer. 
 
Wisconsin’s ban on all utility 
disconnections has been 
extended until April 15th.  That 
means companies can’t shut 
off utilities like water, 
electricity, and heat.  The ban 
was set to expire November 
1st when the Wisconsin Public 
Service Commission voted 
two-to-one on the 



extension. The Evers 
administration has invested 15 
million dollars to help 
customers pay their heating 
bills this winter. 
 
Milwaukee Mayor Tom Barrett 
is telling bars, restaurants and 
other businesses in the 

city – there will be no second 

chances for them if they fail to 
follow the city’s coronavirus 
rules.  Barrett said that health 
officials will no longer warn 
places to follow those 

rules – instead, tickets will be 

issued.  The mayor says 
Milwaukee is in a serious 
situation and it is going to get 
more serious about enforcing 
the face mask requirement 
and social distancing rules. 
 

 
President Trump makes a 
trip to the state later today News 10/27/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

Later today (Tuesday) President 
Donald Trump will make his eighth 
visit to Wisconsin when he holds a 
rally in West Salem.  Trump was 
just in Waukesha last 
weekend.  Vice President Mike 
Pence is set to appear at a rally in 
Mosinee Wednesday.  Second 
Lady Karen Pence will be in 
Waterloo the same day.  She heads 



a campaign rally at 12:30 p-
m.  Democratic presidential 
candidate Joe Biden makes a 
Wisconsin stop Friday.  The 
campaign hasn’t said much about 
where or when that event will be 
held. 
 
Public health managers in Dane 
County are saying it is the office, 
not bars or restaurants, that a 
spreading COVID-19.  Thirty-four 
different clusters of positive 
coronavirus test results have been 
linked to offices.  Tracing has 
connected 14 clusters to bars, 
restaurants, or public gatherings of 
any kind.  The Madison Chamber of 
Commerce says offices are safe 
places because most know how to 
clean and protect their 
workers.  The data was released at 
the same time Governor Evers 
continues his push for limits on bars 
and restaurants as a way to limit 
the coronavirus spread in 
Wisconsin. 
 
Officials in Pleasant Prairie say 
construction of a new production 
facility for HARIBO of America 
should start later this 
year.  HARIBO makes its 
Goldbears and other sweet 
treats.  The southeastern 
Wisconsin facility will be its first 
operation in North America. The 



Wisconsin Economic Development 
Corporation has been working on 
the deal. 
 
 

 
New poll results show Biden 
leading Trump in the state News 10/27/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

A new poll shows former Vice 
President Joe Biden’s lead growing 
over President Trump. The 
Elections Research Center at U-W-
Madison finds Biden is ahead by 
nine points in Wisconsin, 53-to-44 
percent.  His edge is also growing 
in battleground states like Michigan 
and Pennsylvania.  Biden also has 
a big margin among voters who 
have already cast their 
ballots.  Seventy-three percent of 
early voters in Wisconsin say they 
voted for the Biden-Harris ticket. 
 
A petition created to recall 
Wisconsin Democratic Governor 
Tony Evers failed to draw enough 
signatures. A post today on the 
“Recall Evers Petition” Facebook 
page said the effort came up short 
of the needed 670-thousand 
signatures.  

 
We’re still a week away from 
Election Day and already a 
candidate is trying to get a jump on 
the 2022 vote.  Outagamie County 
Executive Tom Nelson says he will 
challenge incumbent U-S Senator 
Ron Johnson on the Democratic 



ticket when he runs for re-
election.  He is the first person to 
officially enter the race for a 
position in the 2022 election cycle. 
 
The Wisconsin Department of 
Natural Resources is working on 
new rules which would increase the 
regulatory fees and costs for mining 
in the state.  If approved, 
nonferrous mining operations would 
have to pay an additional 502 
thousand dollars-a-project.  The 
new administrative rules would also 
create a list of areas unsuitable for 
mining, including places where 
endangered species live, or those 
with unique geological features. 
 

 
Tuesday numbers paint a 
grim picture for the state with 
Covid News 10/28/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

Tuesday numbers from the Wisconsin 
Department of Health Services paint a 
grim picture of the state’s battle with the 
coronavirus.  Wisconsin set new records 
for positive test results, patients who 
were hospitalized, and total 
deaths.  Sixty-four more deaths in the 
latest accounting beats the old record by 
16.  Until two weeks ago, no single day 
had reached 30 deaths in the Badger 
State.  The new number of confirmed 
COVID-19 cases topped five thousand 
for the first time.  The rolling average of 
new cases-per-day is three-thousand-
975.  Two months ago, the average was 
about 700 cases-per-day. 
 
A Wausau man has been charged with 
Marathon County with running a 
cockfighting ring on a property in nearby 



Rib Mountain.  Pai Chang is free on a 
signature bond with a hearing set for 
December.  Deputies got a call last 
month from a citizen worried about the 
welfare of some birds.  When a search 
warrant was executed, the birds 
appeared to be in bad 
health.  Investigators say 25 of the 28 
birds that were seized had spurs taped 
to their feet for fighting. 
 
 The University of Wisconsin-Madison 
says it will continue furloughs for the first 
six months next year as it tries to offset 
lost revenue caused by the COVID-19 
pandemic.  Chancellor Rebecca Blank 
says the furloughs and continued hiring 
freeze won’t be enough to balance the 
school’s budget.  She says additional 
cuts will be announced in the next few 
weeks.  Blank sent an email discussing 
the future Monday. 
 

 
President Trump speaks in 
West Salem News 10/28/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

President Donald Trump 
told a large, enthusiastic 
crowd Tuesday that he 
saved Kenosha and he 
can feel the momentum 
that will lead to his 
reelection.  Trump made a 
campaign stop at a rally in 
West Salem.  He said he 
is expecting a “red wave” 
at the polls next 
Tuesday.  He also said he 



saved Kenosha.  Trump 
said Joe Biden didn’t want 
to send the National 
Guard to the city, but 
Trump did.  He said those 
troops saved Kenosha 
from violent rioters who 
wanted to burn the city 
down. 
 
Police in central Wisconsin 
are investigating after 
threatening letters were 
sent to the homes of Joe 
Biden supporters.  The 
Wausau Daily Herald 
reports that those letters 
turned up in the mailboxes 
of homes in the Village of 
Rothschild which had Joe 
Biden signs in the 
yard.  The anonymous 
letters call the residents 
"the enemy of a white and 
conservative 
neighborhood," and say 
that support for Joe Biden 



will not be tolerated.  The 
letters were delivered 
through the mail and 
originated in Green Bay, 
but were personally written 
to each home. 
 
The Wisconsin Cheese 
Makers Association has 
decided to postpone its 
World Championship 
event for a year.  It was 
supposed to be held next 
February, but the ongoing 
coronavirus pandemic led 
to the delay.  The 
rescheduled World 
Championship Cheese 
Contest will be held at the 
Monona Terrace 
Convention Center over 
three days in March 
2022.  Event organizers 
say they made the 
decision out of concern for 
the welfare of the judges, 



industry workers, and 
people who would attend. 
 

 
Wis. Gears up for the 
election News 10/29/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

With five days before the 

presidential election, 

Wisconsin’s role becomes 

more evident.  Vice 

President Mike Pence was 

at the Central Wisconsin 

Airport in Mosinee 

yesterday.  Tomorrow, the 

top men on their respective 

tickets will be back.  

President Donald Trump 

makes his third stop in a 

week for a rally in Green 

Bay.  Democrat Joe Biden 

will also be here Friday but 

the campaign hasn’t 

provided any details.  He’s 

been here twice before, 

both in September.  The 

visits come as the surge of 

coronavirus cases in the 

state continues, setting 

another record for positive 

cases earlier this week.  The 

virus shut down the 

Wisconsin Badgers football 



game with Nebraska this 

weekend.  State health 

officials say it’s far from over 

and will only get worse.   

The final Marquette 

University Law School Poll 

before the election shows 

another close race in 

Wisconsin, despite 

broadcast network claims 

saying otherwise.  Biden has 

a slim five-point lead over 

the incumbent and there’s 

been little change from the 

last two tallies.  Any change 

has been within the margin 

of error.  Over 90% of 

people polled said they’ve 

made up their minds while 

only 6% said they could be 

swayed in the final days.  

Libertarian candidate Jo 

Jorgenson makes a strong 

showing with 24% of the 

independent vote.  Those 

votes could be an 

important factor into overall 

race come Tuesday.  



Officials say the deeper you 

dig into the numbers, the 

closer the race gets. 

An emergency rule from 

the Natural Resources 

Board yesterday prohibits 

certain firefighting foam 

that contain PFAs 

chemicals.   

 

 
Harley Davidson expanding 
it’s product line News 10/29/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

In a split decision, the 

Wisconsin Supreme Court 

decided it will hear a 

challenge to the governor’s 

authority to declare 

multiple emergencies 

during a single 

pandemic.  The high court’s 

three liberal judges 

dissented, pointing out 

there is already a challenge 

case filed in Polk 

County.  The court voted 

yesterday to hear the case 

filed by Waukesha County 

resident Jere Fabick.  He 

says Governor Evers 

overreached his authority in 



issuing multiple orders rather 

than going through the 

Wisconsin Legislature.  The 

Department of Justice is 

representing the governor.   

Wisconsin Assembly 

Speaker Robin Vos says he’s 

open to passing a second 

coronavirus aid 

package.  The Republican 

leader’s comments come 

as the state experiences 

another day of high 

numbers of positive COVID-

19 test results – but no new 

records were set 

Wednesday.  Statewide 

deaths are approaching 19 

hundred.  A new poll out 

this week shows growing 

concerns in the state about 

the virus as next Tuesday’s 

presidential election 

approaches. 

Motorcycle-maker Harley-

Davidson is expanding its 

product line and entering a 

new marketplace.  The 

Milwaukee-based 



company will begin selling 

a series of electric 

bicycles.  It’s a hot market 

right now.  The new brand 

will be known as the Serial 

One Cycle Company, 

assuming the name of 

Harley-Davidson’s first 

motorcycle.  A company 

spokesperson says the e-

bicycle market is surging 

while people look for a safe 

way to exercise and get out 

of the house during the 

coronavirus 

pandemic.  Electric bikes 

are powered by a small 

motor and battery, along 

with the pedal power 

supplied by the rider. 
 

 
Heart of Vilas Co. nationally 
recognized bike trail News 10/30/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

Two weeks ago a circuit 

court judge put a hold on 

Governor Tony Evers’ 

emergency order limiting 

mass gatherings.  

Yesterday, the state asked 

the Wisconsin Supreme 

Court to take up the case.  

The attorney general’s 



office argues the order was 

in response to ever 

increasing number of 

positive COVID-19 cases 

and deaths and the 

decision to block the move 

could have dangerous 

consequenses.  The original 

challenge was brought by 

the Wisconsin Tavern 

League.   

It took 26 years and more 

than 50 miles for 

recognition, and the Heart 

of Vilas County paved bike 

trail system is officially a 

national recreation trail.  

Awarded through the 

Interior Department, the 

honor is given to public trails 

which positively represent 

their regions, support 

diverse communities and 

considered among the 

nation’s finest trails.  The 

system winds through the 

Northern Highland-

American Legion State 



Forest and connects the 

communities of Boulder 

Junction, St. 

Germain, Sayner-Star 

Lake and Manitowish 

Waters in Vilas County 

and Mercer in Iron County, 

and is one of the longest 

paved trails in Wisconsin.  

More than 83,000 miles of 

National Recreation Trails 

are listed in an online, 

searchable database. 

 

The Milwaukee Brewers 

have declined to exercise a 

$15 million mutual 2021 

option on veteran outfielder 

Ryan Braun as the 

franchise’s career home run 

leader ponders whether to 

continue playing.  Braun is 

due a $4 million buyout.  

The 37-year-old often said 

this might be his final 

season.  He has spent his 

entire career in Milwaukee 

and has a franchise-record 

352 career home runs along 

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fboulderjct.org%2f&c=E,1,iRjtOIg9WrwDldN12BGXK6f76uOCNHz98fxpGdE5FRUWWdDP37bm4dnHs6aQ5LyP8ip4hMP034kzWxkgSeKHaVpISLiowTVwElr5-Aajp2cpVAlT4L5bSQpnwlI4&typo=1
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fboulderjct.org%2f&c=E,1,iRjtOIg9WrwDldN12BGXK6f76uOCNHz98fxpGdE5FRUWWdDP37bm4dnHs6aQ5LyP8ip4hMP034kzWxkgSeKHaVpISLiowTVwElr5-Aajp2cpVAlT4L5bSQpnwlI4&typo=1
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fwww.st-germain.com%2f&c=E,1,eYZylrcw6-TIuVPjqkMpuoly5-o5FJVXw0BJ4U9tdEfiWohuoIQcgtL16-KCnJeesBDRodl98IcznjV1-tbOYqYgaI-DrTEyCxszhIflR9zvFAgLBvLiMdZWdwc,&typo=1
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fwww.st-germain.com%2f&c=E,1,eYZylrcw6-TIuVPjqkMpuoly5-o5FJVXw0BJ4U9tdEfiWohuoIQcgtL16-KCnJeesBDRodl98IcznjV1-tbOYqYgaI-DrTEyCxszhIflR9zvFAgLBvLiMdZWdwc,&typo=1
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fsayner-starlake.org%2f&c=E,1,Vct6N2-hRdeYCAj9F0Oy9nm8VVlJo5-fC1dMhsUgk4dhLtVqubxih34WWZWsv5oQVmDNfmUlp2lpZLoHpvbYnvGq3OhrwywGhVw2vA8dBvCnooTurhg,&typo=1
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fsayner-starlake.org%2f&c=E,1,Vct6N2-hRdeYCAj9F0Oy9nm8VVlJo5-fC1dMhsUgk4dhLtVqubxih34WWZWsv5oQVmDNfmUlp2lpZLoHpvbYnvGq3OhrwywGhVw2vA8dBvCnooTurhg,&typo=1
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with a string of other 

records.   

 
 

 
State national guard being 
deployed for election day News 10/30/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

Four hundred Wisconsin 

National Guard troops will 

help make sure Election 

Day goes smoothly next 

week.  Governor Tony Evers 

announced they will be 

there to fill any shortages at 

the polls and offer 

assistance to voters and 

election officials.  Wisconsin 

Elections Commission head 

Meagan Wolfe says there is 

still a shortage of about 200 

poll workers.  The troops 

working the polls will be in 

civilian clothing.  About 30 

thousand poll workers will 

be on the job Tuesday. 

The extradition hearing for 

Kenosha shooter Kyle 

Rittenhouse is today in a 

Lake County, Illinois 

courthouse.  Rittenhouse is 

accused of killing Anthony 

Huber and Joseph 



Rosenbaum during the 

protesting that followed the 

police shooting of Jacob 

Blake last August.  The 17-

year-old’s attorneys say he 

was acting in self-

defense.  Rittenhouse has 

been held at a juvenile 

detention facility in Illinois 

since he turned himself 

in.  Attorney John Pierce 

has said to intends to fight 

the extradition.  Pierce has 

questioned whether 

Rittenhouse would be safe if 

he is brought back to 

Wisconsin. 

The addition of 71 new free 

community testing sites 

means an additional 48 

thousand people can be 

tested for coronavirus each 

week.  The expansion of 

testing for the virus was 

announced Thursday by 

Governor Tony Evers and 

Wisconsin Department of 

Health Services Secretary-

designee Andrea 



Palm.  The expansion of the 

state’s testing efforts is 

being funded by the 

federal CARES Act.  So far, 

more than a half-billion 

dollars in federal money has 

been dedicated to the 

support of Wisconsin testing. 
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Funds released to help 
Northwoods Counties during 
the pandemic News 11/2/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

Another release of funds to 

help Northwoods counties 

recover from the 

coronavirus pandemic.  

Vilas County received more 

than $405,000 in a grant 

from the Department of 

Tourism.  The Tourism Relief 

to Accelerate Vitality and 

Economic Lift or TRAVEL 

grants were awarded to 

158 recipients totaling 

nearly $12-million.  Last 



month Oneida county 

picked up over $301,000.   

 

COVID-19 testing confirmed 

3,493 new cases in 

Wisconsin Sunday. This 

comes after just last week, 

the state reported more 

than 5,000 new cases on 

three separate days, which 

ranks third in the country 

behind North and South 

Dakota for new cases per 

capita. 

 

It’s a bittersweet end to the 

football season for Wausau 

Newman, as the remainder 

of the season was 

cancelled due to COVID.  

The senior players end their 

high school careers with a 

37-2 record.  They were 5-0 

this season.   

 

The final election push is 

centered on Wisconsin for 

the Joe Biden campaign 

has the Democrat today 



will be in Wausau, Green 

Bay and Eau Claire.  There 

are even two events 

scheduled for tomorrow, 

election day, in Madison 

and Milwaukee.  President 

Trump was in the state 

Friday and his daughter 

Ivanka yesterday.   

 

WPS worked through the 

weekend, restoring power 

after winds gusting over 45 

mph brought trees and 

limbs down onto lines.  

Saturday night more than 

1300 outages were 

reported, mostly in Lincoln 

County.  Everything was 

restored as of early this 

morning.   

 

The Green Bay Packers 

were beaten by one player 

yesterday as Dalvin Cook 

scored four touchdowns for 

the Minnesota Vikings 

enroute to a 28-22 win at 

Lambeau.   



 
 

  
Gov. Evers speaks on 
pandemic News 11/2/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

 As the state continues to 

see climbing COVID-19 

cases rates and 

hospitalizations, Wisconsin 

Governor Tony Evers had a 

blunt message heading into 

the weekend.  “If we want 

to do this right, and stop it in 

its tracks, people have to 

wear a freaking mask. 

Simple as that.”  Evers is 

asking state leaders to lead, 

when it comes to wearing 

masks, saying we need to 

send a message that 

wearing a mask is the most 

important part of this 

equation,” “And if we are 

not going to understand 

that, we are going to 

continue to struggle in the 

state of Wisconsin.” 

 

A few hours after an Illinois 

judge approved the 

extradition of Kyle 

Rittenhouse, deputies from 

the Lake County Sheriff’s 



Office drove him five miles 

to the Wisconsin 

border.  There, the 17-year-

old was picked up by 

Kenosha County 

deputies.  Rittenhouse is 

accused of killing two 

demonstrators last August 

and wounding a third, two 

days after a police officer 

shot Jacob Blake in the 

back while trying to arrest 

him.  Police records show 

Rittenhouse told 

investigators the rifle he 

used was in the trunk of a 

friend’s car. 

Alliant Energy in Wisconsin 

has almost 200 of its line 

workers helping restore 

power to areas in Mississippi 

recovering from Hurricane 

Zeta.  The hurricane came 

ashore in Louisiana as a 

Category 2 storm, traveling 

northeast.  Damage was 

done by Zeta’s winds from 

the Gulf Coast to southern 



New Jersey.  At its worst, 

more than two-and-a-half 

million customers were 

without power across seven 

states.  
 

  
Election Day News 11/3/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 It all comes down to today.  

As of yesterday nearly 2-

million people have already 

voted in Wisconsin, which 

by all indications is going to 

be watched very closely by 

both the Trump and Biden 

campaigns.  If you believe 

the polls, that early turnout 

favors Joe Biden with 64% of 

those who’ve already 

voted, supporting the 

former vice president.  On 

the other hand, President 

Donald Trump holds a 56% 

advantage of those who 

expect to vote today in 

person.  Driven by COVID 

concerns and strong 

campaign efforts to get out 

the vote, huge numbers are 

found across the country.  

In Texas, more people 

voted early than the total 



number of the entire 2016 

election.   

More than $8-million was 

spent in Wisconsin by 

outside groups in an 

attempt to influence state 

races.  Those supporting 

democrats dropped more 

than $5.3-million while those 

backing republicans spent 

nearly $2.9-milion.  Known 

as express advocacy 

groups, the advertising 

targets people to vote 

either for or against a 

certain candidate.  The 

highest amounts hit the 30th 

and 32nd district state 

senate races.   

The Green Bay Packers first 

positive COVID test of the 

2020 season could not have 

come at a worse time.  

Rookie running back AJ 

Dillon was placed on the 

COVID/Reserve list 

yesterday afternoon, and 

multiple reports say fellow 



running back Jamaal 

Williams and rookie 

linebacker Kamal Martin 

have been identified at 

"close contacts to Dillon.  

The timing is especially bad 

on a short week, with the 

Packers set to face the San 

Francisco 49ers in Santa 

Clara Thursday night.   

 

  
Election results could be late News 11/3/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

 The head of the Wisconsin 

Elections Commission says 

the coronavirus pandemic 

and the record-setting 

number of absentee votes 

means the final election 

totals won’t likely be in until 

Wednesday.  Meagan 

Wolfe says that delay won’t 

mean anything is wrong – it 

just means election officials 

are making sure every 

legitimate ballot is 

counted.  There has never 

been a statewide system 

for reporting on Election 

Night and no government 

website where results are 



available for Wisconsin 

races.  Winners are not 

official in this state until the 

results are certified 

December 1st.  Polls are 

open until 8:00 p-m tonight, 

but people who are in line 

at that time will be allowed 

to vote. 

The Rhinelander School 

District hasn’t been immune 

to the COVID outbreak with 

two elementary schools 

having already gone 

virtual.  Now some drivers at 

Bowen’s Bus Service have 

tested positive.  The 

transportation provider for 

the district may be 

rearranging routes and 

some may be longer.  Three 

routes, 26-36 and 39 are not 

running today.  The 

company has been 

adhering to the safety 

procedures and no 

students have been 

identified as close contacts 

to any of the infected staff.  



Any and all changes will be 

communicated with 

administrators and sent to 

families. 

The Wausau City Council 

will vote next week on a 

committee 

recommendation to wear 

masks.  If passed, the 

measure would be 

effective after the state 

mandate expires on the 

21st.  Marathon county 

numbers are spiking and 

health officials say there’s 

already stress being placed 

on hospitals.   
 

  
Wis. Key state in presidential 
election News 11/4/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 Wisconsin is one of several 

key states that will 

determine the outcome of 

yesterday’s presidential 

election.  As of this morning 

with ballots still being 

counted, Democrat Joe 

Biden holds the smallest of 

leads.  In Milwaukee alone 

more than 150,000 ballots 

were still outstanding.  

Georgia, Michigan, North 



Carolina and Pennsylvania 

all figure into the mix as 

well.  At last check Biden 

was leading President 

Trump in the electoral 

college tally 238 to 213.  270 

wins. 

Locally, Republicans held 

onto positions with Rob 

Swearingen winning a 

contentious race in the 34th 

Assembly district against Kirk 

Bangstad by a 63 to 36% 

margin.  In the 35th district, 

the seat vacated by Mary 

Felzkowski to run for the 

state senate was won by 

Republican Calvin 

Callahan who essentially 

doubled up vote totals on 

Tyler Ruperecht.  Felzkowski 

was successful in her senate 

bid in the 12th district, easily 

defeating democratic 

challenger Ed Vocke by 

more than 30,000 votes.  In 

the 7th Congressional district 

race, Republican Tom 

Tiffany, with 60% of the vote 



defeated the challenge of 

Tricia Zunker.  And several 

school referendums failed 

with both Tomahawk and 

Elcho decided by less than 

30 votes.  Both questions in 

the Wausau district were 

also defeated.   

Grant applications are now 

being accepted for $10-

million in funds for nonprofits 

in the state.  Available 

through the Dept of 

Administration website, 

funds would go to 

organizations providing 

critical services in the areas 

of health care, housing and 

shelter, adult education 

and others in the midst of 

the COVID-19 pandemic.  

Monday is the filing 

deadline. 
 

  
State’s balance of power 
unchanged News 11/4/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Republicans remain in 

charge as the balance of 

power in the Wisconsin 

Legislature is unchanged by 

Tuesday’s election.  The G-

O-P held on to its majorities 



in both the Assembly and 

senate.  Democrats 

managed to deny the 

Republicans a veto-proof 

majority in the Senate when 

Brad Pfaff was elected in 

the La Crosse and Crawford 

counties area of western 

Wisconsin.  Republicans 

picked up a seat in the 

northwestern part of the 

state and were holding a 

lead in a senate seat in the 

Green Bay area while 

waiting for final voting 

results.  The GOP also held 

seats in the 34th and 35th 

Assembly and 12th Senate 

districts.  

Many local election officials 

are reporting a record 

turnout of voters 

yesterday.  Some locations 

like Madison report more 

than 82 percent of 

registered voters either 

went to the polls Tuesday or 

voted early.  Lines were 

long on Election Day, but 



the process usually moved 

quickly.  Despite the 

bitterness of the campaign, 

there were no major issues 

reported from Wisconsin 

polling locations.  

The Wisconsin Department 

of Health Services reports 

5771 tests for COVID-19 

were positive Tuesday, 

setting a new state 

record.  That beats the old 

record by nearly 500.  The 

total number of cases since 

the outbreak earlier this 

year has reached 238-

thousand-113.  State 

officials say 52 deaths bring 

the overall death toll to at 

2102.  About 21-percent of 

all the cases are still 

active.  There are a record 

one-thousand-648 patients 

hospitalized for COVID-19 

treatment and a record 352 

of them are still in intensive 

care units. 
 

  
President Trump prepares 
battle in the courts News 11/5/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 As Democrat Joe Biden 

seems ready to assume the 



presidency, the incumbent 

Donald Trump readies 

challenges in court.  His 

campaign filed lawsuits in 

Georgia, Michigan and 

Pennsylvania and in a 

statement said they’d ask 

for a recount in Wisconsin, 

where Biden won by less 

than one percentage point.  

As of early this morning 

Biden maintained a 40 

point lead at 253 in 

electoral votes with Trump 

holding a slim edge in 

Georgia, North Carolina 

and Pennsylvania, Biden a 

slight lead in Arizona and 

Nevada.  Those two states 

would give him the 

necessary 270 votes to win.  

The president maintains 

there are too many 

irregularities in the vote tally 

while the Biden camp says 

legal challenges are not 

the behavior of a winning 

campaign.   

 



The General Federation of 

Women’s Clubs, 

Rhinelander Chapter gifted 

$10,000 to the YMCA of the 

Northwoods’ Building for 

the future capital 

campaign.  Club President 

Cindy Goll said their mission 

is similar to the Y’s in that 

they want to make a 

difference in the 

community.  The campaign 

has raised nearly $1.5 of the 

$2-million dollar goal.   

 

As COVID number continue 

their record pace in 

Wisconsin, the Wisconsin 

Badgers will be idle again 

this weekend as their game 

with Purdue has been 

cancelled.  At last report 

the football program had 

27 active cases among 

players and staff.  The 

Green Bay Packer game 

with the San Francisco 49ers 

is still on for tonight, despite 

both teams with positive 



cases and the Niners 

shutting down their facility 

yesterday.  Three Packer 

players are out. 
 

 
States election official 
pushed back on recent 
election News 11/5/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Wisconsin’s top elections 

official is pushing back 

against anyone questioning 

the integrity of the state’s 

voting process.  Meagan 

Wolfe says there is no 

opportunity for fraudulent 

votes to be somehow 

“added.”  Wolfe calls 

tabulating the votes a 

deliberate, meticulous 

process.  Her comments 

came at the same time the 

Trump campaign 

announced yesterday it will 

ask for a recount of 

Wisconsin’s 

votes.  Preliminary results 

show Democrat Joe Biden 

defeating the president by 

20-thousand-535 votes. 

The Wisconsin Supreme 

Court will stay on the 

sidelines while the fate of 

Governor Tony Evers’ 



emergency order limiting 

the size of public indoor 

gatherings is hashed 

out.  The Supreme Court 

refused to consider the 

case Wednesday, offering 

no explanation.  The order 

was issued in early October 

and it is set to expire 

tomorrow.  The 3rd District 

Court of Appeals blocked 

the order October 

23rd while it considers the 

arguments.  The decision 

not to take the case from 

the appellate court came 

on a four-to-three vote of 

the justices. 

Authorities in central 

Wisconsin say an electrical 

shock has left a worker in 

critical condition.  The 

accident happened 

Wednesday morning as two 

people were installing a 

sprinkler system at a home 

in Rothschild.  As a pipe was 

being inserted into the 

ground it made contact 



with nearby 

powerlines.  One of the 

workers was unresponsive 

when emergency crews 

arrived, but he was revived 

and transported to Aspirus 

Wausau Hospital for 

treatment.  The victim’s 

name hasn’t been 

released. 
 

  
Rhinelander school bus 
routes not running today News 11/6/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 Three more bus routes will 

not be running this morning 

in the Rhinelander School 

District due to COVID-19 

exposure.  Students on 

routes 27, 36 and 41 will 

need to find alternate 

transportation to school.  

Routes 26 and 39 will be 

running today, they had 

been shut down earlier.  

Bowen’s Bus Service notified 

the district that some of 

their staff had tested 

positive and are working to 

maintain social distancing 

by rearranging some routes 

among other methods.   

Meanwhile, Washington 



Elementary School is Merrill 

shut down due to a large 

number of COVID and 

quarantine cases.  A letter 

from the district advised 

parents the school will be 

closed until at least 

December first.  Virtual 

classes will resume on 

Tuesday.  Jefferson 

Elementary in Merrill, which 

closed late last month, is set 

to reopen Monday.  

Just over a week ago the 

North was setting records 

for low temperatures.  

Today, it could be for 

record highs as a warm 

stretch of weather works its 

way through.  With gusty SW 

winds, Rhinelander could hit 

70, tying the mark set just 

four years ago.  The 

average high is around 44°.  

Merrill’s record goes back 

to 1909 at 74, Antigo with 67 

back in 1975 and Wausau 

68 in 2016.  We’ll be jolted 



back to reality early next 

week.   

The Green Bay Packers now 

have a week off to get 

healthy and savor a win 

over the San Francisco 

49ers last night 34-17.  Both 

teams had starters out with 

COVID.  The Pack host 

Jacksonville at Lambeau on 

the 15th.   

 

  
Wis. Latest Covid numbers News 11/6/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Public health officials report 

Wisconsin’s seven-day 

average for new COVID-19 

cases is approaching five-

thousand.  The Wisconsin 

Department of Health 

Services says reports from 

county health officials put 

Wednesday’s total at five-

thousand-922 positive test 

results.  That makes the 

seven-day average four-

thousand-989.  All 72 

counties in the state are 

experiencing “very high” 

activity levels.  Nearly one-



third of all tests given have 

returned a positive result 

over the last week.  The D-

H-S reports only 12-percent 

of Wisconsin’s hospital beds 

are currently available for 

new patients. 

Those numbers have taken 

a toll on health care 

workers and now Interim 

Division of Public Health 

Administrator Stephanie 

Smiley has resigned.  Smiley 

says she has accepted a 

position outside the state 

government so she can 

focus on her own 

health.  She cited the 

difficulty of handling the job 

during the COVID-19 

pandemic.  The virus was a 

factor in 38 more deaths 

Thursday.  Several doctors 

have called the situation a 

crisis with no end in sight. 

Republicans in the 

Wisconsin Senate have 

named a new caucus 

head.  Devin LeMahieu of 



Oostburg has served in the 

Senate since 2014.  He will 

succeed Majority Leader 

Scott Fitzgerald who won 

Tuesday’s election for 

Wisconsin’s 

5th Congressional District 

seat.  LeMahieu beat 

former Senate President 

Roger Roth of Appleton for 

the powerful position in a 

closed-caucus vote 

yesterday 

afternoon.  Senator Chris 

Kapenga of Delafield was 

chosen Senate president 

over Senator Alberta 

Darling.  Senate leaders will 

have to do battle with 

Democratic Governor Tony 

Evers during an upcoming 

budget cycle facing 

difficult spending 

challenges during the 

COVID-19 pandemic. 
 

  
LacDuFlambeau man dies in 
weekend accident  News 11/9/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 A 62-year old Lac du 

Flambeau man died in a 

weekend accident.  

Minocqua Police reported 



Richard Beaudoin was killed 

just before 10 Saturday 

night when his motorcycle 

struck a deer on Hwy 70, 

east of Mercer Lake Road. 

The recent record high 

temperatures and gusty 

winds contributed to a high 

fire danger across the north.  

That was evident last night 

as firefighters from Pine 

Lake, Pelican and the DNR 

were called to an out of 

control brush fire at 4054 

River Road just after six.  No 

word this morning how it 

was started.  Crews 

mopped things up about 

an hour later. 

Democrat Joe Biden was 

named president-elect 

Saturday and Wisconsin 

Governor Tony Evers 

wasted no time 

congratulating he and 

Senator Kamala Harris on 

what he called their historic 

victory.  In a message to 

the campaign Evers said it’s 



time to move forward 

together.  Loyalists to 

President Donald Trump are 

urging him to accept the 

loss and bow out gracefully.  

It’s been reported he 

doesn’t plan to attend the 

inauguration in January 

and maintains his stance on 

voter fraud, promising 

unspecified legal 

challenges.  An interesting 

side note to the voting, a 

canvas by the Associated 

Press found the 376 

counties in the country with 

the highest number of new 

COVID-19 cases per capita, 

93% of them voted for 

Trump, a rate far above 

other lass severely hit 

places.  Most were in rural 

areas of the Dakotas, Iowa, 

Montana, Nebraska and 

Wisconsin.  Biden is 

expected to announce the 

members of his COVID task 

force this morning.   
 



  
Dane Co. man injured in 
ATV accident in the town of 
Harrison News 11/9/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

 A 57-year old Dane County 

man was injured Saturday 

afternoon in an ATV 

accident in the Town of 

Harrison.  He was taken to 

Ascension Sacred Heart 

Hospital in Tomahawk then 

transferred to the Aspirus 

trauma center.   

Traffic on Hwy 51 south of 

Merrill was slowed more 

than three hours yesterday 

after a deer crash led to a 

chain reaction accident 

involving four vehicles.  The 

incident occurred about 

2:45 when a woman struck 

the animal near Hwy Q.  

The deer got up and was hit 

by a second vehicle and 

then began the string of 

crashes.  At least one 

person was injured.  The 

State Patrol assisted Merrill 

Police in closing the 

highway and rerouting 

traffic.   

The University of Wisconsin is 

investigating a video 



posted on Instagram 

showing one of its 

employees trying to run 

over four protesters.  The 

incident happened 

Saturday at the Wisconsin 

State Capitol.  The man on 

the motorcycle has been 

identified as a Senior Power 

Plant Operator at the 

Madison campus.  He 

hasn’t been arrested.  The 

university isn’t commenting 

other than to say it will take 

appropriate action when 

the investigation is 

complete. 

U-S Senator Ron Johnson 

says half of the country 

won’t accept the outcome 

of the presidential election 

if John Biden is confirmed as 

the winner.  The Wisconsin 

Republican says it’s a real 

problem that people are 

not going to view the 

election results as 

legitimate.  The strong 

supporter of President 



Trump refused to say if he 

thought the election was 

legitimate, but admitted he 

had no proof of any illegal 

activity.   

 
 

  
School bus routes not 
running in Rhinelander today News 11/10/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 Due to continued COVID 

infections, five bus routes for 

Bowen’s Bus Service in 

Rhinelander will not run this 

morning.  Routes, 19, 26, 27, 

36 and 39 are affected and 

alternate transportation will 

be necessary.  Pelican 

elementary school is the 

district just resumed in-

person classes after being 

closed since October 23rd.  

In Merrill, Prairie River Middle 

School is closed beginning 

today due to the number of 

quarantine cases among 

students and staff.  Several 

other elementary buildings 

have been affected as 

well.  The Maple Grove 

Charter School and high 

school remain open.   



State health officials 

reported 4,360 positive 

cases yesterday, up from 

Sunday’s number but much 

less than the record 7,065 

from Saturday.  The virus 

was a factor in another 17 

deaths.  More than 2000 are 

hospitalized, stressing both 

staff and available beds.   

Eagle River’s Feed Our Rural 

Kids or FORK project is 

working with the Vilas 

County Health Department 

in developing a Jump Start 

program.  This provides 

increased levels of fruits 

and vegetables to families 

qualified for support 

through the WIC program.  

Organizers say the most 

challenged families will be 

helped first with plans to 

grow the program over the 

next several years.   

Rhinelander PD reminds 

people the city’s winter 

parking regulations go into 

effect next week.  From the 



15th through April 15th, 

there’s no parking on city 

streets, alleyway or 

unmetered parking lot 

between 2 and 6am.  From 

then on parking’s allowed 

on the odd or even side of 

the addressed streets on 

corresponding odd or even 

dates.  Violations face $25 

fines or towing.   
 

  
State lawmakers ask about 
senior care service News 11/10/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Republican lawmakers are 

demanding answers from 

the Wisconsin Department 

of Health Services over its 

failure to expand the 

SeniorCare program to 

include coverage for 

vaccines.  The law was 

changed last spring.  Those 

lawmakers call the delay 

an “unnecessary roadblock 

for seniors looking to 

protect themselves.”  The 

department says it has 

been waiting for some 

needed federal funding for 

the coverage.  The co-

chairs of the Legislature’s 



Joint Budget Committee 

have written a letter to D-H-

S Secretary Andrea Palm 

sharing their concerns. 

 A 19-year-old man 

accused of giving an 

assault rifle to Kyle 

Rittenhouse last August in 

Kenosha is charged with 

two felonies.  Investigators 

say Dominick Black gave 

the weapon to Rittenhouse 

so he would help him guard 

Kenosha businesses during 

protests over the shooting 

of Jacob Blake.  The 17-

year-old Rittenhouse faces 

charges he killed two 

protesters and wounded a 

third.  Blake is charged with 

supplying a dangerous 

weapon to a minor. 

Last night’s meeting of the 

Burlington School Board 

went out of control during a 

discussion about teaching 

lessons about Black Lives 

Matter in classes.  Parents 



and B-L-M protesters began 

yelling and screaming at 

each other.  The 

atmosphere was so racially-

charged that the Racine 

County Sheriff’s Office had 

to escort some people to 

their cars when the meeting 

was over.  Some of the 

parents were upset that a 

fourth-grade teacher 

offered her students a 

lesson from B-L-M on racism 

and the police. 

Wisconsin is one of 19 states 

affected by another recall 

of romaine lettuce.  

Tanimura and Antle took 

precautionary measures do 

avoid possible ecoli 

contamination.   
 

 
Gov. Evers addresses the 
state News 11/11/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

Governor Tony Evers, 

addressing the state last 

night called for unity and 

working together in 

response to the COVID-19 

pandemic.  He also urged 

Wisconsinites to contact 

their member of Congress 



to pass legislation to 

provide more resources to 

states.  Evers also 

announced another 

executive order, advising 

people to stay home and 

encouraging businesses to 

do more to protect 

employees, customers and 

the community.  Yesterday 

there were 7000 new cases 

and 66 lives lost to the virus 

in Wisconsin.   

 

Meanwhile, the city of 

Wausau passed a mask 

resolution last night, careful 

in calling it a resolution and 

not a mandate.  It’s set to 

go into effect when the 

statewide order ends on 

the 21st or the court strikes it 

down.  More than 470 

students and staff are in 

quarantine across the 

school district, while 

Marathon County reported 

238 new positive cases 

yesterday, setting another 



record.  The Wausau West 

football team ended its 

season yesterday because 

of several new cases, the 

second time they’ve 

cancelled this season.  The 

Warriors were scheduled to 

play Mosinee in the first 

level of the playoffs Friday.   

 

The pandemic is even 

impacting the upcoming 

gun deer season.  The hunt 

opens the 21st and while the 

DNR has no plans to cancel 

it, health officials are urging 

hunters to take precautions, 

most notably, avoiding 

hunting camps.  They also 

recommend less travel.  

Hunting itself is a solitary 

sport but it’s the time 

leading up to it and after 

that’s cause for concern.  

License sales are up over 

last year at this time 

 
State election officials are 
correcting misinformation 
about last weeks election 
results News 11/11/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

Wisconsin’s elections 

officials are correcting 

misinformation about last 



week’s voting and the 

results. The state’s chief 

elections officer Meagan 

Wolfe says misinformation 

has circulated on social 

media and political 

websites raising unfounded 

rumors about the integrity 

of Wisconsin’s results.  Wolfe 

said while the results are still 

unofficial and are currently 

being triple checked as 

part of the canvass and 

certification process, 

elections officials have not 

seen any credible 

information to cast any 

doubt on those unofficial 

results. In response to the 

misinformation, the state 

Elections Commission has 

released a list of the top 

facts about Wisconsin 

elections.  

Wisconsin Governor Tony 

Evers issued an executive 

order urging all state 

residents to limit their public 



interactions. In other words, 

stay home.  Wisconsin 

hospitals are running out of 

I-C-U beds due to the 

exploded numbers of 

COVID-19 

infections.  Calling the 

situation a “crisis,” the 

governor was emphatic 

while making his case on 

the same day the state set 

a new record with seven-

thousand-73 positive test 

results.  At the current rate 

of infection, the state's 128 

available I-C-U beds would 

be filled in the next seven 

days. 

The Wisconsin Department 

of Public Instruction is asking 

lawmakers for an additional 

one-point-six-billion dollars 

over the next two-year 

budget.  Deputy state 

superintendent Mike 

Thompson says the money 

would pay for initiatives in 

special education, equity, 

and mental health 



aid.  Although Thompson 

calls the budget request 

“realistic,” at least one 

budget official says state 

agencies will be doing well 

to just get close to the 

funding they received this 

year.   

 
 

 
State Covid cases are out of 
control News 11/12/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

We hate reporting about it 

as much as you hate 

hearing it…but the fact 

remains Wisconsin’s COVID-

19 cases are out of control.  

The number of positive 

cases is now five times what 

they were only in 

September.   Again 

yesterday more than 7000 

new cases were identified, 

most of them in the 20-29 

year old age group.  Just 

two months ago across 

NorthCentral Wisconsin 

there were 28 people 

hospitalized.  It’s now 228 

and health care officials 

say the system is at a 

tipping point, where 



doctors cannot save 

everyone who becomes 

critically ill.  They say the 

reason the fatality rate in 

the state has been low is 

because of what’s been 

learned from other states 

about how to care for the 

most severe cases.  But that 

requires intensive care units 

and hospitals, but of which 

are now becoming 

unavailable, with 93% of 

available beds alreay 

occupied.  While 

Ascension, Marshfield Clinic, 

and Aspirus all have surge 

plans to accommodate 

patients, that means they 

are having to move staff 

around, condense patients, 

and reduce non-

emergency procedures. 

Yesterday we told you 

Wausau West High School 

cancelled the remainder of 

its football season.  Now, 

DC Everest has followed suit 



with all players quarantined 

until November 20th.  They 

were supposed to play 

Hudson tomorrow.   

A new program designed 

to network new business 

owners and put them in 

touch with the experts they 

need to expand was 

launched by the Wisconsin 

Economic Development 

Corporation.  Start in 

Wisconsin is working to 

revitalize an economy 

that’s been hard hit lately.    

 

 
      

 
State hospitals in the 
northern part are full News 11/12/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

There’s no more 

room.  Mayo Clinic Health 

Systems reports its hospitals 

in northwestern Wisconsin 

are full.  The system has 

already postponed all 

elective surgical 

procedures.  Officials say all 

of the beds are full at its 

medical facilities in Barron, 

Bloomer, Eau Claire, Osseo 



and Menomonie.  The 

COVID-19 pandemic is 

being blamed.  A 

spokesperson for Mayo says 

half of the patients in 

intensive care beds have 

the virus and 40-percent of 

its medical or surgical beds 

are occupied by 

coronavirus patients.  The 

problem is made worse by 

the fact 300 workers are on 

restriction after being 

exposed. 

Records are sketchy, but it 

appears Wisconsin 

lawmakers are about to 

issue their first subpoenas in 

almost 50 years as they 

investigate the presidential 

election.  State 

Representative Ron Tusler 

chairs the Assembly 

committee on 

elections.  He says he 

believes the state runs its 

elections well and history 

indicates the results won’t 

change.  Tusler says the 



vote still deserves a review 

because of the questions 

raised by voters.  

A group of Oconto County 

homeowners is looking at a 

nearby cheese plant and its 

wastewater treatment plant 

as the cause for repeated 

flooding.  They say the 

problem started in March 

2019 when the water in a 

nearby pond began to 

rise.  Bel/Gee/Oyso Cheese 

says it is studying the 

problem a second time, but 

the first investigation 

showed it wasn’t at 

fault.  Nobody seems to 

know what is causing the 

flooding.  A town meeting 

was held to discuss the 

situation Wednesday night 

in the town of Chase.   
 

 
Wabeno man in custody for 
possessing child porn News 11/13/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

A 33-year old Wabeno man 

is in custody, charged with 

possessing child 

pornography.  Kristopher 

Tryczak was arrested 

following an investigation 



by the Forest County 

Sheriff’s Department and 

Department of Justice.  

Tryczak was allegedly 

communicating online 

about sexually assaulting 

children.  He’s in the Forest 

County Jail awaiting a 

court appearance on two 

felony counts. 

Citing jaw dropping 

numbers of positive cases in 

the state, Governor Tony 

Evers yesterday said he’s 

releasing a package of 

pandemic relief legislation 

next week, but did not 

provide details.  Earlier this 

week Evers issued an 

advisory, urging people to 

stay home as the number of 

positive cases continues to 

climb.  State lawmakers 

have not acted on 

anything in Madison since 

April and it’s doubtful the 

GOP controlled legislature 

will give these new 

proposals much work.  The 



governor has been able to 

allocate federal funds 

without their approval, but 

the money is running out.   

Two area non-profits 

received grants in support 

of their efforts during the 

pandemic.  In partnership 

with the Federal Home 

Loan Bank of Chicago, 

Ripco Credit Union 

awarded the $5000 grants 

to Headwaters, Inc or 

Rhinealnder and the Feed 

Our Rural Kids or FORK 

program in Eagle River.   

The Rhinelander District 

Library will close the week 

of Thanksgiving to deep 

clean the building and 

reset services for the winter 

months.  Director Virginia 

Roberts said other than WiFi, 

no other services will be 

available during that time.  

Dropboxes will be closed 

and any items due that 

week will have the dates 

extended. 



 
 

 
Big money spent on state 
legislative races News 11/13/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

The Wisconsin Democracy 

Campaign reports outside 

groups spent almost 10-

million dollars on the state’s 

legislative campaigns.  Five-

and-a-half-million benefited 

Democratic candidates 

and four-point-four-million 

supported 

Republicans.  Although 

large, the amount actually 

falls short of the 12-point-

two-million dollars spent by 

outside groups on 

legislative races two years 

ago.  Republicans retained 

their majorities in both the 

Assembly and Senate, 

despite the infusions of cash 

for Democrats, but they fell 

short of taking a two-thirds 

super-majority that would 

have let them override any 

vetoes by Governor Tony 

Evers. 

A federal judge has 

sentenced a 31-year-old 

Missouri woman for her 



involvement in a 

nationwide fraud 

scheme.  Heather Bishop 

was sentenced to two-and-

a-half years in federal prison 

for conspiring with at least 

three other people to rip off 

Walmart.  Bishop’s case was 

heard in federal court in 

Madison.  Federal 

prosecutors say she and the 

others used stolen personal 

checks, identity fraud and 

other methods to get away 

with 860-thousand 

dollars.  Their victims were 

located in 18 states, 

including Wisconsin. 

The Oneida County Traffic 

Safety Commission will 

distribute free masks with 

safety logos on them 

tomorrow morning from 10 

am until noon at the 

entrance of the ADRC 

building in the back of the 

Trigs parking lot in the River 

Walk Center in 

Rhinelander.  There are over 



300 masks to give away 

and the logos say “Be 

Safe”, “Buckle Up”, and 

“Safety First” and come in 3 

different sizes.  People are 

asked to stay in their 

vehicles, and one mask per 

person please.    

 
 

 
Two more bus routes not 
running in Rhinelander News 11/16/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

Two more bus routes will not 

be running this morning in 

the Rhinelander School 

District as Bowen’s Bus 

Service works through 

positive COVID tests among 

drivers.  Students on routes 

27 and 36 will need 

alternate transportation 

today.  Company officials 

hope to be back at full 

strength soon.   

Due to the rapid rise of the 

virus the city of Rhinelander 

suspended all walk-in 

services at municipal 

buildings.  City Hall, the 

police, fire and inspection 

offices will all be closed 

effective today.  Staff will 



continue to process bill 

payments, license 

applications, permits and 

other documents through 

the use of the drop box at 

City Hall or online.  Public 

meetings will continue to be 

streamed.   

Another number that’s 

spiking in the state is traffic 

deaths.  The State Patrol 

reports 518 people died in 

crashes compared to 485 

at this time last year.  Since 

the pandemic began 

there’s been less traffic but 

troopers report those 

heading out are less risk 

averse, often speeding, 

drinking or not wearing seat 

belts, with the holiday 

season yet to come.  AAA 

estimates nearly 50-mililon 

people will travel on 

Thanksgiving, much fewer 

than recent years.   

Winds gusting over 45 mph 

has been causing power 

problems across the North.  



Add the freezing rain and 

snow and things aren’t any 

better.  Early this morning 

more than half of Wabeno 

was without power along 

with areas around Laona 

and Crivitz in the northeast 

part of the state.  More 

than 1100 WPS customers 

were affected.  Line crews 

have been out working 

since Friday night.   

 

 
 

 
Crandon race track is sold News 11/16/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

Operating as a non-profit 

club for 50 years, the 

Crandon International Off-

Road Raceway in now a 

business venture.  

Management announced 

the historic facility was sold 

to business owner, former 

racer and Crandon native 

Jamey Flannery.  The 400 

plus acre site is home to the 

premier short course track 

in the nation.  Flannery is 

the son of the late off road 

motorsports hall of famer 



Jack Flannery and the 

nephew of current club 

president and hall of famer 

Cliff Flannery.  Future plans 

include upgrades for fans, 

racers and sponsors alike 

with much of the focus on 

enhancing the camping 

and hospitality aspects at 

the track. 

After a lot of work, 

customers are now able to 

buy Lake Superior whitefish, 

lake trout and lake herring 

at the Red Cliff Fishing 

Company in Bayfield.  The 

project by the Red Cliff 

Bank of Lake Superior 

Chippewa has taken a 

decade to become a 

reality.  Some people were 

given an early look over the 

weekend.  In its first week of 

business, the fish market in 

northern Wisconsin 

processed about 75-

thousand pounds of herring 

from Lake Superior.   



The state Democratic Party 

calls a federal lawsuit a 

potential “egregious” 

violation of constitutional 

rights.  The Democrats filed 

a motion to intervene in the 

suit filed to stop certification 

of votes in Menominee, 

Dane and Milwaukee 

counties.  If successful, the 

suit would take Wisconsin’s 

electoral votes from Joe 

Biden and award them to 

Donald Trump.  Three voters 

in Brown, Door and Oconto 

counties claim illegal ballots 

“diluted” their votes.   
 

 
Rhinelander library to offer 
curbside pickup News 11/17/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

Election recounts in 

Wisconsin can only happen 

if there’s less than a 1% 

margin between 

candidates.  That criteria fits 

the numbers between 

President Donald Trump 

and Joe Biden and Trump 

has until tomorrow 

afternoon to formally 

request and pay the 

estimated $7.9-million to 



have one.  Several counties 

are still canvassing those 

totals where Biden has a 

lead of just over 20,000 

votes or roughly 6-tenths of 

a percent.  If approved the 

recount would begin 

Thursday and run through 

December first.    

We probably won’t hear 

anything for a couple 

weeks as the State Supreme 

Court weighs whether or 

not Governor Tony Evers 

exceeded his authority by 

issuing a statewide mask 

mandate.  The high court 

heard arguments virtually 

yesterday and has taken 

the case under advisement.  

The justices earlier this year 

struck down the governor’s 

“safer at home” order 

saying he should have 

consulted lawmakers.  

Beginning today until further 

notice, the Rhinelander 

District Library will only offer 

contact-free, curbside 



pickup services.  Director 

Virginia Roberts said the 

move is in response to the 

ever increasing number of 

COVID cases in the 

community and the 

Governor’s executive order.  

Staff will schedule 

appointments and the drop 

box can be used for returns.   

This comes as the 

Department of 

Administration announces 

$3-million in grants to 

eligible school districts and 

libraries.  The Technology for 

Educational Achievement 

or TEACH grants help fund 

the set up and access to 

modern IT equipment for 

remote learning.  Schools 

can apply for up to $60,000 

in funding while libraries 

have access to up to 

$10,000.   
 

 
Lincoln Co, Sheriff’s looking 
into stolen road signs News 11/17/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

The Lincoln County Sheriff’s 

department is looking to 

see if this latest theft of road 

signs is related to a similar 



case in September.  Several 

signs, valued at $280 were 

stolen in the Town of 

Harding, just south of 

Tomahawk.  Earlier more 

than $700 worth were taken 

in the Town of Harrison 

along Hwy B.  Investigators 

say this can cause a 

dangerous situation for 

drivers and ask anyone with 

information to contact the 

sheriff’s office.  

Wisconsin hospitals are 

encountering challenges 

when they try to transfer 

patients to the Alternate 

Care Facility in West 

Allis.  The temporary hospital 

has room for 500 patients, 

but it is treating only 19.  The 

A-C-F was set up to help 

overloaded hospitals – and 

they are overloaded right 

now.  In some cases, 

patients haven’t consented 

to the move.  It is intended 

to serve patients who are 



recovering, but not ready 

to return home yet. 

Back in April Walmart stores 

were limiting the number of 

customers going into their 

stores as the COVID-19 

pandemic ramped up.  

They’re doing it again as 

cases continue at record 

levels.  The retail giant will 

also be spreading out their 

Black Friday sales over three 

weekends in an effort to 

limit the number of people 

in the stores during the 

height of the holiday 

shopping season.   

Engineers at UW-Madison 

say their Badger Seal Mask 

Fitter will make users safer 

during the coronavirus 

pandemic.  It’s an 

adjustable frame that fits 

over the outer seal of a 

three-ply disposable face 

mask.  They say it stops 

more particles from 



spreading to nearby 

people.   

 

 

 
State officials look into the 
Covid situation News 11/18/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

Both parties in Madison say 

they hope to find common 

in the raft of ideas released 

yesterday to combat the 

surging COVID-19 

pandemic.  Democratic 

Governor Tony Evers 

submitted a plan that 

would prohibit evictions 

and foreclosures through 

next year and maintain the 

suspension of a one-week 

waiting period for people to 

get unemployment 

benefits.  The measure also 

allows healthcare workers 

and others to file worker’s 

comp claims if testing 

positive while on the job.  

Republicans meanwhile 

announced what they 

called a robust testing 

system, including at-home 

testing, doubling the 



number of contact tracers 

and offering more 

assistance to the 

healthcare industry.  They 

are concerned about the 

potential costs required 

and impacts on the 

economy.  Other than legal 

challenges back and forth, 

the legislature has not been 

in session since April to 

address the pandemic.  

As the political games 

continue, individual 

counties and communities 

work on their own to 

mitigate the effects of the 

virus.   Beginning this 

morning, Dane County 

banned indoor gatherings 

and capped attendance 

to outdoor functions at 10 

people.   Following 

Rhinelander, the City of 

Marshfield, beginning 

tomorrow, limits access to 

municipal buildings, 

allowing many employees 



to work from virtually from 

home.  Officials say the 

measures will be in effect 

until further notice.  The 

common council meets 

Tuesday to further discuss 

the matter.   

Boosted by the surge in 

sales related to the 

pandemic, Home Depot 

has been posting record 

profits and is passing it 

along to employees.  The 

company is giving hourly 

workers a permanent pay 

increase after a series of 

bonus programs since 

March.   

 

 
Skilled nursing facilities in 
the state in line for Covid 
funding News 11/18/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

Skilled nursing facilities in 

the state are in line for $80-

million in funding to support 

their work as the COVID-19 

pandemic rages on.  The 

Department of Health 

Services and Governor Tony 

Evers announced the 

awards yesterday saying 



the state will support critical 

care employees as much 

as it can.  Another $30-

million of DHS funds will 

cover costs associated with 

adding beds and staff in 

nursing homes to ease the 

burden on local hospitals.   

Governor Evers and 

Wisconsin Republicans may 

meet Friday on the 

pandemic, however 

nothing is scheduled 

yet.  Evers released details 

of a 541-million-dollar 

package yesterday and he 

wants the Legislature to 

consider the 19 bills this 

fall.  Assembly Speaker 

Robin Vos presented a set 

of ideas focusing on 

contact tracers and rapid 

testing.  He says a meeting 

with Evers will have to take 

place before a relief 

package can be finalized.   

Brisk temperatures, beautiful 

Wisconsin views, no face 



coverings required in most 

situations and built-in social 

distancing…it’s gun deer 

season in the state 

beginning Saturday.  The 

annual tradition is worth 

millions of dollars to local 

economies and it’s 

important to many families 

and friendships.  As of 

Monday, licenses sold for 

the nine day season were 

approaching 344-thousand.  

Hunters are reminded to go 

for that perfect buck with 

people from their own 

household this year as a 

way to limit the spread of 

the coronavirus.  The DNR 

reports the state’s deer 

population is doing well, 

although there are some 

areas with smaller than 

desirable numbers.   

 

 
Wis. Is worth $3 mil to the 
Trump campaign News 11/19/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

Wisconsin’s presidential 

election is worth $3-million 

to the Trump campaign.  

That’s what it paid for a 



recount in Dane and 

Milwaukee counties, two of 

the most heavily 

democratic in the state.  

The campaign alleges 

fraud and irregularities even 

though canvasing showed 

no evidence of it.  

Democrat Joe Biden won 

there by better than a two-

to-one margin.  The recount 

could begin as early as 

today.   

“We can’t take another 

pop as a state”.  The words 

of Aspirus President and 

CEO Matt Heywood in 

response to the surge in 

COVID-19 cases.  In a news 

conference yesterday, 

Heywood said having 

enough beds and staff are 

problems.  Already they 

have 300 of their own 

people in quarantine or 

isolation, further cutting into 

the numbers.  He’s urged 

that if people don’t change 

their typical holiday plans, 



the projections will go well 

beyond the 500 beds and 

necessary staff that they 

have, meaning they will not 

be able to save all patients.  

To deal with the problems 

Aspirus has been sending 

people home if they’re not 

sick enough to be 

hospitalized.  They’re 

rescheduling elective 

surgeries, set up a skilled 

nursing facility in Medford 

and are repurposing staff 

where they can and 

borrowing staffing resources 

from other states. 

Lac du Flambeau Police 

are seeking help to locate 

John Kronquist, Sr.  He was 

last seen last Saturday, 

driving a silver/gray 2016 

Chevy Impala with 

damage to the front and 

rear of the vehicle.  He’s a 

35 year old Native 

American, 6-2, 180 pounds 

with brown hair and eyes.  



Contact the tribal police 

with any information. 
 

 
State Supreme Court to hear 
arguments on size of crowd 
gatherings in the state News 11/19/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

The Wisconsin Supreme 

Court will hear oral 

arguments next month on 

the size of gatherings that 

will be allowed in the 

state.  The court issued an 

order to that effect 

yesterday afternoon.  The 

Tavern League of Wisconsin 

is suing the state 

Department of Health 

Services.  The October 

order limits the number of 

people who can gather in 

bars, restaurants and other 

indoor venues to just 25-

percent of capacity.  It was 

issued October 6th by D-H-S 

Secretary Andrea Palm and 

it has already expired after 

being put on hold by an 

appeals court. 

 

One of three teenage 

suspects in the fatal 

shooting of 11-year-old 

Anisa Scott is going to be 



transferred to the youth 

prison at Lincoln 

Hills.  Sixteen-year-old Andre 

Brown faces charges of first-

degree intentional 

homicide and attempted 

homicide for the August 

incident.  The youngster 

was hit while in a car.  

During a virtual hearing 

yesterday it was 

determined Brown would 

be moved to the secure 

facility for juveniles in Irma.   

 

Rhinelander-native Ty 

Erickson has joined 

Marshfield Clinic Health 

System as chief 

administrative officer for 

Marshfield Medical Center-

Minocqua. Erickson brings 

more than 20 years of 

health care leadership to 

his role with Marshfield 

Clinic Health System.  

Erickson previously served 

as senior vice president of 

operations for Essentia 



Health, an integrated 

health care system, serving 

patients in Minnesota, North 

Dakota, Wisconsin and 

Idaho. His accountabilities 

spanned multiple facilities, 

including five hospitals, 

three nursing homes and 24 

clinics.  David Olejniczak, 

who served as interim CAO 

since February of this year, 

will help Erickson transition 

into this role. 

 
 

 
Marathon Co. one of the 
hardest hit counties in the 
state for Covid cases News 11/20/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

Marathon County is one of 

the hardest hit in the state 

as the coronavirus 

pandemic rages on.  Today 

at noon doctors and 

community leaders along 

with the DC Everest and 

Wausau School Districts and 

Wausau Chamber will 

present an online program 

about the crisis.  Live 

streamed on WSAW-TV’s 

Facebook page, these 

leaders and experts will 

urge community members 



to take steps to adjust their 

behavior in an effort to 

keep schools and 

businesses open and lessen 

the burden on the 

healthcare systems.   

That burden has hospitals 

running out of beds and 

staff to treat COVID positive 

patients and led the 

Wisconsin Hospital 

Association to plead with 

both Republicans and 

Democrats in Madison to 

immediately come 

together to develop a 

statewide plan to fight the 

virus before the current crisis 

becomes a catastrophe.  

Lawmakers haven’t met 

since April and despite talk 

of cooperation, both 

parties remain deeply 

divided on ways to handle 

it.  Governor Tony Evers’ 

office announced 

yesterday he’ll be speaking 

with Assembly Speaker Rob 



Vos and Senate Majority 

leader Devin LeMayhew via 

phone at 9:00 this morning 

to get things moving.  

More than 800,000 ballots 

will be reviewed in Dane 

and Milwaukee counties as 

the state elections 

commission approved 

President Donald Trump’s 

request for a recount.  His 

campaign already paid $3-

million to begin the process.  

The decision was reached 

last night following hours of 

partisan squabbling by the 

commission.  This move 

comes as Democrat Joe 

Biden was announced the 

winner in Georgia, picking 

up its 16 electoral votes and 

further sealing his victory.   

 

 
Ballot recounts today in 
Dane and Milwaukee 
counties News 11/20/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

Clerks and workers doing 

the ballot counting started 

the recount in Milwaukee 

and Dane counties 

today.  Officials spent 



yesterday setting things up 

for the big job.  County 

canvass boards will 

manage the process, 

making decisions on 

disputed ballots, and 

following public health 

guidelines to keep 

everyone safe from COVID-

19.  Dane County is live-

streaming the work and is 

doing a hand count, rather 

than using only 

machines.  Officials with the 

Wisconsin Elections 

Commission say nearly 800-

thousand ballots will be 

recounted at the request of 

the Trump campaign. 

The Illinois teenager 

accused of shooting three 

people during a protest last 

August, killing two, says he 

doesn’t regret his 

actions.  Seventeen-year-

old Kyle Rittenhouse tells a 

reporter he truly feared for 

his life when he opened 

fire.  Rittenhouse did a 



Thursday phone interview 

with the Washington Post 

from the juvenile jail where 

he is being held.  He says he 

went to Kenosha to help 

protect private property 

and give first aid to people 

with minor injuries.  He 

ended up shooting two 

men to death and 

wounding a third.  His 

attorneys have long said 

the shootings were self-

defense.  Rittenhouse told 

the Post he thinks he would 

have died if he hadn’t had 

a gun and used it that 

night. 

Wisconsin’s mask mandate 

will now run into January of 

next year.  Governor Tony 

Evers extended the order 

and will continue requiring 

face coverings in public 

places.  The governor met 

with Republican leaders 

today to set common 

ground to work through the 



pandemic with a state plan 

and drop legal challenges. 
 

 
Woodruff man in Oneida Co. 
jail on child porn charges News 11/23/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

A 26-year old Woodruff 

man is in the Oneida 

County Jail on a $50,000 

cash bond, charged with 

10 felony counts of 

possessing child 

pornography.  Alexander 

Beda was arrested as part 

of an ongoing investigation 

by the Oneida and Vilas 

County Sheriff’s 

departments, Woodruff 

Police and State 

Department of Criminal 

Investigation.  He’s back in 

court December 7th.   

Last week Democratic 

Governor Tony Evers 

introduced a half-billion 

dollar package of bills to 

deal with the ongoing 

cornonavirus pandemic 

and via phone, met with 

the Republican leadership 

to advance those ideas or 

something to deal with the 

crisis in the state.  On the 



other end, Senate Majority 

Leader Devin LeMahieu 

and Assembly Speaker 

Robin Vos, who also 

released ideas last week.  

Evers said he appreciated 

the lawmaker’s time and 

the conversation was 

productive.  He urged the 

legislature to meet after 

Thanksgiving to support a 

plan so the state can 

attack the pandemic as a 

whole.   

The opening weekend of 

the gun deer season in 

Wisconsin passed quietly on 

a couple fronts.  First, and 

numbers are not yet 

available, hunters across 

the north reported little 

movement fhe first couple 

days.  Bars and restaurants 

were also quiet for the most 

part as many hunters opted 

to stay either at home or 

camp because of the 

COVID threat.  The season 

ends on Sunday.   



Both the Badgers and 

Packers would rather forget 

the weekend as Wisconsin 

was dropped by 

Northwestern Saturday 17-7 

and in a game marred by 

turnovers, Green Bay lost to 

the Colts in overtime last 

night, 34-31.   
 

 
County law officials work 
together to apprehend a man  News 11/23/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

Several area counties along 

the Hwy 51 corridor worked 

together early Saturday 

morning to take a wanted 

Wausau man into custody.  

Marathon county deputies 

reported just before 3am 

they were pursuing a 

northbound vehicle.  

Lincoln county joined in as 

the suspect avoided 

several sets of deflation 

devices.  Deputies with 

Oneida county helped stop 

the vehicle on county A 

east of Tomahawk.  The 

man, armed with a knife 

refused to comply with 

commands and a standoff 

ensued for more than an 



hour as crisis negotiators 

were not getting anywhere.  

A Lincoln County deputy 

trained in the use of less 

lethal weapons deployed 

chemical munitions into the 

car which allowed officers 

to remove the suspect, 

wanted for violating 

probation along with child 

enticement and possessing 

child pornography.   

Deer hunters reported 

mixed results during the 

opening weekend of the 

gun season.  Lincoln 

County’s recreation deputy 

made contact with several 

hunters violating county 

and state rules regarding 

ATV’s, land use and baiting.  

Citations or warnings were 

issued for operating off 

road vehicles on closed 

roads or beyond allowed 

areas on county land.  The 

most common issue was the 

use of permanent or 

unmarked tree stands or 



blinds and cutting limbs to 

create shooting lanes.  

Numerous hunters were also 

hunting over bait, such as 

corn and those cases were 

referred to the DNR.  A 

Gleason man, who was a 

convicted felon was found 

to possess a firearm hunting 

county land.   

The coronavirus pandemic 

is blamed for the lack of 

information about tech 

giant Foxconn’s plans for its 

facility in Mount Pleasant.   
 

 
Today could be a sloppy day 
to travel News 11/24/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

If you count the lawsuits, 

there’s a lot coming out of 

Madison lately.  The latest is 

from Attorney General Josh 

Kaul.  Last year the State 

Supreme Court upheld the 

so-called Lame Duck laws 

passed by Republicans two 

years ago that limited his 

powers.  Now he’s 

challenging a portion of it 

that before settling certain 

lawsuits, he must get 

approval from the 



legislature.  Kaul was joined 

in the suit by Democratic 

Governor Tony Evers.   

“This is going to be an 

effective treatment people 

should trust”.  The words of 

UW-Health Doctor William 

Hartman.  He’s referring to 

Regeneron’s antibody 

treatment for the 

coronavirus, the same drug 

given to President Trump 

when he tested positive.  

Hartman said the UW was 

one of the first universities to 

partner with Regeneron to 

test the therapy, which has 

shown success in keeping 

people out of hospitals, 

since it’s used in an 

outpatient setting.  The 

treatment has already 

been approved by the 

FDA.   

As President Trump 

continues to refuse 

conceding the election, the 

General Services 



Administration yesterday 

declared President-elect 

Joe Biden the “apparent 

winner”.  The move allows 

his transition team to 

formally begin working with 

federal agencies to take 

over January 20th.   

It could be a sloppy day to 

travel.  Beginning later this 

morning, especially in the 

south, moderate to heavy 

snow is forecast to move 

northeast across the state.  

Roads will quickly go from 

wet to snow-covered and 

hazardous.  The potential 

for 2-3 inches is forecast for 

southern areas while the 

north can expect around 

an inch.  Light snow and 

drizzle may linger in 

Wednesday morning. 

 

 
Milwaukee Co. Clerk says 
ballot recounting could be 
done by Dec. 1 News 11/24/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

Milwaukee County Clerk 

George Christenson says 

the recount of ballots from 

the general election will 



“absolutely” be finished by 

the December 

1st deadline.  Monday was 

the fourth day of the 

recount effort which has 

found no changes in the 

vote totals so far.  Last 

Friday, after hours of delay, 

the Milwaukee County 

Board of Canvassers 

agreed to two requests 

from the Trump campaign – 

to separate ballots where 

clerks might have filled in a 

missing witness address on 

an absentee ballot 

envelope and do the same 

with 45-thousand 

Milwaukee County voters 

who marked themselves as 

indefinitely confined, 

making them exempt from 

Wisconsin’s photo I-D 

requirement.  The recount is 

focused on Milwaukee and 

Dane counties, where Joe 

Biden got about two-thirds 

of the votes. 



A conservative group filed 

a lawsuit seeking to 

overturn the Dane County 

ban on big gatherings and 

other restrictions during the 

coronavirus pandemic.  The 

Wisconsin Institute for Law 

and Liberty filed the suit 

before the state Supreme 

Court yesterday.  The suit 

alleges it is an overreach of 

the legal authority held by 

local health officers and an 

unlawful delegation of 

authority by local elected 

bodies.  The Institute filed 

the suit on behalf of 

Gymfinity Limited, Jeffry 

Becker and Andrea Klein.  It 

argues that the order shuts 

down most of its business 

while letting restaurants, 

bars and other retail 

establishments stay open. 

The opening weekend of 

the nine day gun deer 

season in the state has 

been more hazardous than 

usual.  Nine people have 



been injured by accidental 

gunshots and one fatality.   
 

 
Area food program to 
distribute food News 11/25/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

In collaboration with the 

Student Council, 

administration and staff at 

Northland Pines High 

School, the Feed Our Rural 

Kids program will distribute 

more than $140,000 worth 

of food this Friday.  Through 

the Farmers to Families 

program, some 2800 boxes 

of food will be available 

between 10 and 2 behind 

the school building on a first 

come, first served basis.  This 

holiday food distribution is a 

nationwide partnership 

between the USDA, farmers, 

ranchers, specialty crop 

producers, food processors 

and producers and non-

profit organizations like 

FORK.   

The Wisconsin Badgers are 

off again this weekend with 

the Minnesota Gophers 

canceling the game due to 

COVID-19 cases.  Nine 



players and six staffers have 

tested positive and all team 

activities have stopped.  

This also comes as 

Wisconsin recorded 104 

more deaths in the last 24-

hours, its highest one day 

total.  More than 6200 

positive cases were also 

identified.  The Wausau 

School Board approved a 

4-day schedule for 

elementary school classes 

beginning next week.  And 

more schools are looking at 

not having spectators 

during sporting events into 

the winter.  Stevens Point is 

the latest to not allow 

spectators, at least through 

December.   

The Heart of Vilas County 

Paved Bike Trail System, 

recently recognized as a 

National Recreation Trail is 

set to expand.  The 

Wisconsin Department of 

Natural Resources Knowles-

Nelson Stewardship 



Program awarded the town 

of Boulder Junction a 

$217,000 grant for work on 

the first phase of the North 

Creek Loop Trail.  This will 

complete the 14-mile loop 

with another 3.3 miles of 

pavement.  A completion 

date is set for early fall next 

year.   

 

 

 

 
 

 
State Conservative group 
claims some ballots in 
election were illegal News 11/25/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

The Wisconsin Supreme 

Court will not block Dane 

County’s order on the size 

of gatherings before 

Thanksgiving.  The ruling 

came yesterday, the day 

after the lawsuit was 

filed.  The county order 

bans indoor gatherings of 

any size other than those 

involving members of the 

household.  That means 

extended family and loved 

ones can’t get together for 

the holiday tomorrow.  The 



restrictions also apply to 

meetings, conferences, 

movies, group exercises 

and sporting events.  The 

court asked the county to 

respond to the motion for a 

temporary injunction by 

Friday. 

The conservative group 

Wisconsin Voters Alliance 

claims more than 96-

thousand votes in the 

November 3rd election were 

illegal.  It filed a lawsuit 

against the Wisconsin 

Elections Commission 

yesterday.  The Alliance is 

asking the state Supreme 

Court to prevent the 

election results from being 

certified.  They haven’t 

been certified yet because 

the recount in Dane and 

Milwaukee counties 

continues.  An effort by the 

group to block more than 

six-million dollars in election 

grant money for five 



Wisconsin cities was 

rejected last month. 

Former Speaker of the 

House Paul Ryan says 

attacks on the U-S voting 

system need to stop.  The 

Janesville Republican and 

former Wisconsin 

congressman called on 

President Trump to 

concede while speaking at 

a European Credit 

Conference.  Ryan said the 

president’s attorneys are 

offering “baseless 

conspiracy theories.”  The 

two-day virtual event is 

being attended by world 

financial leaders.  Ryan 

called President-elect Biden 

“a very nice person,” 

saying, “He keeps his 

word.”  Ryan said he and 

Biden disagree with each 

other, but the country’s 

new leader isn’t 

disagreeable. 
 

 News 11/26/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

A Tomahawk man will be 

back in court next month, 



Tomahawk man back in 
court next month facing 
charges 

facing felony charges.  47-

year old Edwin Juedes is 

accused of breaking into 

and burglarizing a 

residence and 2nd degree 

sexual assault in an incident 

earlier this month.  Lincoln 

County Judge Robert 

Russell set a $25,000 cash 

bond and Juedes is back in 

court the 16th.  

 

Officially, Sara Meaney 

never had the post of 

Tourism Secretary in 

Wisconsin.  Governor Tony 

Evers appointed her two 

years ago but the Senate 

never confirmed it.  None of 

that matters now since 

she’s resigning for a job 

outside of state 

government.  Deputy 

Secretary Anne Sayers will 

fill the position in the interim.   

 

Two elk have been killed so 

far in Wisconsin’s gun deer 

season and the DNR 



reminds hunters to be 

aware of their targets 

before shooting.  Both elk 

and moose are present and 

the numbers are growing.  

Reintroduction efforts for elk 

already have nearly 400 elk 

in the two herds across 

northern and central parts 

of the state.   

 

The COVID-19 pandemic 

continues to affect parts of 

our everyday lives we 

seldom think about.  Now, 

thousands of fourth and 

eighth graders who were 

supposed to take the 

national reading and math 

tests will have it delayed to 

2022.  The exams tracks 

how students are doing in 

those subjects across the 

country.  The pandemic has 

forced widespread remote 

learning and coupled with 

health protocols, officials 

say it’s added big 

complications and costs to 



properly administer the 

tests.  They say if tested 

now, results would not be 

reliable. 
 
 

 
Tomahawk man back in 
court next month News 11/26/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

A Tomahawk man will be 

back in court next month, 

facing felony charges.  47-

year old Edwin Juedes is 

accused of breaking into 

and burglarizing a 

residence and 2nd degree 

sexual assault in an incident 

earlier this month.  Lincoln 

County Judge Robert 

Russell set a $25,000 cash 

bond and Juedes is back in 

court the 16th.  

 

Officially, Sara Meaney 

never had the post of 

Tourism Secretary in 

Wisconsin.  Governor Tony 

Evers appointed her two 

years ago but the Senate 

never confirmed it.  None of 

that matters now since 

she’s resigning for a job 

outside of state 



government.  Deputy 

Secretary Anne Sayers will 

fill the position in the interim.   

 

Two elk have been killed so 

far in Wisconsin’s gun deer 

season and the DNR 

reminds hunters to be 

aware of their targets 

before shooting.  Both elk 

and moose are present and 

the numbers are growing.  

Reintroduction efforts for elk 

already have nearly 400 elk 

in the two herds across 

northern and central parts 

of the state.   

 

The COVID-19 pandemic 

continues to affect parts of 

our everyday lives we 

seldom think about.  Now, 

thousands of fourth and 

eighth graders who were 

supposed to take the 

national reading and math 

tests will have it delayed to 

2022.  The exams tracks 

how students are doing in 



those subjects across the 

country.  The pandemic has 

forced widespread remote 

learning and coupled with 

health protocols, officials 

say it’s added big 

complications and costs to 

properly administer the 

tests.  They say if tested 

now, results would not be 

reliable. 
 

 
The State Supreme Court si 
getting a workout when it 
comes to politics in Wis.  News 11/27/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

The State Supreme Court is 

getting a workout when it 

comes to politics in 

Wisconsin.  Another lawsuit 

asks the justices for 

emergency action in an 

effort to toss the results of 

the presidential election.  

The conservative Wisconsin 

Voters Alliance filed the suit 

against the Wisconsin 

Elections Commission 

seeking to prevent 

certifying the election so 

the Republican-controlled 

legislature could pick the 

representatives to the 

electoral college.  The suit 



also requires democratic 

Governor Tony Evers to 

certify those electors.  

Ballots in Dane and 

Milwaukee counties are still 

being recounted, as 

requested by the Trump 

campaign and so far very 

little has changed.   

For more than a year, the 

Town of Three Lakes has 

been working on plans for 

its future and the result of 

that planning was 

announced this week.  

Assisted by the UW-

Extension’s Design 

Wisconsin Team and 

extensive community input 

a series of ideas were 

presented.  Protecting and 

enjoying the environment 

was important with ideas to 

develop trails and viewing 

sites in nearby wilderness 

areas and reconfiguring Cy 

Williams Park, leading to 

Maple Lake in town.  

Innovative housing for both 



young and old were 

displayed.  The need for a 

new hotel lead downtown 

economic development.  

There’s work already being 

done to replace the 

Oneida Village Inn that was 

destroyed by fire last year.  

The entire presentation is 

available online at 

forwardthreelakes dot com.   

Wisconsin deer hunters are 

hoping this second 

weekend will be as good as 

the first as the numbers are 

2.3% higher than last year.   

 

 
The annual Lights Of The 
Northwoods to be on display 
in Dec.  News 11/30/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

The annual Lights of the 

Northwoods display at 

Hodag Park in Rhinelander 

opens December 11th…if 

they all remain lit.  Vandals 

have been cutting the wires 

in the displays and around 

the neighborhood.  Trail 

cams have been set up in 

the park for surveillance 

and coordinator Shawn Will 



said right now all they want 

is an apology because 

these people are taking this 

away from the whole 

community.  Anyone with 

information is asked to 

contact Rhinelander PD. 

 

The recount of Wisconsin 

ballots in Dane and 

Milwaukee counties 

wrapped up yesterday with 

Democratic president-elect 

Joe Biden widening his lead 

in the state over Donald 

Trump.  His campaign still 

intends a court challenge.  

There’s another suit seeking 

to block certification of the 

results, which is expected 

tomorrow.  And a third 

contending ballots from 

drop boxes are illegal and 

shouldn’t be counted.  The 

president’s legal challenges 

alleging fraud have gone 

nowhere in five other states.  

Attorney General Josh Kaul 

and Governor Tony Evers’ 



have asked the State 

Supreme Court to dismiss 

the suits. 

 

Local business leaders and 

philanthropists are making 

sure as many kids as 

possible across Portage 

County will have a present 

under the tree this 

Christmas.  The group is 

gathering at Fleet Farm 

tonight for a $13,000 

shopping spree for the Toys 

for Tots campaign.  The 

project is an effort of 

Furniture and Appliance 

Mart and the Fonti brothers, 

helping to raise more than 

$100,000 over the last 

dozen years. 

 
And the Packers took 

advantage of prime time 

and crushed Chicago 41-

25. 
 

 
Marinette Co. officer fatally 
wounds person  News 11/30/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

A Marinette County deputy 

has fatally wounded a 



person while responding to 

the report of a domestic 

incident.  The state 

Department of Justice is 

investigating the shooting 

that happened Friday 

morning.  The suspect 

reportedly drove off as 

deputies arrived.  When the 

person stopped a short time 

later, they were carrying a 

firearm when they got out 

of the vehicle and were 

shot.  No information about 

the person’s name, age or 

gender have been 

released.  The person was 

rushed to a hospital after 

the shooting, but doctors 

weren’t able to save 

them.  The Marinette 

County Medical Examiner is 

working with D-O-J agents 

and the Wisconsin State 

Patrol on the investigation. 

When the final figures are 

in, Wisconsin corn growers 

are expecting to set 

records this year.  The U-S-D-



A National Agriculture 

Statistics Service forecasting 

an average yield of 184 

bushels-an-acre.  Corn 

producers have benefited 

from a more normal 

weather pattern this year 

following a very wet season 

in 2019.  If the forecast 

proves to be accurate, the 

yield will top the previous 

record set in 2016 by about 

three percent.  This year’s 

yield would be about 11 

percent better than last 

year. 

Families have been 

connecting more during 

the pandemic and many 

times spending more time 

outdoors.  That’s helping 

some local businesses this 

year that sell Christmas 

trees.  The thanksgiving 

weekend saw a lot of 

people walking the rows of 

trees to cut their own.  

Plantation owners said 

they’ve been seeing more 



families already and expect 

this weekend to be even 

bigger.   

 

 
Interview PHONE 11/18/20 835a 3 minutes 

Talked to Penny Strom from the St. 
Germain COC about some upcoming 
holiday events happening in the area 

 
Interview Phone 11/19/20 850a 3 minutes 

Talked to Kim Swisher from the Salvation 
Army about the upcoming Red Kettle 
Campaign 
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The clock is ticking for the 
Trump campaign News 12/1/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

The clock is ticking – again – 
for the Trump campaign.  It 
has five days from Monday’s 
certification of the presidential 
election results to file a lawsuit 
challenging the outcome.  The 
suit would be based on taking 
a closer look at clerk 
corrections to witness 
information, in-person 
absentee voting, and anyone 
who marked on the form that 
they are indefinitely 
confined.  Wisconsin Elections 



Commission chair Meagan 
Wolfe signed off on Joe 
Biden’s victory Monday and 
Governor Tony Evers certified 
it. 
 
Wisconsin’s Democratic 
governor is meeting with 
Republican legislative leaders 
for the second time in less 
than two weeks. The focus will 
be on the state’s response to 
the COVID-19 pandemic.  The 
group talked about possible 
legislation during the last 
meeting 10 days ago.  Both 
sides say that session was 
“productive.”  The Wisconsin 
Legislature hasn’t passed any 
coronavirus-related relief bills 
since April when it allocated 
the two-point-three-billion 
dollars the state was receiving 
as part of the federal CARES 
Act. 
 
Nicolet College will continue to 

provide most of its instruction in 

the virtual world for the 

upcoming Spring term. Currently, 

eighty percent of Nicolet classes 



are being delivered online. When 

students are required to be on 

campus for hands-on, lab-based 

instruction, schedules are 

designed to limit the number of 

students together at any one time, 

with masks required when 

students are indoors.  

 

More women were sporting 
hunter's orange and taking the 
fields to get a buck or a doe 
than ever before. The 
Wisconsin Department of 
Natural Resources says the 
number of women hunters 
increased by nine-percent 
from last year. The 
department says about 90-
thousand woman participated 
this year. 
 

  
Waushara authorities 
investing a shooting News 12/1/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Authorities in Waushara 
County are investigating the 
wounding of a deer hunter on 
Thanksgiving Day.  The call 
came in shortly before 4:45 p-
m about a person who had 
been shot.  When emergency 
responders arrived they found 
the victim had suffered non-



life-threatening injuries.  The 
sheriff’s office says neither the 
victim nor the suspect are 
from the area.  Officials aren’t 
calling the shooting an 
accident, but no arrests have 
been announced. 
A precocious seven-year-old 
hunter has harvested a 21-
point buck in Oconto 
County.  Jericho Manske was 
hunting on a deer ranch last 
week.  He shot this year’s 
buck from about 50 yards 
away.  Jericho Manske says 
he wants to be a Department 
of Natural Resources agent 
when he grows up. 
 
A La Crosse-area school bus 
driver says his conscience 
wouldn’t let him keep the 10-
thousand dollars he found 
sitting on the roadway. Gene 
Rochester was driving his 
route when he found the cash. 
A little checking determined 
the money belonged to a 
nearby convenience store, so 
Rochester gave it back. 
Rochester drives a school bus 



for the Milwaukee-based 
GoRiteway Bus Services. 
 
Money-dot-com reports there 
is no place in the U-S better 
for retirement than Madison, 
Wisconsin.  The report cites its 
affordability, recreational 
activities, and natural 
beauty.  The Wisconsin sales 
tax of about five-percent is a 
big positive.  Climate was a 
big factor in the rankings and 
Madison was the only Upper 
Midwest city among the top 
10. 
 

  
State lawmakers proposing a 
Covid fund News 12/2/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 Republican lawmakers are 
proposing the creation of a 100-
million-dollar fund to pay for 
Wisconsin’s coronavirus 
response.  Assembly Speaker 
Robin Vos revealed the package of 
legislative initiatives Tuesday 
night.  It includes legislative 
oversight of a vaccine distribution 
plan, doubling the size of the public 
health staff dealing with the 
pandemic, and payments of 371-
dollars to parents of students who 
have done at least half of their 
learning outside the classroom 
since September.  The package 
would limit the power of local health 



officials when it comes to ordering 
closures or restricting 
capacities.  Teachers would have to 
be physically present in school 
buildings by the end of next month. 
 
 U-W System President Tommy 
Thompson is sharing new details 
about what is being offered to four-
thousand nursing students if they 
help hospitals during the 
coronavirus pandemic. Thompson 
points out the students will also be 
paid for their work in local hospitals 
and nursing homes.  Students are 
waiting now to be matched with an 
assignment. 
 
Governor Tony Evers says the 
lawsuit filed by the Trump 
campaign is an effort “to overturn 
the will of nearly three-point-three-
million Wisconsin voters.”  The 
president’s lawyers are trying to 
throw out tens of thousands of 
votes in Dane and Milwaukee 
counties.  They say ballots from in-
person absentee, indefinitely-
confined voters, and from 
Madison’s Democracy in the Park 
events, aren’t valid.  Now, the 
state’s high court has less than two 
weeks to make its decision.  Then, 
Wisconsin members of the electoral 
college must do their job. 
 



  
Wis. Asks to extend the 
Covid care fund News 12/2/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Wisconsin is one of 43 states 
asking Congress to extend the 
federal pandemic relief funds 
known as the CARES Act.  It 
expires December 30th.  Attorney 
General Josh Kaul joined the 
bipartisan group of attorneys 
general Monday.  The letter sent to 
Congress asks the spending 
deadline for COVID-19 relief funds 
to be moved to the end of next 
year.  The two-point-two-trillion-
dollar economic stimulus bill was 
passed last March.  Kaul says the 
December 30th deadline made 
sense, initially, but the ongoing 
pandemic shows that the relief 
should be continued. 
 
Wisconsin Elections Commission 
Chair Ann Jacobs was submitting a 
canvass report Tuesday when one 
of the commissioners called for her 
to resign.  The report confirmed that 
Joe Biden won the election in 
Wisconsin.  Republican 
Commissioner Dean Knudson 
spoke up, saying Jacobs violated 
the law.  Knudson wanted the 
meeting to be tabled, accusing the 
Democratic chair of destroying “the 
bipartisan nature” of the 
process.  When the majority of the 
commissioners voted to proceed – 
rejecting Knudson – Jacobs 
responded, saying she wasn’t 
withdrawing and what she did 



wasn’t illegal.  She told Knudson he 
was misinformed about what took 
place. 
 
Nestle is investing 50-million dollars 
to expand its manufacturing facility 
in Eau Claire.  The company says it 
expects to add 70 new jobs.  Nestle 
officials say the investment is to 
increase annual production, to meet 
a growing global demand for 
company products.  Nestle has 
already started hiring people to fill 
the new positions. 
 

  
 State legislation for Covid 
fund News 12/3/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 A statement by incoming Senate 
Majority Leader Devin LeMahieu 
makes it look like no legislation to 
deal with the coronavirus pandemic 
will be passed before the new 
year.  The last time Wisconsin 
lawmakers passed any legislation 
was more than eight months 
ago.  Assembly Republicans 
released some details of a 100-
million-dollar package of relief 
Tuesday, but Democrats are calling 
it a power grab.  After one day, the 
Assembly package of bills doesn’t 
appear to have much support in the 
Wisconsin Senate. 
 
The Trump campaign has filed yet 
another lawsuit, this one against 
the Wisconsin Elections 
Commission.  The suit filed 
Wednesday in federal court 



accuses commissioners of 
performing “unlawful and 
unconstitutional acts” during last 
month’s presidential election.   The 
federal suit follows by one day a 
suit in Wisconsin state courts that 
calls for tens of thousands of votes 
in Dane and Milwaukee counties to 
be thrown out. 
 
The attorney for accused Kenosha 
shooter Kyle Rittenhouse says two 
of the six charges against his client 
should be dismissed because no 
reasonable person would conclude 
a crime was committed.  Attorney 
Mark Richards filed the motion in 
Kenosha County Circuit Court 
Wednesday.  It asks that the 
charges of possession of a 
dangerous weapon by a person 
under 18 and first-degree recklessly 
endangering safety with the use of 
a dangerous weapon be thrown 
out.  A pre-trial hearing for the 
Illinois teenager is scheduled for 
10:30 a-m today (Thursday) in 
Kenosha.  Rittenhouse is accused 
of shooting two men to death and 
wounding a third during a night of 
protests in Kenosha last August. 
 
 

  
Overpaid state 
unemployment benefits News 12/3/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

  

The troubled Wisconsin 
Department of Workforce 



Development is reporting it 
overpaid 44-million dollars to 
people receiving 
unemployment benefits.  One 
woman says she got a notice 
from the state asking her to 
payback 16-thousand-200 
dollars.  Stephanie Russell 
says she got benefits for three 
or four weeks, but nothing 
close to 16-thousand 
dollars.  A D-W-D official says 
the department can waive the 
overpayment if it is at 
fault.  The problem is, the 
legal definition of 
“departmental error” has 
changed.  About 62-thousand 
benefit recipients waited 
weeks – and even months – to 
get checks from the 
state.  Now, they are being 
told to pay some or all of it 
back. 
 
Authorities say you might not 
even notice the security 
measures unless you’re 
carrying a gun.  Police dogs 
will be patrolling Mayfair Mall 
in Wauwatosa two weeks after 



a shooting there left eight 
people wounded.  A 15-year-
old suspect has been 
arrested.  Firearms aren't 
allowed on the mall property, 
even with a permit.  Training 
has already begun.  The mall 
hasn’t said when the police 
dogs will begin to patrol at the 
mall or how many will be 
working. 
 
Wausau is planning to hold a 
“reverse” Christmas parade 
Friday.  As part of an effort 
aimed at greater safety, the 
floats will line up and vehicles 
carrying parade watchers will 
drive down the street.  Antigo 
held its Christmas parade that 
way last night.   The Wausau 
parade will take place at 
Marathon Park from 6:00 to 
8:00 p-m. 
 

  
Kenosha shooter going to 
trial News 12/4/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 The Illinois teen charged with 
killing two Black Lives Matter 
protesters in Kenosha and 
wounding a third is going to 
trial.  The lawyer for 17-year-
old Kyle Rittenhouse argued 



during today's hearing that two 
charges should be dropped, 
but the judge denied that 
motion.  Rittenhouse faces 
two counts of homicide for the 
August 25th shooting deaths 
of Joseph Rosenbaum and 
Anthony Huber.  He claims 
self-defense.  His arraignment 
hearing is January 5th. 
 
The Wisconsin Supreme Court 
has ordered that two suits by 
the Trump campaign should 
be combined, then heard by a 
judge in Racine County.  Chief 
Justice Patience Drake 
Roggensack told circuit courts 
in Dane and Milwaukee 
counties to consolidate the 
suits challenging election 
results.  Reserve Judge 
Stephen A. Simanek of Racine 
County would preside over the 
appeals.  The order was 
issued after the state’s high 
court declined to hear Trump’s 
lawsuit challenging the 
results.  The justices decided 
on a four-to-three vote that 



cases like that one must be 
filed in circuit court. 
 
The Department of 
Administration says Foxconn 
Technology Group isn’t 
expected to receive any tax 
credits over the next three 
fiscal years.  The Taiwan-
based tech giant continues to 
fall short of hiring goals 
established for its 
southeastern Wisconsin 
manufacturing complex.  The 
Wisconsin Economic 
Development Corporation 
says it doesn’t expect 
Foxconn to comply with the 
original agreement which 
could have provided up to two-
point-eight-billion dollars in tax 
credits.   

 

  
Gov. Evers insists that 
money is being sent to state 
small businesses affected by 
the pandemic News 12/4/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Governor Tony Evers says 
the state is providing 45-
million dollars in assistance to 
Wisconsin restaurants and 
small businesses impacted by 
the COVID-19 pandemic.  The 
funding will come from the 
"We're All In For Restaurants" 



program.  The Department of 
Revenue will identify and 
directly contact the grant 
recipients.  Evers says 
restaurants and other venues 
have been among the 
businesses hit 
hardest.  Assembly Speaker 
Robin Vos thanked Evers for 
focusing on the hospitality 
industry. 
 
The tough part of Wisconsin’s 
coronavirus vaccine plan will 
be to decide who gets one 
first.  The Department of 
Health Services says the 
Badger State is in-line to 
receive just under 50-
thousand doses of the vaccine 
this month.  More doses will 
be received each week.  D-H-
S says frontline health care 
workers and the people most 
at-risk will get the vaccine 
first.  Officials hope to start 
distributing the vaccine by the 
middle of this month. 
 
Kenosha prosecutors are 
telling the court a California 



lawyer shouldn’t be allowed to 
handle the defense for 
teenager Kyle 
Rittenhouse.  Los Angeles civil 
litigator John Pierce has been 
directing a media blitz for the 
17-year-old accused of killing 
two protesters last August and 
wounding a third.  Pierce 
announced Thursday he has 
taken over all civil 
representation of Rittenhouse. 
He wouldn’t be involved in the 
criminal trial, but he would 
need permission from the 
court to practice law in 
Wisconsin.  Prosecutors say 
Pierce has too much “ethical 
baggage” to be cleared here. 
 

  
Antigo police do not expect 
foul play in found body News 12/7/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 Antigo Police do not 

suspect foul play after a 

body was found in the city 

early yesterday morning.  

52-year old Jess Wedler was 

found near the sidewalk on 

5th Avenue and Morse 

Street on the city’s west 

side.  The cause of death is 

under investigation.   



The latest COVID-19 

numbers from the Dept of 

Health show 17 more 

deaths from the virus.  But 

the numbers of those 

hospitalized has dropped.  

There are just under 2800 

positive cases reported as 

of yesterday and over 7700 

tested negative.  Since 

reporting began, 84.7% are 

considered recovered. 

A new feature of the Lights 

of the Northwoods this year 

is fireworks  on January first, 

and organizers announced 

a $500 donation toward 

that display.  The funds 

made available by the 

Rhinelander Lions, who’ve 

been major sponsors since 

the beginning.  The display 

of more than 200-thousand 

lights at Hodag Park opens 

this Friday night.   

Another donation, this one 

from the Kohl’s Community 

With Heart Program, sends 

$25,000 to Ruby’s Pantry of 



Rhinelander.  The funds will 

be ease the burden of 

expenses incurred such as 

rent, equipment 

maintenance and tables.  

The organization provides 

monthly food distributions to 

people in the Rhinelander 

area.  The Kohl’s 

organization will gift $5-

million to non-profits 

nationwide this year.   

And the Green Bay Packers 

manhandled the 

Philadelphia Eagles 

yesterday 30-16. 

There are some slippery 

roads early this morning 

across the area as some 

patchy light snow and 

freezing drizzle combined 

with temperatures below 

32.  Allow a little extra time 

if headed out. 
 

  
Several car accidents on 
Hwy 51 yesterday News 12/7/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Three Democrats who 

serve on the Assembly 

Committee on Campaigns 

and Elections claim a Friday 

hearing will wind up being 



“a forum for debunked 

conspiracies and outright 

lies.”  The committee is 

investigating alleged voter 

fraud and its chair, 

Republican Representative 

Ron Tusler, will report his 

findings.  Speakers will be 

invited to offer 

testimony.  Democratic 

representatives JoCasta 

Zamarripa, Lisa Subeck and 

Mark Spreitzer issued a 

statement saying election 

officials have acted “with 

integrity and dedication at 

every step of the election 

process."  They say that 

means an investigation is 

pointless.  They say it’s time 

for Republicans to accept 

that President Trump lost 

Wisconsin and the 

presidential election. 

Meanwhile, President Trump 

told a supportive crowd in 

Georgia he “actually won 

Wisconsin,” even though 

the results were certified last 



week with Joe Biden the 

winner.  Trump was at a 

weekend rally for that 

southern state’s Republican 

candidates for U-S 

Senate.  He says an A-B-C-

Washington Post poll had 

him losing Wisconsin by 17 

points, but he says he knew 

better.  Governor Tony Evers 

certified Biden’s victory last 

week.  The recount actually 

added a few votes to 

Biden’s 20-thousand-vote 

margin. 

Drivers are still having to 

adjust to the rapid changes 

in travel conditions as winter 

draws closer.  Icy roads 

over the weekend led to 

several accidents on Hwy 

51 just yesterday.  Two 

rollovers were reported 

outside of Tomahawk 

causing injuries to both 

drivers, who declined 

medical transport.  A third 

rollover was reported last 

night just before 8 on 51 



and Lincoln Drive with no 

injuries.   
 

  
Crandon man due for prison 
release News 12/8/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 A 49-year old Crandon 

man, convicted of multiple 

sexual assaults involving 

minors, is due for release.  

The Forest County Sheriff’s 

office reports Shawn 

VanZile will leave a secure 

living facility next week and 

take up residence on Sand 

Lake Road in Crandon.  He 

has strict monitoring and 

supervision and is prohibited 

from entering certain areas.  

VanZile was originally 

charged in 1995. 

The Marshfield Clinic Health 

System will serve as an initial 

COVID-19 vaccine 

distribution site for 

northcentral Wisconsin.  The 

Wisconsin Department of 

Health Services will provide 

the vaccines, which will 

then be sent to other 

providers.  The shots are 

expected by next week 

with front line health care 



workers and long-term care 

facilities the first to receive 

them.   

Governor Tony Evers asked 

the federal government for 

more pandemic assistance 

saying the state’s share of 

CARES act funds run out 

December 31st but the 

need does not.  He says the 

state needs another $466-

million by April.  That 

number includes $10-million 

for vaccine infrastructure 

readiness and $2-million for 

public health awareness 

and vaccine education 

programs.  Evers said the 

crisis the state faces is not 

being able to have a 

statewide mitigation 

strategy, coupled with a 

legislature that has no plan 

to act.   

Televised reports say the 

Wisconsin basketball game 

against Louisville tomorrow 

night will not be played.  

CBS Sports is saying it’s due 



to COVID-19 protocols 

within the Louisville 

program.  The Badgers 

scheduled a game against 

Rhode Island as a 

replacement and hope to 

make up the Louisville 

game at a later date. 
 

  
Wis. may face biggest 
budget shortfall since 2011 News  12/8/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Projections yesterday 

suggest Wisconsin 

lawmakers are about to 

face the state’s biggest 

budget shortfall since 

2011.  The nonpartisan 

Wisconsin Policy Forum 

predicts state spending will 

exceed revenue by 373-

million dollars over the next 

two years.  The figure 

doesn’t take into account 

Medicaid costs and new 

spending requests from 

state agencies.  The report 

is based on Wisconsin’s 

projected increases in tax 

collections and base 

spending, but didn’t 

include any expected 

requests for new spending. 



Like Marshfield Health Care, 

officials with U-W Health say 

they have ultra-cold 

storage capabilities.  That’s 

a big reason the Madison 

facility is getting ready to 

serve as a central storage 

facility for the distribution of 

Pfizer’s COVID-19 

vaccine.  It will partner with 

the Wisconsin Department 

of Health Services in the 

distribution of the vaccine 

to other health and long-

term care facilities in the 

region.  Even though those 

at the top of the list could 

start getting the vaccine 

this month, it will still be 

several months before it’s 

available to the general 

public. 

Two judges this week – one 

state, one federal – will hear 

two different suits filed by 

lawyers for the Trump 

presidential 

campaign.  Trump’s lawyers 

are asking a state court 



judge to throw out 221-

thousand votes cast in 

Dane and Milwaukee 

counties.  Time is growing 

short.  Ten Democratic 

electors from Wisconsin 

plan to vote for Joe Biden 

next Monday.  The federal 

court hearing is set for 

Thursday morning.  The 

state court hearing will be 

held either later that day, or 

Friday morning. 
 

  
Area school sports 
challenged by the pandemic News 12/9/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 Keeping kids in school is a 

big part of the COVID 

conversation and those in 

sports are really being 

watched.  Most teams are 

wearing masks during play 

and that in and of itself has 

been causing problems.  

Breathing problems under 

stress.  Student athletes are 

now training to deal with 

the new reality and the 

WIAA recognized the 

challenge and for the 

basketball season added 

two additional time outs per 



team to alleviate concerns 

about fatigue.   

As the students adjust to the 

changes, some parents are 

pushing to attend games.  

In the Wisconsin Valley 

Conference no spectators 

from the away teams can 

be in the stands.  There’s 

now a petition being 

circulated that already has 

over 800 signatures to allow 

parents to attend those 

games.  The conference 

meets today to discuss the 

issue.  Even at the 

professional ranks, the 

Green Bay Packers and 

Lambeau Field will only 

allow employees and 

immediate family into the 

stands for the remainder of 

the season.   

One business owner said 

this is classic government 

form…provide assistance 

money to get through a 

pandemic then force you 

to give it back.  They’re 



referring to the federal 

Paycheck Protection 

Program.  It was meant to 

help pay employees and 

manage businesses through 

shutdowns or other effects 

of the virus.  Now these 

businesses may face higher 

taxes, catching them off 

guard.  Reportedly 

members of congress who 

supported the plan were 

unaware of the ruling from 

both the Treasury 

Department and IRS.  

Businesses are urged to get 

with their accountants to 

deal with the situation. 
 

  
Rhinelander has a shared 
taxi issue News 12/9/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Rhinelander’s Common 

Council is coming under fire 

for awarding a shared ride 

taxi service contract to an 

out of town firm.  City-

based Rapid Cab has been 

serving the area for years 

and is challenging the 

decision.  The city however 

has to follow strict 

guidelines and through a 



scoring process must take 

the higher number, in this 

case to Running, Inc of 

Virocqua.   On the line, over 

$1.3-million in state and 

federal funding and Mayor 

Chris Frederickson said this 

morning nothing was done 

wrong by the committee 

ultimately making the 

decision.  He said the rules 

are clear and the city 

followed them.   

The crash of a Wisconsin Air 

National Guard F-16 in 

Michigan’s Upper Peninsula 

last night is being 

investigated.  The Guard 

says the fighter plane 

attached to the 

115th Fighter Wing based in 

Madison crashed at about 

8:00 p-m.  There is no word 

about the pilot or any 

injuries on the ground and it 

isn’t clear why the plane 

went down.  

Wisconsin health officials 

are warning that most state 



residents may not be 

vaccinated before next 

fall.  They say a COVID-19 

vaccine is close.  The first 

patients in the United 

Kingdom got the approved 

vaccine by Pfizer 

Tuesday.  The same drug 

could be approved in the 

U-S by Thursday.  But, that 

doesn’t mean life is about 

to get back to normal.  It 

will be a big job to vaccine 

everyone.  Since the start of 

the pandemic, Wisconsin 

has tested about two-point-

six-million people.  To 

vaccinate everyone would 

double that number – and 

a little more. 
 

  
Army personnel help state 
medical people deal with the 
pandemic News 12/10/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 About 50 US Army medical 

personnel, part of a 

Defense Department 

COVID-19 operation, will 

assist healthcare providers 

at four Marshfield Clinic 

Hospitals.  They include 

nurses and medical 

technicians and will work in 



Marshfield, Eau Claire, Rice 

Lake and Beaver Dam.  The 

Health system is starting to 

see an increase in patients 

the past two days and 

anticipates cases will 

continue to rise from the 

gatherings during 

Thanksgiving and a greater 

number of people going 

out without masks.   

The Lac du Flambeau 

Business Development 

Corporation and Lake of 

the Torches Resort Casino 

donated $4500 to help 

promote Vilas County’s 

economy.  The funds will 

allow the Vilas County 

Economic Development 

Corporation to provide a 

wide range of services at 

no charge while nurturing 

new business ventures.   

We told you yesterday how 

parents of student athletes 

in the Wisconsin Valley 

conference petitioned 

allowing family members to 



attend away games, which 

previously was not allowed.  

Last night the conference 

will give schools the option 

of allowing two immediate 

family members per athlete 

to attend both home and 

away sporting events 

beginning Monday.   The 

change will be reviewed 

every few weeks and run 

through January 10th.   

And the Conference 

realignment Task Force of 

the WIAA reviewed 17 

football only requests in the 

first meeting of the 

membership’s review 

process.  Area schools 

seeking relief from their 

current conference 

affiliations for 11-player 

football include Ashland 

and Hayward.  

Goodman/Pembine 

among others want to 

move to an 8-player 

league.  The next meeting is 

in January with final 



determinations coming in 

March.   

 
 

 
Wis. National guard 
searching for pilot missing in 
the U.P.  News 12/10/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

Officials with the Wisconsin 

National Guard 115th Fighter 

Wing are continuing their 

search for a missing F-16 

pilot today in Michigan’s 

Upper Peninsula.  The plane 

went down during a 

training flight Tuesday 

night.  Authorities in 

Michigan say the area 

where the plane crashed is 

rough terrain and there is 

no cell service.  Guard 

commanders say they have 

been searching the forest 

and parts of Lake 

Michigan.  There have 

been no reports on what 

caused the crash. 

Seventeen states and the 

Trump campaign are asking 

the U-S Supreme Court to 

invalidate the election 

results in Wisconsin, 

Georgia, Michigan and 

Pennsylvania.  Texas 



Attorney General Ken 

Paxton filed the suit.  He 

and the other plaintiffs want 

the Supreme Court to have 

the state legislature pick 

who votes in the Electoral 

College.  The states that are 

suing say voter fraud 

elsewhere dilutes the votes 

of their residents.  Wisconsin 

Attorney General Josh Kaul 

says tax dollars are being 

wasted on what he calls “a 

genuinely embarrassing 

lawsuit.” 

A 19-year old Merrill man 

has been identified as a 

serial gas thief by Wausau 

Police.  The department 

identified Dalton 

Solchenberger as the 

suspect driving a black 

Dodge pickup after 

multiple thefts of gasoline 

from several Marathon 

County gas stations.  Police 

posted photos on their 

Facebook page where he 

was identified.   



State agencies updated 

safe safe-eating guidelines 

for fish from Wisconsin 

waters.  The 2020-

2021 Choose Wisely 

booklet, jointly produced 

by the Departments of 

Natural Resources and 

Health Services identifies 

Wisconsin water bodies with 

elevated levels of 

contaminants and 

pollution. 

 

 
One car rollover in Oneida 
Co. yesterday News 12/11/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

The wreckage of that Air 

National Guard F-16 that 

went down in the UP 

Tuesday night has been 

found along with the pilot.  

The crash occurred in the 

Hiawatha National Forest 

during a training mission.  

The 115th Fighter Wing will 

have more information later 

this morning. 

A one car rollover was 

reported to Oneida County 

Dispatch about 4:20 

https://widnr.widen.net/s/vzbd5wj5tx
https://widnr.widen.net/s/vzbd5wj5tx


yesterday afternoon.  A 

passerby called in the 

accident on Hwy 8 just east 

of Town Road in Monico.  

The driver was out of the 

vehicle and no other 

information was available.   

An approval of Pfizer’s 

coronavirus vaccine could 

come any day now.  The 

Food and Drug 

Administration is expected 

to follow the 

recommendation of a 

government advisory panel 

yesterday that endorsed 

the vaccine as safe and 

effective.  Once getting the 

okay, millions of shots head 

to health care workers and 

nursing homes.  The CEO of 

Uber asked Governor Tony 

Evers to consider app-

based workers as essential 

and a priority when 

considering who gets the 

vaccine.  All this comes as 

Wisconsin’s COVID death 

rate continued to climb for 



a third straight day and 

fourth time in a week.  25 

counties reported fatalities 

yesterday. 

Meanwhile, Republican 

lawmakers in Madison want 

oversight of any federal 

relief spending and vaccine 

distribution plans coming 

from the Governor’s office.  

Assembly Speaker Robin 

Vos and incoming Senate 

Majority Leader Devin 

LeMahieu said too many 

unilateral decisions are 

being made and oversight 

would create transparency.  

The GOP-controlled 

legislature hasn’t acted on 

any pandemic-related 

measures since April.   

 

 
 

 
The chair of the Ws. 
Elections commission has 
been threatened News 12/11/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

The chair of the Wisconsin 

Elections Commission has 

been threatened that a 

“crowd of patriots” will 

show up at her house.  Ann 

Jacobs says that’s just one 



of the threatening 

messages she has received 

through social media.  She 

adds her children have 

been mentioned.  Jacobs 

said photos of her home 

were posted on Twitter and 

has alerted her neighbors 

and police about the 

“constant threats.”  Election 

officials in Michigan and 

Georgia say they have 

received similar threats 

after repeatedly 

concluding there is no 

evidence suggesting voter 

fraud during the November 

presidential election. 

Meanwhile, federal judge 

Brett Ludwig in Wisconsin 

says a finding for the Trump 

campaign in its election 

challenges would be “the 

most remarkable ruling in 

the history of this court or 

the federal judiciary.”  The 

president is trying to 

overturn Joe Biden’s victory 

with one suit n federal court 



and one in state court.  The 

Trump campaign is trying to 

disqualify more than 221-

thousand ballots in the state 

court case and is asking 

Judge Ludwig to let the 

Republican-controlled 

Legislature name Trump the 

winner. 

A newly-elected Wisconsin 

lawmaker is offering some 

harsh criticism of U-S 

Senator Ron 

Johnson.  Madison 

Democrat Francesca Hong 

called the Republican 

Johnson “delusional scum” 

in a tweet after he was 

quoted in a news story as 

saying he is considering a 

challenge to Electoral 

College results.  Hong 

tweeted the comment 

Thursday.  She was elected 

to the Wisconsin Assembly 

in the November 

balloting.   Wisconsin 

Congressman Mark Pocan 

also used Twitter to criticize 



Johnson, calling him 

“Wisconsin’s biggest 

embarrassment.” 

 

 

 
Positive Covid test numbers 
have gone down News 12/14/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

For the third time this 

month, the Wisconsin 

Department of Health 

Services reports fewer than 

3,000 people tested positive 

for the coronavirus within a 

24 hour period.  Previously, 

the state reported fewer 

than 3,000 new cases on 

December sixth and 

seventh. That happened 

only twice during the entire 

month of November - once 

on the day after 

Thanksgiving and also 

November 30th.  State 

health officials say out of 

12,175 new test results 

released Sunday, 2,757 

people tested positive for 

the coronavirus.   State 

health officials reported 

new cases in all Wisconsin 



counties except for Iron, 

Pepin and Price Counties. 

This news comes as 

pharmaceutical giant Pfizer 

rolls out its vaccine.  The 

Food and Drug 

Administration approved 

the drug Friday and 

shipments began almost 

immediately.  The utmost 

care has to be taken since 

the drug has to be stored at 

nearly 94-degrees below 

zero.  Packed in dry ice, the 

nearly 3-milliion vials left for 

distribution sites across the 

country yesterday.  Recent 

surveys find about half of 

Americans want the shots 

while a quarter aren’t sure 

and the remaining quarter 

aren’t interested.  The main 

criticism being the vaccine 

was rushed and people 

want to see how this initial 

rollout goes. 

A federal judge Saturday 

rejected President Donald 



Trump’s lawsuit to overturn 

Democrat Joe Biden’s win 

in Wisconsin.  US District 

Judge Brett Ludwig said the 

arguments, “fail as a matter 

of law and fact”.  This went 

on as the State Supreme 

Court grilled Trump’s 

attorney as election officials 

get set to cast Wisconsin’s 

10 electoral votes to Biden 

today. 

 

 
Merrill man victim of a scam News 12/14/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

A 46 year old Merrill man 

was the victim of a scam 

last week.  He received a 

call from his credit card 

company claiming to be 

Capitol One stating they 

could lower his interest rate.  

The victim provided his 

personal information and 

the scammer attempted to 

steal money from the 

victims account, however; 

the transactions were 

stopped before money was 

lost.  After being issued a 

new card, the scammer 



used the victim’s personal 

information once again 

and was able access his 

accounts stealing nearly 

$8,000. 

Wisconsin’s Dane and 

Milwaukee counties will 

have to wait a little while 

before they are reimbursed 

for the costs of recounting 

votes from the November 

election.  The Wisconsin 

Legislature’s budget 

committee is withholding 

the money.  President 

Trump’s campaign paid 

three-million dollars for 

those 

recounts.  Republicans said 

Friday they are holding 

back the money, but they 

didn’t say why.  Milwaukee 

County Clerk George 

Christenson accused 

lawmakers of “playing 

politics with money that 

isn’t theirs.”  Wisconsin 

statutes say losing 

candidates can request a 



recount, but they have to 

pay the costs upfront if they 

lost by more than one-

quarter percent. 

The first shipments of a 

COVID-19 vaccine left a 

Michigan distribution center 

today – to start the biggest 

vaccination effort in 

American history.  The first 

shots will be given this week 

to health care workers and 

people living in nursing 

homes.  No precise date 

and time for the first shots 

have been established in 

Wisconsin.  About three-

million doses were on the 

trucks leaving 

Kalamazoo.  All should 

arrive at their destinations 

no later than Wednesday. 
 

 
Wis. To receive it’s supply of 
Covid vaccine News 12/15/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

About an hour before 

Wisconsin’s 10 electoral 

votes were cast for Joe 

Biden, the state supreme 

court turned back President 

Donald Trump’s lawsuit to 

overturn his loss in the state, 



ending his legal challenge.  

In a close 4-3 vote the 

justices said Trump’s claims 

came too late and one was 

without merit and 

emphasized there was no 

evidence of fraud in the 

state’s election.  When it 

became clear Biden had 

won, he soundly criticized 

the president, at the level 

used at the height of the 

campaign, saying 

democracy had been 

pushed, tested, threatened 

but ultimately proved to be 

resilient, true and strong.  

The president-elect said it’s 

time to unify a divided 

nation.   

With distribution plans in 

place, Wisconsin is ready to 

receive its nearly 50,000 

doses of the Pfizer COVID-

19 vaccine.  Eight regional 

hubs, capable of storing the 

drug in sub-zero 

temperatures are set and 

Governor Tony Evers 



yesterday said health 

officials are ready to begin 

the program.  Around 

10,000 doses have already 

arrived. Frontline healthcare 

workers and residents in 

long-term care facilities will 

be the first in line for this 

initial phase.  And as the 

state receives additional 

doses, others will be 

identified. 

And another warning from 

health officials, this time 

coming down on a 

Wisconsin staple, cannibal 

sandwiches.  They’re asking 

people not to eat the raw 

beef sandwiches this 

holiday season.  Typically 

served on rye bread with 

raw onions, the meat can 

harbor harmful bacteria 

including eColi and 

salmonella.  The dept of 

health recommends 

cooking the meat to a 160° 

internal temperature. 
 
 



 

  

 

 
Time is growing short for 
state residents to sign up for 
Obamacare News 12/15/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

A report from the Legislative 

Audit Bureau reveals the 

state Department of 

Workforce Development 

sent 77-percent of 

unemployment applicants 

into pending status when 

the claims could have 

been processed.  The audit 

shows 514-thousand of 

nearly 663-thousand claims 

were put into adjudication 

over a seven-month period 

so the department could 

determine if the applicant 

was eligible to receive 

benefits.  Some of the 

people were left 

there.  More than 96-

thousand were still there 

during the audit.  In 90-

percent of those cases, the 

D-W-D had the information 

to process the claim, or it 

failed to ask for the proper 

information.   Processing 



now takes about eight-and-

a-half days. 

Time is growing short for 

Wisconsin residents to sign 

up for Obamacare.  Open 

enrollment for health 

coverage under the federal 

government ends 

today.  There are some 

exceptions.  The enrollment 

is taking place at the same 

time the U-S Supreme Court 

considers the future of the 

health reform law.  The 

Trump administration and 

some Republican state 

attorneys general argue the 

individual mandate is 

unconstitutional after 

Congress eliminated the 

penalty for not having 

health insurance.   

Business is brisk at Thermo 

Fisher Scientific, the maker 

of a freezer that can create 

the ultra-cold storage 

needed for the COVID-19 

vaccine.  Texas-based 

Thermo Fisher has been 



making the product for 

more than 50 years at 

several locations, including 

three in Wisconsin.  A local 

official says the work 

actually started much 

earlier this year when 

storage was needed for all 

the test samples.  The 

COVID-19 vaccine is 

supposed to be stored in 

temperatures below 

negative-94 degrees.   
 

 
Nearly 2 billion has gone to 
the states funding for Covid 
relief News 12/16/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

Nearly $2-billion in federal 

funding has gone to 

Wisconsin’s emergency 

response efforts to the 

COVID-19 pandemic.  

Governor Tony Evers 

yesterday gave an 

accounting of where the 

money has been going, 

saying expanded testing, 

supporting families and 

helping local businesses 

were key.  About $900,000 is 

held in reserve to ensure the 

state has flexibility to 

respond to ever changing 



needs.  While most of the 

funding is allocated, it all 

has to be spent by the end 

of the year.   

The Rhinelander School 

District saw no spike in 

positive COVID cases 

following the Thanksgiving 

holiday.  And with that the 

Health Advisory Team and 

administrators see no 

change to the instruction 

models already in place 

after the upcoming winter 

break.  Superintendent Eric 

Burke said they’ll be looking 

at possibly going to four 

days of in-person classes 

sometime in the second 

semester, but that’s just 

exploratory at the moment. 

The Hodag Park 

Improvement Fund got a 

$10,000 boost.  The 

Rhinelander Community 

Foundation announced the 

donation from AirPro Fan 

and Blower Company in the 

city.  The family and 



employee owned 

company has deep 

connections to the park 

through sports, boating and 

family gatherings.   

The impact on communities 

by the pandemic inspired 

Wausau-based 

IncredibleBank to give 

back.  $10,000 donations 

were made to the United 

Way in Lincoln, Marathon, 

Vilas and Oneida counties 

with the goal of providing 

assistance to people and 

programs. 

Northcentral Technical 

College will recognize the 

class of 2020 through an 

enhanced virtual 

commencement ceremony 

Saturday.  523 students will 

get a diploma.   
 

 
Judge rules a state man in 
Mich. Should be extradited 
back to Wis.  News 12/16/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

A judge ruled a Wisconsin 

Dells man charged in a 

Michigan terror plot should 

be extradited.  The ruling 

handed down yesterday in 

a Columbia County 



courtroom.  Brian Higgins is 

accused of being part of a 

crew conducting 

surveillance of Michigan 

Governor Gretchen 

Whitmer’s vacation home 

as part of a kidnapping 

plot.  Higgins will be allowed 

to appeal the decision 

before he is transported to 

Michigan.   

The Republican Party of 

Wisconsin points to one of 

the 10 electors who was in 

Madison Monday to vote 

for President-elect Joe 

Biden as an example of 

voter fraud.  Democratic 

State Senator Patricia 

Schachter claimed she was 

“indefinitely confined” to 

her home when she cast an 

absentee ballot in the 

November election.  Party 

leaders say pictures on 

Schachter’s Facebook 

page show her 

campaigning and enjoying 

leisure time away from her 



home at the same time she 

said she was “indefinitely 

confined.”  Schachter lost 

her bid for re-election. 

The struggle over a 

Christmas tree has a pair of 

Republican lawmakers 

going to their backup plan 

at the Wisconsin State 

Capitol.  Governor Tony 

Evers said the state 

wouldn’t put up a tree in 

the rotunda due to the  

pandemic and the fact the 

building is closed to the 

public.  Lawmakers Paul Tittl 

and Shae Sortwell put up 

their own.  Tittl says he got 

ornaments from all over the 

country for it.  Extra 

ornaments have been 

donated to nursing homes 

in Tittl’s district.  When he 

and Sortwell heard their 

tree was being taken down 

yesterday, they replaced in 

just a few hours, and have 

more.   
 



 
Questions remain as Covid 
vaccines roll out across the 
state News 12/17/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

As the COVID-19 vaccines 

roll out across the state, 

there are still questions.  

Yesterday two dozen front 

line workers got the first 

dose of the Pfizer vaccine 

at the Marshfield Clinic.  

These are providers in the 

closest contact with 

positive patients.  But the 

clinic only received a small 

number of doses and 

officials are waiting on the 

state health department for 

more information how 

distribution will work and 

how many more doses are 

coming in the second 

shipment.  Being a 

distribution site, the Clinic is 

sending allocated amounts 

to other providers.  These 

are the first of a series of 

two shots needed of the 

vaccine.  Another is 

needed in about 21 days to 

offer protection from the 

virus.   



The Air National Guard’s 

115th Fighter Wing is back in 

the air after pausing in 

honor of the pilot killed in a 

crash last week in the UP.  

Captain Durwood Jones’ F-

16 went down Tuesday 

night during a training 

mission over the Hiawatha 

National Forest.  The 

investigation into the cause 

of the crash could take up 

to a year.  The 37-year-old 

was from Albuquerque, 

New Mexico and based at 

Truax Field.  

A commission made up of 

nearly 20 state agencies 

and the University of 

Wisconsin have developed 

a 25-point action plan to 

deal with PFAs chemicals in 

the state’s drinking water.  

There are growing concerns 

about the effects on public 

health and Rhinelander was 

one of the first to shut down 

two city wells after 



detecting the chemicals.  

The action points centered 

on environmental justice, 

health equity and 

preventing pollution.   

 

 

 
Unemployment check issues 
In the state News 12/17/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

Wisconsin lawmakers are 

ready to assess blame over 

the issues slowing the 

process of getting 

unemployment benefit 

checks to people who are 

out of work.  Republicans 

say it's poor leadership from 

a Democratic governor – 

Democrats blame 

Republican reforms or 

unwillingness to take 

action.  Auditors and 

leaders at the Department 

of Workforce Development 

were on the hot seat at a 

legislative committee 

hearing yesterday.  Auditors 

say changes are needed in 

the adjudication 

process.  Tens of thousands 



of applicants have had to 

wait five weeks or more 

before they find out if they 

even qualify.  Leaders at D-

W-D says they’ve been 

dealing with four years of 

claims during a period of 

just nine months.  

The Wisconsin Building 

Commission approved the 

spending of 350-million 

dollars on renovation 

projects.  Much of the 

money will go toward 

repairing or renovating 

buildings in the U-W 

System.  One of the big 

ones is the construction and 

renovation of the Veterinary 

Medicine addition in 

Madison.  Renovation is 

coming for the Student 

Union on the University of 

Wisconsin-Milwaukee 

campus.  A half-million 

dollars is dedicated to 

planning for the design of 

the new Engineering 

Building there.  



Illinois authorities are going 

to be billing Green Bay-

based REDI Transports for 

the cost of tracking down 

an accused 

killer.  Surveillance video 

tells a different story about 

the way 22-year-old Leon 

Taylor escaped from a 

transport van at an Indiana 

McDonald’s.  Taylor is still at 

large.  The driver said he 

jumped out a window, but 

the video shows Taylor 

wasn’t wearing shackles 

and got out through a door 

on the van. 
 

 
Man to appear in Langlade 
court over child enticement 
charges News 12/18/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

With little or no explanation, 

state health officials across 

the country are now 

dealing with far fewer doses 

of the COVID-19 vaccine.  

Workers are concerned 

about delays as allotments 

are being cut, in some 

cases by more than a third.  

The last couple days, 

governors and healthcare 

officials were told the next 



shipments of the Pfizer-

BioNTech vaccine will be 

less than projected.  Pfizer 

said its production levels 

haven’t changed but the 

federal government hasn’t 

said what’s going on.   

A former teacher will be in 

Langlade County court 

next month for new 

charges of child 

enticement and having 

sexual contact with a 

minor.  50-year old David 

Faulkner faces similar 

charges in Marathon 

county as well.   

The Nicolet College Board is 

opening up their search for 

a new president to the 

public.  Current president 

Richard Nelson will be 

retiring this summer.  At the 

moment the board is 

looking at internal 

candidates and invite the 

public’s input and 

feedback through a link on 

the college’s website.  



Board chair Ryan Zietlow 

said they want to maintain 

the continuity of the 

collective leadership in 

place to continue 

advancing the college and 

their desire is to promote 

from within.  A final 

candidate will be 

announced in January.   

The community foundation 

of north central Wisconsin 

announced 35 charitable 

causes received 

community enhancement 

grants totaling more than 

half a million dollars this 

year.  The funds address the 

needs of nonprofits as well 

as new initiatives that 

create a vibrant and livable 

community through the 

arts, education, health, 

human services and 

resource preservation.   

 
 

 
New order could restrict bars 
and restaurants across the 
state News 12/18/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

A new order for public 

gatherings would restrict 

capacity at bars and 



restaurants to 25-percent of 

a building’s capacity.  The 

governor’s office is asking 

the Wisconsin Supreme 

Court to allow public health 

officials to issue that order 

to slow down new cases of 

COVID-19.  The order would 

be in effect for 28 days.  The 

same order issued earlier 

this year brought on the 

lawsuit argued yesterday 

before the court.  Justices 

questioned the legality of 

an order like that.  The Evers 

administration wants the 

Supreme Court to rule in 

favor so Health Services 

Secretary Andrea Palm can 

issue a new one. 

Meanwhile the high court 

agreed to hear the appeal 

from a convicted killer over 

the way his cellphone was 

searched when he was 

being 

investigated.  George Burch 

is serving life in prison 

without the possibility of 



parole for killing 31-year-old 

Nicole VanderHeyden.  She 

was found beaten to death 

in a farm field four-and-a-

half years ago.  Data on the 

phone placed Burch at the 

bar where the victim was 

last seen, outside her 

Ledgeview home where 

she was killed, and at the 

farm field where she was 

found. 

The incoming Wisconsin 

Senate majority leader says 

allowing earlier counting of 

absentee ballots in one of 

his priorities as the next 

legislative session 

approaches.  Republican 

Devin LeMahieu wants to 

pass a bill to change state 

law and allow those ballots 

to be counted before 

Election Day.  He tried to 

get it passed last year by 

working with Democrats, 

but his own party stopped 

it.   
 



 
National lawmakers set the 
next Covid stimulus package News 12/21/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

It’s been nine months but 

lawmakers in Washington 

finally came to an 

agreement over the next 

COVID-19 relief package 

yesterday.   The long 

overdue help to people 

and businesses will provide 

a temporary $300 per week 

unemployment benefit and 

$600 direct stimulus funds.  

There’s also money for 

schools, health care 

providers and renters.  In a 

Tweet late Saturday 

President Trump simply said, 

“Get it Done!”.  The $1.4-

trillion dollar plan is riddled 

with unrelated measures, 

which were a big part of 

the hold up.    

 

As the rollout of COVID 

vaccines slows down across 

the country, the Center for 

Disease Control issued new 

allergy guidelines for 

getting them.  A number of 

people have had adverse 



reactions to the shots and 

the agency new 

recommends people 

who’ve ever had a severe 

allergic reaction to any 

ingredient in the vaccine, 

known as anaphylaxis, 

shouldn’t get it.  Providers 

are advised to observe 

people for 15 minutes after 

getting the shot. 

 

In Wisconsin, virus numbers 

are up again to more than 

457,000 with the fatality rate 

at a flat 1% of positive 

cases.  The numbers began 

climbing in October and 

peaked last month.  Overall 

positive cases have been 

on the decline. 
 
 

The first woman on the 

Wisconsin Supreme Court 

and longest serving justice 

has died.  Shirley 

Abrahamson was 87 when 

she passed Saturday from 

pancreatic cancer.  She 



was chief justice for a 

record 19 years and retired 

last year after more than 

four decades of service.  In 

her career on the bench, 

Abrahamson took part in 

more than 3500 written 

decisions.   
 

 
Covid vaccine for state 
frontline workers News  12/21/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

In the early months of the 

coronavirus pandemic 

Wisconsin spent at least 99-

million dollars to frantically 

buy personal protective 

equipment.  The Associated 

Press analyzed the steps 

taken as the virus was 

spreading and 

governments were 

responding.  Wisconsin 

officials were searching the 

entire country for supplies 

as they tried to build a 

stockpile of P-P-E and 

ventilators.  Only about 10-

million dollars was spent in 

this state and they paid 

exceedingly high prices 

because they were forced 

to compete with other 



states.  In one instance, the 

state reportedly paid an 

ACE Hardware store in De 

Forest more than 19-

thousand dollars for 21-

hundred N-95 masks.  That’s 

more than nine-dollars-a-

mask for an item that 

normally sells for a little over 

a dollar each. 

Officials at S-S-M Health in 

Madison say the arrival of 

Moderna’s vaccine for 

COVID-19 should help 

make sure every frontline 

worker gets 

vaccinated.  The delivery is 

expected late today or 

Tuesday.  The Food and 

Drug Administration 

approved Moderna’s 

vaccine in a Friday 

emergency ruling.   

Sheriff’s departments across 

northern and central 

Wisconsin will take part in 

the Drive Sober or Get 

Pulled Over program.  The 

state DOT reports every 



three hours someone is 

injured in an alcohol related 

crash.  Last year there were 

nearly 6100 of them injuring 

2918 people and killing 140.  

About a quarter of all 

fatalities in the state were 

caused by alcohol.  The 

program is not about citing 

motorists.  It’s about public 

safety.  Law enforcement 

encourages drivers to slow 

down, wear the seat belts 

and stay sober.  The 

campaign runs through 

New Year’s day. 
 

 
Newly approved Covid 
vaccine expected in the state 
this week News 12/22/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

The largest piece of 

legislation to ever come out 

of Washington was the 1986 

tax reform bill at just over 

2800 pages.  That was until 

yesterday.  The new 

pandemic relief package 

passed by Congress last 

night is a just shy of 5600 

pages, littered with 

programs and payments 

that have nothing to do 

with the COVID-19 



pandemic.   That was the 

only way both Republicans 

and Democrats could 

agree.   It’s now in the 

senate where approval is 

expected today.   

Meanwhile, at the state 

level, Governor Tony Evers 

proposed new legislation 

hoping Democrats will act 

on a relief package by the 

end of the year.  He admits 

chances of getting one 

passed are slim.  The 

Democratic governor said 

the measure isn’t perfect 

but there are compromises.  

There are actually two bills, 

one dealing with the delays 

in unemployment claims, 

covering COVID vaccine 

costs and other virus-

related expenses.  The 

second, which the GOP 

already rejected, cancels 

statewide testing in schools 

and cut back on 

accountability reporting this 

year, continue the waivers 



for unemployment 

insurance and work 

searches, continue small 

business grants, prohibit 

evictions until July and 

other matters.  So far there’s 

been no response. 

The newly approved 

Moderna vaccine is 

expected in Wisconsin this 

week.  The first allotment is 

16,000 with about 100,000 

doses expected in the near 

future.   

The head coach of the 

Wausau Newman girls 

basketball team abruptly 

resigned yesterday, citing 

personal reasons.  Paul 

Haag took over the job last 

year.  Athletic Director Scott 

Fitzgerald will fill in for the 

time being. 
 
 

 
More than 10,000 people in 
the state vaccinated against 
Covid News 12/22/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

More than 10-thousand 

people in Wisconsin have 

been vaccinated against 

COVID-19.  The Department 

of Health Services says 



health care workers and 

people living in long-term 

care facilities were among 

the first to get the 

vaccine.  Wisconsin began 

administering Pfizer’s 

vaccine after it received F-

D-A approval for 

emergency use on 

December 11th.  As of 

Sunday, 10-thousand-538 

doses of the vaccine have 

been administered.  Nearly 

185-thousand doses of the 

Pfizer and Moderna 

vaccines have been 

allocated for people in the 

Badger State. 

Wisconsin Supreme Court 

Justice Brian Hagedorn is 

receiving extra police 

protection after several 

controversial 

rulings.  Hagedorn sided 

with the court’s liberal 

justices on high-profile 

cases like the rejection of 

President Trump’s effort to 

have 220-thousand 



absentee ballots thrown 

out.  Hagedorn said he is 

doing the best he can to 

follow the law “regardless 

of politics.”  Conservatives 

backed him when he was 

elected to the high court 

last year.  The president has 

targeted him in a series of 

tweets.  Hagedorn says he’s 

not aware of any death 

threats and he’s not the 

only justice to get extra 

protection. 

The U-S Senate unanimously 

approved a five-year 

extension of the Great 

Lakes Restoration 

Initiative.  The bill just needs 

the president’s 

signature.  Funding for the 

mitigation of long-term 

environmental damages to 

the Great Lakes would 

grow from 300-million dollars 

to 475-million in 2026.  The 

legislation focuses on 

problems like toxic pollution, 

invasive species, loss of 



wildlife habitat, and runoff 

that results in harmful algae 

blooms.  Federal projects 

have been completed in 

nine states, including 

Wisconsin. 
 

 
Weather service posts travel 
advisories for the state for 
this afternoon  News 12/23/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

Over the next two weeks 

employees at the Aspirus 

Wausau Hospital will getting 

the Moderna COVID 

vaccine.  The initial delivery 

arrived yesterday morning 

with the first group of 

healthcare staff getting the 

shots that afternoon.  The 

second doses will be 

administered in about 28 

days.  Meanwhile, 

Wisconsin’s Insurance 

Commissioner reaffirmed 

the vaccines will be 

provided to all state 

residents at no cost.  Mark 

Afable said he wants to 

ensure every Wisconsinite 

knows the vaccine will have 

access to the vaccine 

without any cost barriers.    



Volunteers with the 

Rhinelander Tax Aide 

program, operating at the 

ADRC building will not be 

preparing tax returns for the 

coming tax season.  

Concerns about COVID-19 

coupled with the ability to 

operate safely and 

efficiently for both clients 

and volunteers prompted 

the decision.  They suggest 

people reach out to family 

and friends for help in 

preparing their taxes or to 

contact a paid provider.   

The pandemic took out 

nearly every activity this 

year, among them the 

Northern Wisconsin State 

Fair in Chippewa Falls, 

ending a run of 123 years.  

Organizers moving forward 

announced the 

entertainment lineup for this 

July with the main stage 

featuring country acts 

Trace Adkins and LANCO, 



along with Grand Funk and 

Blue Oyster Cult.   

And just in time for holiday 

travel, the National 

Weather Service posted 

winter weather advisories 

from 4 this afternoon to 9 

tomorrow morning.  Starting 

as rain, it will quickly 

transition to snow 

accompanied by gusty 

winds and single digit 

temperatures.  One to 4-

inches is expected across 

Oneida and Vilas counties.   

 

 

 
 

 
Rhinelander’s ongoing city 
water problem News 12/23/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

After closing two city wells 

due to PFAs chemical 

contamination last year, 

Rhinelander’s common 

council this past August 

approved testing the old 

city landfill for the 

manmade pollutants.  That 

was one part of a much 

broader initiative to identify 

sources of the chemicals.  



This morning the city 

reported the first round of 

analysis of five samples from 

the landfill found relatively 

low levels of PFAs.  Early 

next year the second phase 

will test monitoring wells 

adjacent to the landfill.  

Mayor Chris Frederickson 

said the low level residual 

amounts of the chemical 

found at the landfill will now 

allow the city to focus 

efforts on the next larger 

target of concern.  The full 

results can be found on the 

city hall website. 

Vaccinations for people in 

Wisconsin’s long-term care 

facilities begin Monday.  C-

V-S Health says teams will 

visit each facility three times 

to make sure all residents 

and staff get their initial shot 

and the required 

booster.  C-V-S says it is 

hiring an additional 400 

people to help with the 

effort to administer the 



vaccines.  The company 

believes all Wisconsin 

residents and staff will be 

fully vaccinated three-to-

four weeks after the first 

visit.  The total effort is 

anticipated to take 12 

weeks to complete.  The 

campaign started in 12 

states this week and will 

begin in the rest next week. 

As Democratic Governor 

Tony Evers pushes for 

COVID relief legislation by 

the end of the year, state 

Republicans say they’re the 

only ones compromising.  

GOP leaders say Evers 

ended negotiations by 

introducing the new 

measures.  
 

Covid pandemic puts a dent 
in the annual Salvation Red 
Kettle campaign News 12/24/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

After the holiday break, 

lawmakers in Washington 

are expected to vote and 

override president Donald 

Trump’s veto of the annual 

defense policy bill.  The 

measure authorizes more 

than $740-billion to military 



programs and construction 

including pay hikes for 

troops.  Politicians from both 

parties were critical of the 

president’s move.  Trump is 

also holding off signing the 

COVID relief bill in favor of 

larger stimulus checks for 

people.   

The effects of the 

coronavirus pandemic on 

the economy put a dent in 

the overall collections by 

the Salvation Army this 

season.  But local businesses 

have stepped up, the latest 

being the Rondele Ranch 

west of Rhinelander.  Their 

Lights, Pizza, Santa 

promotion raised $11,000 for 

the organization.  The 

Salvation Army’s Red Kettle 

campaign ends today. 

Frontline Caregivers with 

Ascension St. Mary’s in 

Rhinelander began getting 

their COVID-19 

vaccinations yesterday.  

The hospital is the initial 



location of the shots that 

will expand to other 

caregivers and locations as 

more doses become 

available.   

Meanwhile, health officials 

say the new strain of the 

virus hasn’t shown up in the 

state yet.  This variation, 

coming from South Africa 

and the UK is reportedly 

much more contagious.  

The U.S. Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention has 

not documented any cases 

of the British variant in the 

United States — but experts, 

even at the CDC, say it’s 

probably already here. 

With holiday travel ready to 

peak drivers should be 

aware the slippery travel 

conditions will continue 

across the north half of the 

state with lake effect snows.  

Two more systems are 

expected to cause 

problems next week.   
 



 
Rhinelander frontline works 
began getting Covid 
vaccines yesterday News 12/24/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

After the holiday break, 

lawmakers in Washington 

are expected to vote and 

override president Donald 

Trump’s veto of the annual 

defense policy bill.  The 

measure authorizes more 

than $740-billion to military 

programs and construction 

including pay hikes for 

troops.  Politicians from both 

parties were critical of the 

president’s move.  Trump is 

also holding off signing the 

COVID relief bill in favor of 

larger stimulus checks for 

people.   

The effects of the 

coronavirus pandemic on 

the economy put a dent in 

the overall collections by 

the Salvation Army this 

season.  But local businesses 

have stepped up, the latest 

being the Rondele Ranch 

west of Rhinelander.  Their 

Lights, Pizza, Santa 

promotion raised $11,000 for 

the organization.  The 



Salvation Army’s Red Kettle 

campaign ends today. 

Frontline Caregivers with 

Ascension St. Mary’s in 

Rhinelander began getting 

their COVID-19 

vaccinations yesterday.  

The hospital is the initial 

location of the shots that 

will expand to other 

caregivers and locations as 

more doses become 

available.   

Meanwhile, health officials 

say the new strain of the 

virus hasn’t shown up in the 

state yet.  This variation, 

coming from South Africa 

and the UK is reportedly 

much more contagious.  

The U.S. Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention has 

not documented any cases 

of the British variant in the 

United States — but experts, 

even at the CDC, say it’s 

probably already here. 

With holiday travel ready to 

peak drivers should be 



aware the slippery travel 

conditions will continue 

across the north half of the 

state with lake effect snows.  

Two more systems are 

expected to cause 

problems next week.   
 

 
Dozens of traffic accidents 
were reported over the 
holiday weekend News 12/28/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

Dozens of traffic accidents 

were reported across North 

Central Wisconsin over the 

Christmas holiday weekend.  

One law enforcement 

official said people never 

learn to slow down.  He said 

the vast majority were 

drivers with experience, not 

teens, which is something 

you’d expect.  The snow is 

one thing but the black ice 

has been the main problem 

and that’s not readily seen 

until it’s too late.  Officers 

say no matter what you’re 

driving, there’s nothing you 

can do once control is lost.  

No major injuries were 

reported in any of the 

crashes.  Conditions are 



expected to deteriorate 

again this week. 

President Donald Trump 

signed the pandemic relief 

bill yesterday, but not 

before saying the wasteful 

items in it need to be 

removed.  It’s doubtful that 

will happen in the massive 

$1.4-trillion measure that will 

send $600 checks to 

Americans, provide business 

cash and avert a 

government shutdown.  

Trump wanted $2000 

payments to people but his 

own party didn’t.  He also 

criticized the amount of 

what he called 

unnecessary spending. 

Wausau Newman 

announced the hiring of 

Macie Zurfluh as the new 

high school girls basketball 

coach yesterday.  A star 

player at St. Norbert 

College and standout at 

Assumption high school, 

Zurfluh replaces Paul Haag 



who abruptly resigned last 

week.   

And the Green Bay Packers 

routed the Tennessee Titans 

last night 40-14 in snowy 

Lambeau Field.  The Pack 

moves their record to 12-3, 

and need a win next week 

in Chicago or a Seahawks 

loss to clinch the number 

one seed in the NFC and a 

first round bye. 
 

 
Gov. Evers says he’s too 
busy to think about running 
for a 2nd term News 12/28/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

Wisconsin Governor Tony 

Evers says he’s “too busy” 

and hasn’t made up his 

mind yet whether he’ll run 

for a second term.  Evers 

says he doesn’t have any 

regrets about his second 

year in office, but it has 

been difficult not being 

able to enact mitigation 

orders during the 

pandemic.  He was talking 

about the state Supreme 

Court’s decision ending his 

“Safer at Home” order.  The 

governor was harshly 

criticized after ordering 



bars, restaurants and 

schools to close while 

urging state residents to 

stay home.  A statewide 

order now in effect 

requiring people to wear 

face coverings in public is 

set to expire January 19th – 

but the governor plans to 

extend it when it does.  

Evers also says his next 

budget proposal will 

hopefully include solutions 

for criminal justice 

disparities.  He called a 

special session in August to 

deal with reforms but was 

turned back by majority 

republicans.   

President Donald Trump’s 

signature on a two-point-

three-trillion-dollar COVID 

relief package serves to 

extend the federal 

moratorium on 

evictions.  That doesn’t 

mean help for those who 

can’t pay their rent will 

arrive any time soon.  The 



Tenant Relief Center has 

handed out about 11-

million dollars in rental 

assistance.  Some people 

still won’t get the help they 

need.  One way landlords 

are getting around the it is 

refusing to sign a non-

paying tenant to a new 

lease when the current one 

runs out.  Many property 

owners are caught in the 

middle, owing to the bank 

but not able to pay when 

tenants can’t pay the rent. 
 

 
Deep political remains clear News 12/29/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

The deep political division 

remains clear as Congress, 

by a two-to-one margin, 

voted to increase COVID-19 

relief checks to $2000.  A 

week ago, Democrats 

compromised on that 

amount to $600 and 

President Donald Trump 

reluctantly signed it into law 

late Sunday.  But now, with 

more Republicans suddenly 

breaking ranks, the higher 

dollars were approved and 



the measure now moves to 

the GOP-controlled Senate 

where things are more 

hostile.  Party leaders aren’t 

saying how the upper 

house might handle the bill.  

Incoming Democratic 

president Joe Biden 

supports the $2000 checks 

and his party is promising 

more aid to come while 

republicans are taking a 

wait and see approach.   

A winter storm is headed 

into the state, affecting an 

area largely south of Hwy 8.  

While the north is set for 2-4” 

of new snow, advisories are 

already posted for most 

counties to the south of that 

line, especially below Hwy 

10 for moderate to heavy 

snow in the 3-to-6 inch 

range, stretching all the 

way down to the Illinois 

border.  Gusty winds will 

make visibility poor and 

travel hazardous for 



tomorrow’s commute and 

motorists are asked to 

adjust accordingly.  The 

snow will begin to taper off 

in the late morning.   

Using the simplest possible 

language, the Department 

of Workforce Development 

is seeking public input on 

the latest version of its 

application for 

unemployment benefits.  

This is an effort to make it 

easier for residents filing for 

benefits to understand the 

forms while filing.  The DWD 

is accepting feedback on 

the draft at their website 

through January 8th.   

 

 
State senators divided over 
the large stimulus checks News 12/29/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

U-S Senators Tammy 

Baldwin and Ron Johnson 

are divided over the two-

thousand-dollar stimulus 

checks the Senate will vote 

on.  President Trump has 

approved 600-dollar 

payments, but he wants 



people suffering through 

the coronavirus pandemic 

to get the extra money.  In 

an unusual alliance, 

Democrat Baldwin says she 

has long supported the 

bigger payments.  The 

House of Representatives 

approved the idea and it’ 

now in the Senate where 

the Republican Ron 

Johnson – long a Trump ally 

– says he blocked the 

bigger checks earlier 

because of concerns about 

the U-S debt. 

A spokesperson for Aurora 

Medical Center in Grafton 

says 50 vials of Moderna 

vaccine were discarded 

accidentally last 

weekend.  The hospital says 

an internal investigation 

determined the vials were 

inadvertently removed from 

a pharmacy refrigerator 

overnight Saturday.  It’s 

being called an 

“unintended human error” 



that happened when the 

vials weren’t replaced in 

the refrigerator after being 

removed so other items 

could be accessed.  Some 

of the vaccine was 

administered to team 

members the same day, 

but most had to be 

discarded because it 

wasn’t kept at a proper 

temperature to maintain its 

effectiveness. 

The Eagle River Falcons 

have opted out of the 2021 

Great Lakes Hockey 

League season.  Previous 

decisions suspended 

games with Michigan 

teams, plus the fact both 

DePere and Marquette 

have also cancelled their 

seasons.  The league is 

moving forward with games 

between Mosinee, Fond du 

Lac, Fox Cities and West 

Bend.  Government orders 

have rinks closed in 

Michigan.  The Falcons are 



working on an alumni game 

sometime in February or 

March.   

 
 

 
Marathon Co. officials 
investigate a dead body 
found by trappers News 12/30/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

Monday, Congress 

approved the coronavirus 

relief package that gives 

Americans $2000 checks.  

Now in the Senate, it’s a 

classic game of one 

upsmanship with Majority 

Leader Mitch McConnell 

blocking the vote.  The 

pressure is great as the 

threat of the virus continues 

to grow across the country 

and it has Republicans torn 

between supporting the 

president or keeping 

conservative views against 

government spending.  For 

now, the $600 checks are 

set to be delivered, along 

with other aid, among the 

largest rescue packages of 

its kind.  The COVID-19 

portion of the bill revives a 

weekly pandemic jobless 

benefit boost — this time 



$300, through March 14th — 

as well as the popular 

Paycheck Protection 

Program of grants to 

businesses to keep workers 

on payrolls. It extends 

eviction protections, 

adding a new rental 

assistance fund. 

 

A body discovered by 

trappers yesterday morning 

have Marathon county 

authorities investigating a 

homicide.  The body was 

found in a wooded area 

near Abe Lincoln Drive and 

Swamp Road in the Town of 

Spencer.  The cause of 

death is unknown but 

deputies believe the body 

was dumped there.  They’re 

looking for a black, 2005 

Chevy Impala with 

Wisconsin plates AHT-6900.  

No other information is 

available.   

 



The snow totals were 

backed off but that doesn’t 

mean travel isn’t hazardous 

again this morning.  Most of 

the state got at least two 

inches, more down south 

and early this morning 

freezing drizzle complicated 

the travel.  Roads are snow-

covered and slippery and 

crews waited until the bulk 

of the storm passed to 

begin plowing.  Another 

round is expected by the 

weekend.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Area snowmobile trails not 
open yet News 12/30/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

Officials at UW-Madison 

hope to keep cases of 

COVID-19 down by 

increasing the testing done 

on campus.  The university is 

implementing what it is 

called the “Safer Badgers” 

program next month.  A 



spokesperson says it had a 

capacity of about 10-

thousand tests-per-week 

during the fall semester.  In 

the spring, it is estimated 

that about 70-thousand 

tests-a-week will be 

done.  The saliva-based test 

being used will have results 

within 24 hours.   

Despite the abundant ice 

on area lakes and now the 

addition of new snow, area 

snowmobile clubs remind 

people trails are not open 

yet.  And when they do, 

riders are urged to stay on 

the trails and off private 

land. 

The Vilas County Forestry, 

Recreation and Land 

Department announced 

the closing of the county 

shooting range.  Citing icy 

conditions on the roads 

and the snow covering the 

range create safety 

concerns.  The range, 

between Eagle River and 



Conover is one of the 

busiest in the county forest 

and saw a boost in activity 

this year.   

Staff and volunteers began 

their annual Red Kettle 

Campaign slowly but during 

a very difficult year 

northwoods people came 

through.  Preliminary totals 

released last night have the 

Minocqua Salvation Army 

over their goal at more 

than $36,000.  The Kettle 

donations yielded over 

$22,000 and they’ve 

received $3005 in mailed in 

donations and the flock a 

friend campaign brought in 

$316.  Add to that, 

donations from the 

Northwoods United Way of 

$250, $2000 from the 

Wisconsin Public Service 

Foundation and the 

Rondele Ranch Christmas 

event over $9200.   
 

  News 12/31/20 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 The Marathon County 

Sheriff’s office identified the 



Marathon Co. officials 
identify dead body found by 
trappers 

body found of a man found 

Tuesday in the town of 

Spencer as 20-year old 

Christian Schauer of 

Marshfield.  He was found in 

a marshy area by trappers 

and investigators are 

terming it a homicide and 

still looking for vehicle that 

may be linked to the killing.   

All state and club funded 

snowmobile trails in Vilas 

County open tomorrow 

morning.  The county 

snowmobile alliance 

announced conditions are 

right to open the system at 

8am.  All eleven clubs and 

volunteers have been 

working to get things ready 

and riders are reminded the 

trails are in early season 

shape and to stay on the 

marked routes and 

approach waterways with 

caution. 

More than 500 doses of the 

Moderna COVID-19 

vaccine were deliberately 



removed from cold storage 

at the Aurora Medical 

Center in Grafton.  The 

investigation led to an 

individual who admitted 

removing the vials and was 

promptly fired.  Law 

enforcement was notified 

as well. 

The Wisconsin Department 

of Workforce Development 

has been under fire most of 

the year for its mis-handling 

of unemployment claims.  

Someone had to take the 

blame and Governor Tony 

Evers asked for and got the 

immediate resignation of 

department secretary 

Caleb Frostman.  There are 

now over 1500 people 

handling claims, more than 

twice the usual number of 

employees.  Department of 

Corrections deputy 

secretary Amy Pachacek 

will fill in until a new 

appointment is made. 



And after a rough start, five 

different Badgers found the 

end zone in Wisconsin’s 42-

28 win over Wake Forest in 

the Duke’s Mayo Bowl. 
 

  
President Trump asks for 
state election results to be 
overturned News 12/31/20 1230p,530p 1:30 

 For the second time in two 

days, President Donald 

Trump asked the U-S 

Supreme Court to overturn 

Wisconsin's election 

results.  The new filing 

challenges last week's ruling 

by the 7th Circuit Court of 

Appeals, which affirmed a 

lower court's ruling that 

Trump's challenges lacked 

merit.  The Trump campaign 

argues Wisconsin clerks 

inappropriately filled in 

missing information from 

witnesses on absentee 

ballot envelopes and that 

people claimed indefinitely 

confined status who 

shouldn't have.  It also 

argues use of ballot drop 

boxes was illegal.  

Democrats in the Wisconsin 

Assembly won't be 



attending next week's 

inauguration 

ceremony.  Minority Leader 

Gordon Hintz of Oshkosh 

says they have coronavirus 

concerns and Monday's 

event poses a lot of risk to 

members.  All 38 Democrats 

in the caucus were sworn in 

virtually.  Assembly Speaker 

Robin Vos says many 

businesses and other 

government bodies have 

operated safely.  He's 

suggesting -- but not 

requiring legislators and 

staff wear masks on 

Monday, as well as for floor 

periods and committee 

meetings going forward.   

The Wisconsin Department 

of Public Instruction 

summarized the impacts of 

school building closures in 

the fourth quarter due to 

the COVID-19 pandemic.  

All 421 districts were 

surveyed on the delivery of 

virtual instruction, meal 



service, staff layoffs, 

expenditures and other 

items.  All districts 

encountered barriers to 

deliver instruction with the 

biggest challenges being 

reliable internet service and 

parents having to balance 

at home learning with 

employment.  Layoffs 

affected 18 of districts 

where in some cases more 

than 20 staff were 

furloughed.  Transportation 

was also affected both in 

expenditures and service.   
 

 

 


